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1. CO M PLAIN T FO R C OPYRIGH T IN FRTNG EM EN T1
2 1, Donald P. Borchers, Plaintiff, bring this Com plaint in the Southern
a D istrict Court of Florida against D efendants inpm  se and allege as follow s:
4 PR ELIM INARY STATEM ENT
S l intiff brings this action seeking to put an im m ediate stop to
, 
and tol . P a
6 btain redress for
, 
D efendants' blatant and purposeful infringem ent of Plaintiff'so
7 rights w ith respect to the copyright entitled ttchildren of the Corn
,
'' based upon
8 the short story written by Stephen King, U.S. Copyright Reg. 8204066 (1982),
9 renewed 1* 000921889 hereinafter the dçshol't Story'' by copying and distributing
10 ççchildren of the Conz: Runaw ay,'' the CtM OV IE'' that has been and is being
11 unlawfully distributed by Defendants. Plaintiff now seeks redress for this
12 infringem ent of his exclusive rights.
13 2
. ln 2016 and 2017, Plaintiff acquired certain m otion picture, allied and
14 illary rights w ith respect to the Shol't Story
. Plaintiff is and was at all m aterialanC ,
15 tim es w ith respect to this m atter, the owner of the copyright and/or the pertinent
16 exclusive rights under copyright in the United States with respect to the Short
17 Stoly
18 3. On April 30, 2018 Plaintiff spoke to FBI Special A gent Chris Siliciano
19 and requested crim inal charges be brought for infringem ent of Plaintiff 's
20 copyrights. Discussed in that telephone call were 17 USC jj 103 and 506 and
21 D efendants facing crim inal liability. Plaintiff followed this call up w ith an em ail
22 to the FBl.1
23 4 On M ay 9 FBI Special Agent Chris Siliciano responded with an em ail
* ;
24 dvising Plaintiff çû1 would recom m end proceeding with your strong civil case
.
'' 2a 
,
25 A ccordingly
, 
and by this action, Plaintiff seeks com pensatory, statutory and
2 6 punitive dam ages for copyright infringem ents by the Defendants
.
2 7
l Exhibit l - Email chain, including email dated April 30, 2018.
2 8
2 Exhibit 1 - Email dated M ay 9, 20l 8 and previous email chain.
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TH E PA RTIES1
2 5. Plaintiff is a citizen and resident of the State of Florida. Plaintiff is a
a m otion picture developer and producer in the entertainm ent industry. Plaintiff
4 produced çtstephen King's Children of the Corn' (1984), hereinafter the ûtoriginal
s Picture''. Plaintiff co-wrote, produced and directed the rem ake dçchildren of the
Conz' (2009), hereinafter the (tlkemake'. Plaintiff is a legal and/or beneficial6
ow ner of a copyright interest in the m otion picture, allied and ancillaly rights w ith7
respect to the Short Story and intends to produce further tilm s based on his rights.8
9 6. On inform ation and belief, Defendant A M AZON .COM , IN C. is
lo incorporated under the laws in the State of Delaw are with its principal place of
11 business at 410 Terry Avenue N orth, Seattle, W A 98109-5210. AM AZON .COM ,
12 INC. does business throughout the United States, including in this judicial district
za at 2000 N Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305,. 1903 S. University Drive,
14 Town and Country Shoppes Plaza, Davie, FL 33324,. 14956 Pines Blvd.,
ls Pem broke Pines, FL 33027,. 8 10 University Drive, Coral Springs, FL 33071,. and
16 directly to the consum er, in hom e, online, at wwm Am azon.com .3
zv AM AZON .COM , IN C. is engaged in the business of, am ong other things,
advertising, m arketing and selling m otion pictures and exploiting allied and18
ancillary rights thereto.19
20 7. Plaintiff is ignorant of the tnze nam es and capacities of those defendants
21 nam ed herein as DOES 1 through 10 and therefore sues these defendants by their
22 fictitious nam es. H owever, On inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
23 D OES 1-10 refer to Defendant AM AZON .COM , IN C. possibly conducting
24 business with respect to this m atter through parent, subsidiaries, holding
25 ies or affiliated com panies
, 
including predecessors, heirs, licensees andcom pan
26 t&1 bels'' Plaintiff is inform ed and believes and on that basisassigns
, 
and so called a .
27
avers that the DOE Defendants 1- 10 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their
2 8
3 Exhibit 2 - Online ad for the M OVIE at wwm Amazon.com .
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participation in a1l or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff w ill seek1
leave to am end this Com plaint to assert the tl'ue nam es and capacities of said2
D OE D efendants 1-10 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On inform ation3
and belief, D efendant A M AZON .COM , IN C. and D OES 1-10, collectively4
s nam ed, CtAm azon'' are the agent, principal, em ployer, em ployee, partner
, joint-
6 venturer, m anaging m ember, officer or director of each other and in such capacity,
7 w ere, at all tim es, acting with full authority of each other
. On further infonnation
8 and belief, each of Defendant A M AZON .COM , IN C. and D OES 1-10 authorized
9 and/or ratified the acts of each other Defendant. On information and belief,
10 Defendant AMAZON.COM, INC. and DOES 1-10 are subject to both specific
11 and general personal jurisdiction.
12
8. On inform ation and belief, Defendant AM OEBA M U SIC, lN C., is
13 incorporated under the law s in the State of Califom ia w ith it
s principal place of
14 b iness at 2455 Telegraph Ave
., Berkeley, CA 94704. AM OEBA M USIC IN C.US ,
15 does business throughout the United States
, including in this judicial district,
16 directly to the consum er, in hom e, online, at w wm am oeba
.com .4 AM OEBA
17 M U SIC, IN C. is engaged in the business of, am ong other things, advertising,
1a m arketing and selling m otion pictures and exploiting allied and ancillary rights
thereto.19
2e 9. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
2 1 named herein as DOES 1 1 through 20 and therefore sues these defendants by
22 their fictitious nam es. H ow ever, on inform ation and belief
, 
Plaintiff believes that
23 DOES 11-20 refer to Defendant AM OEBA M U SIC, IN C. possibly conducting
24 business with respect to this m atter through parent
, 
subsidiaries, holding
25 com panies or affiliated com panies
, 
including predecessors, heirs, licensees and
2 6 assigns
, 
and so called Ctlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes and on that basis
27 h t the DOE Defendants 1 1-20 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of theiravers t a
2 8
4 Exhibit 3 - Online ad for the M OVIE at www
.amoeba.com.
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participation in all or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff will seek
1
leave to am end this Complaint to assert the true nam es and capacities of said2
D OE D efendants 11-20 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On inform ation3
and belief, Defendant AM OEBA M U SIC, IN C. and DOES 11-20, collectively4
s named, GçAmoeba'' are the agent, principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-
6 venturer, managing member, officer or director of each other and in such capacity,
7 were, at all tim es, acting with f'ull authority of each other. On f'urther inform ation
8 and belief, each of Defendant AM OEBA M U SIC, IN C. and D OES 11-20
9 authorized ancl/or ratified the acts of each other Defendant. On information and
10 belief, Defendant AMOEBA MUSIC, INC. and DOES 11-20 are subject to both
11 specitic and general personal jurisdiction.
12
10. On inform ation and belief, D efendant A PPLE, IN C. is incorporated
13
under the laws in the State of California with its principal place of business at
14 One Apple Park W ay
, 
Cupertino, CA 95014. APPLE INC. does business
15 throughout the United States, including in this judicial district at The Galleria,
16 2388 E Sunrise Blvd, Fo14 Lauderdale, FL 33304,. Aventura M all, 19501 Biscayne
17 Blvd, Aventura, FL 33180,. Town Center, 6000 Glades Rd, Boca Raton, FL 3343 1,'
18 and directly to the consum er, in hom e, online, through their i'runes APP.5 APPLE,
IN C. is engaged in the business of, am ong other things, advertising, m arketing19
and renting and selling m otion pictures and exploiting allied and ancillary rights2 o
thereto.
2 1
11 . Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants22
nam ed herein as DOES 21 through 30 and therefore sues these defendants by23
24 their fictitious nam es. However, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
2s DOES 21-30 refer to D efendant APPLE, IN C. possibly conducting business w ith
26 respect to this m atter through its parent, subsidiaries, holding companies, or
27 affiliated com panies, including predecessors, heirs, licensees and assigns, and so
2 8
5 Exhibit 4 - ln APP ad for the M OVIE on i'l-unes.
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called Gtlabels''. Plaintiff is infonned and believes and on that basis avers that the1
D OE D efendants 2 1-30 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their participation in2
al1 or some of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff will seek leave to am end this3
Complaint to assert the true nam es and capacities of said DOE Defendants 21-304
s when, and if, they have been ascertained. On inform ation and belief, Defendant
6 APPLE, IN C. and DOES 21-30, collectively nam ed, çûirl-unes'' are the agent,
7 principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-venturer, managing member, officer
8 or director of each other and in such capacity, were, at all tim es, acting w ith full
9 authority of each other. i'Funes m arkets, sells, and suppol'ts the accused infringing
10 product throughout the United States and in Florida by m eans of the Apple
11 i'Funes'fM App StoreiM. On f'urther inform ation and belief, each of D efendant
12 APPLE
, 
IN C. and DOES 21-30 authorized anfl/or ratified the acts of each other
13 Defendant
. On inform ation and belief Defendants A PPLE INC. and D OES' >
14 21
-30 are subject to both specific and general personal jurisdiction.
15
12. On inform ation and belief, Defendant BARN ES & N OBLE is
16
incom orated under the law s in the State of D elaw are w ith its principal place of
17 business at 122 Fifth Avenue
, 
N ew York, (NY 10011. BA RN ES & N OBLE does
18 business throughout the United States
, including in this judicial district at 2051 N.
19 Federal Hw y
., 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305,. 59l S. University Dr, Plantation, FL
20 33324,. 2790 N  University Dr, Coral Springs, FL 33065,. 14572 SW  5th St,
21 Pembroke Pines, FL 33027., 1400 Glades Rd, Boca Raton, FL 33431,. and directly
22 to the consum er, in hom e, online, at wwm barnesandnoble.com .6 BA RN ES &
N OBLE is engaged in the business of, am ong other things, advertising, m arketing23
and selling m otion pictures and exploiting allied and ancillary rights thereto.24
25 13. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
2 6 nam ed herein as D OES 31 through 40 and therefore sues these defendants by
27 their fictitious nam es. H ow ever, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
2 8 ---
6 Exhibit 5 - Online ad for the M OVIE at wwm bamesandnoble.com.
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D OES 31-40 refer to Defendant BARN ES & N OBLE possibly conducting1
2 business w ith respect to this m atter through parent, subsidiaries, holding
a com panies or aftiliated companies, including predecessors, heirs, licensees and
4 assigns, and so called dûlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes and on that basis
s avers that the DOE Defendants 31-40 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their
6 participation in all or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiffwill seek
leave to am end this Com plaint to assert the trtle nam es and capacities of said7
8 DOE Defendants 3 1-40 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On infonnation
9 and belief, Defendant BARN ES & NOBLE and D OES 3 1-40, collectively nam ed,
10 tûB&N' are the agent, principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-venturer,
11 m anaging m em ber, officer or director of each other and in such capacity, were, at
12 all tim es, acting with f'ull authority of each other. On further inform ation and
za belief, each of D efendant BARNES & N OBLE and D OES 31-40 authorized ancl/
14 or ratified the acts of each other Defendant. On inform ation and belief, Defendant
ls BARNES & NOBLE and DOES 31-40 are subject to both specific and general
16 personal jurisdiction.
17 14. On inform ation and belief, Defendant BEST BU Y CO ., IN C. is
18 incorporated under the law s in the State of M innesota w ith its principal place of
19 business at 7601 Penn Ave. S., Richfield, M N 55423. BEST BUY CO ., IN C. does
20 business throughout the United States, including in this judicial district at 1901 N
21 Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305,. 12301 W  Sunrise Blvd, Plantation, FL
22 33323,. 2200 S. University Dr, Davie, FL 33324,. 650 N . University Dr., Coral
2a Springs, FL 3307 l ; and directly to the consum er, in hom e, online, at
24 Avwm bestbuy.com .7 BEST BUY CO ., IN C. is engaged in the business of, am ong
25 other things, advertising, m arketing and selling m otion pictures and exploiting
2 6 allied and ancillary rights thereto.
27 15. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
2 8 -.
7 Exhibit 6 - Online ad for the M OVIE at www.bestbuyacom.
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nam ed herein as DOES 4 l through 50 and therefore sues these defendants by1
2 their fictitious nam es. However, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
a DOES 41-50 refer to D efendant BEST BUY CO ., IN C. possibly conducting
4 business with respect to this m atter through parent, subsidiaries, holding
s com panies or affiliated com panies, including predecessors, heirs, licensees and
assigns, and so called dçlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes and on that basis6
avers that the DOE Defendants 41-50 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their7
8 participation in all or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff w ill seek
9 leave to am end this Com plaint to assert the true nam es and capacities of said
lo DOE Defendants 41-50 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On inform ation
11 and belief, Defendant BEST BUY CO ., IN C. and DOES 41-50, collectively
12 named, dûBest Buy' are the agent, principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-
za venturer, m anaging m em ber, officer or director of each other and in such capacity,
14 were, at all tim es, acting w ith full authority of each other. On further inform ation
ls and belief, each of Defendant BEST BUY CO ., IN C. and DOES 41-50 authorized
16 and/or ratified the acts of each other D efendant. On inform ation and belief,
Defendant BEST BUY CO., INC. and DOES 41-50 are subject to both specific17
and general personal jurisdiction.18
19 16. On inform ation and belief, Defendant DEEPD ISCOIJNT.COM  is
20 incorporated under the law s in the State of lllinois with its principal place of
21 business at 740 Hilltop Drive, ltasca, IL 60143. DEEPDISCOUNQ COM  does
22 business throughout the United States, including in this judicial district, directly
23 to the consum er, in hom e, online, at w wm deepdiscount.com .8
24 DEEPDISCOUN T.COM  is engaged in the business of, am ong other things,
25 advertising, m arketing and selling m otion pictures and exploiting allied and
2 6 ancillary rights thereto.
27 l 7. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
2 8
8 Exhibit 7 - Online ad for the M OVIE at wwm deepdiscount.com.
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nam ed herein as D OES 51 through 60 and therefore sues these defendants by1
2 their tictitious nam es. However, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
3 DOES 51-60 refer to D efendant DEEPDISCOIJN T.COM  possibly eonduding
4 business with respect to this m atter tlzrough parent, subsidiaries, holding
s com panies or affiliated com panies, including predecessors, heirs, licensees and
6 assigns, and so called ûtlabels''. Plaintiff is informed and believes and on that basis
avers that the DOE Defendants 51-60 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their7
participation in all or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff w ill seek8
9 leave to am end this Complaint to assert the tl'ue nam es and capacities of said
10 D OE Defendants 51-60 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On inform ation
11 and belief, Defendant DEEPDISCOIJNT.COM  and DO ES 51-60, collectively
12 named, KtDDC'' are the agent, principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-
1: venturer, m anaging m ember, officer or director of each other and in such capacity,
14 were, at all tim es, acting w ith full authority of each other. On further inform ation
zs and belief, each of Defendant DEEPDISCOIJN T.COM  and D OES 51-60
z 6 authorized and/or ratitied the acts of each other D efendant. On inform ation and
belief, Defendant DEEPDISCOUNT.COM and DOES 51-60 are subject to both17
specific and general personal jurisdiction.18
19 18. On information and belief, Defendant EBAX INC. is incorporated
20 under the laws in the State of D elaware w ith its principal place of business at
21 2025 H am ilton Avenue, San Jose, CA 95125. EBAY, IN C. does business
22 throughout the United States, including in this judicial district, directly to the
2a consumer, in home, online, at wwm ebay.com.g EBAX INC. is engaged in the
24 business of, am ong other things, advertising, m arketing and selling m otion
2: pict-ures and exploiting allied and ancillary rights thereto.
2 6 19. Plaintiff is ignorant of the tnle nam es and capacities of those defendants
27 nam ed herein as DO ES 61 through 70 and therefore sues these defendants by
2 8
9 Exhibit 8 - Online ad for the M OVIE at www ebay.com.
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their fictitious nam es. How ever, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that1
2 DOES 61-70 refer to D efendant EBAY, IN C. possibly conducting business w ith
a respect to this m atter through parent, subsidiaries, holding com panies or affiliated
4 com panies, including predecessors, heirs, licensees and assigns, and so called
s tûlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes and on that basis avers that the D OE
6 Defendants 61-70 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their participation in all or
7 som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff w ill seek leave to am end this
8 Complaint to assert the true nam es and capacities of said DOE Defendants 61-70
9 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On inform ation and belief, D efendant
10 EBAY, INC. and DOES 61-70, collectively nam ed, tteBay'' are the agent,
11 principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-venturer, managing member, ofticer
z2 or director of each other and in such capacity, were, at all tim es, acting w ith full
za authority of each other. On further inform ation and belief, each of D efendant
14 EBAY, INC. and DOES 61-70 authorized and/or ratified the acts of each other
ls Defendant. On information and belief, Defendant EBAX INC. and DOES 61-70
16 are subject to both specific and general personal jurisdiction.
17 20. On inform ation and belief, Defendant F.Y E., a brand of Trans W orld
18 Entertainm ent, çT.Y E.'' is incom orated under the law s in the State of New York
19 with its principal place of business at 38 Corporate Circle, A lbany, N Y 12203.
20 F.YE. does business throughout the United States, including in this judicial
21 district at 9009 W  Atlantic Blvd, Coral Springs, FL 33071,* 801 Congress Ave Ste.
22 943, Boynton Beach, FL 33426,. 3090 N W  Federal Hwy, Jensen Beach, FL
2: 34957,. 10300 W  Hillcrest Dr //106, W ellington, FL 33414., and directly to the
24 consum er, in hom e, online, at w wm fye.com .lo F.Y E. is engaged in the business
2, of, am ong other things, advertising, m arketing and selling m otion pictures and
26 exploiting allied and ancillary rights thereto.
27 21 . Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
2 8
10 Exhibit 9 - Online ad for the M OVIE at www.fye.com.
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nam ed herein as DOES 71 through 80 and therefore sues these defendants by1
2 their fictitious nam es. How ever, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
a D OES 71-80 refer to Defendant F.Y.E. possibly conducting business with respect
4 to this m atter through parent, subsidiaries, holding com panies or affiliated
s com panies, including predecessors, heirs, licensees and assigns, and so called
6 itlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes and on that basis avers that the D OE
7 Defendants 71-80 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their participation in all or
8 som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff w ill seek leave to am end this
9 Com plaint to assert the true nam es and capacities of said DOE D efendants 71-80
10 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On inform ation and belief, Defendant
11 F.Y E. and DOES 71-80, collectively nam ed, tT YE'' are the agent, principal,
12 employer, employee, partner, joint-venturer, managing member, officer or director
la of each other and in such capacity, were, at all tim es, acting w ith f'ull authority of
14 each other. On further information and belief, each of Defendant F.Y E. and
ls D OES 71-80 authorized and/or ratified the acts of each other Defendant. On
z 6 information and belief, Defendant F.YE. and DOES 71-80 are subject to both
specific and general personal jurisdiction.17
18 22. On inform ation and belief, Defendant LION S GATE
19 ENTERTAINMENT INC. (tûLGE') is incorporated under the laws in the State of
20 Delaware with its principal place of business at 2700 Colorado Ave., Suite 200
21 Santa M onica, CA 90404. LGE does business throughout the United States,
22 including in this judicial district, directly to the consumer, in home, online, at
2a w wm lionsgateshop.com .ll LGE is engaged in the production, acquisition and
24 distribution of m otion pictures for theatrical exhibition, hom e entertainm ent and
25 other fol'm s of distribution.
2 6 23. On infonnation and belief, D efendant LION S GATE FILM S INC .
27 ((ûLGF'') is incoporated under the laws in the State of Delaware with its principal
2 8
11 Exhibit L0 - Online ad for the M OVIE at www.lionsgateshop.com.
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place of business at 2700 Colorado Ave., Suite 200 Santa M onica, CA 90404.l
2 LGF does business throughout the United States, including in this judicial district,
a directly to the consum er, in hom e, online, at w ww.lionsgateshop.com .lz LGF is
4 engaged in the production, acquisition and distribution of m otion pictures for
s theatrical exhibition, hom e entertainm ent and other form s of distribution.
6 2z1. Plaintiff is ignorant of the tnle nam es and capacities of those defendants
7 nam ed herein as DOES 8 1 through 90 and therefore sues these defendants by
8 their fictitious nam es. However, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
9 DOES 81-90 refer to D efendants LGE and LGF possibly conducting business
10 w ith respect to this m atter through their parent, subsidiaries, holding com panies,
11 or affiliated companies, including predecessors, heirs, licensees and assigns, and
12 so called ûçlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes and on that basis avers that
za the DOE Defendants 81-90 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their participation
14 in a11 or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff will seek leave to am end
15 this Com plaint to assert the true nam es and capacities of said D OE Defendants
16 8 1-90 w hen, and if, they have been ascertained. On inform ation and belief,
17 Defendants LGE, LGF, and DOES 8 1-90 collectively nam ed, ttsionsgate'' are the
18 agent, principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-venturer, managing member,
19 officer or director of each other and in such capacity, w ere, at all tim es, acting
20 with f'ull authority of each other. On further inform ation and belief, each of
21 Defendants LGE, LGF, and D OES 8 1-90 authorized and/or ratified the acts of
22 each other D efendant. On infonnation and belief, Defendants LGE, LGF, and
23 DOES 8 1-90 are subject to both specitic and general personal jurisdiction.
24 25
. On inform ation and belief, Defendant N ETFLIX , IN C. is incom orated
25 under the laws in the State of Delaw are with its principal place of business at 100
2 6 W inchester Circle, Los Gatos, CA 95032. NETFLIX , IN C. does business
27 throughout the United States, including in this judicial district, directly to the
2 8
12 Exhibit 10 - Online ad for the M OVIE at wwm lionsgateshop.com.
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consum er, in hom e, online, at w ww.nettlix.com .l3 NETFLIX , IN C. is engaged in1
2 the business of, am ong other things, advertising, m arketing and selling m otion
a pict-ures and exploiting allied and ancillary rights thereto.
4 2tj
. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
5 nam ed herein as DOES 9 1 through 100 and therefore sues these defendants by
6 their fictitious nam es. H ow ever, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
7 DOES 91-100 refer to Defendant N ETFLIX, IN C. possibly conducting business
8 with respect to this m atter through parent, subsidiaries, holding companies or
9 affiliated com panies, including predecessors, heirs, licensees and assigns, and so
lo called (çlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes and on that basis avers that the
11 DOE Defendants 91-100 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their participation in
12 all or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff w ill seek leave to am end this
13 Complaint to assert the true nam es and capacities of said DOE D efendants 91-100
14 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On inform ation and belief, D efendant
15 N ETFLIX, IN C. and DOES 91-100
, 
collectively nam ed, tçN etflix'' are the agent,
l 6 principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-venturer, managing member, officer
17 or director of each other and in such capacity, w ere, at al1 tim es, acting with full
18 authority of each other. On f'urther inform ation and belief, each of Defendant
19 NETFLIX , IN C. and DOES 91-100 authorized and/or ratified the acts of each
20 other D efendant. On infonnation and belief, Defendant N ETFLIX, IN C. and
21 DOES 91-100 are subject to both specitic and general personal jurisdiction.
22 27 On inform ation and belief Defendant REDBOX AU TOM ATED
* :
23 RETA IL, LLC is incorporated under the law s in the State of Delaw are with its
24 principal place of business at 1 Tower Lane
, 
Suite 900, Oakbrook Terrace, IL
25 6018 1. REDBOX AU TOM ATED RETAIL, LLC does business throughout the
2 6 United States, including in this judicial district at 1 18 1 S University Dr,
27 Plantation, FL 33324,* 5855 W  Oakland Park Blvd, Lauderhill, FL 33313,. 294
2 8
13 Exhibit 1 1 - Online ad for the MOVIE at wwm netflix.com.
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lndian Trace, W eston, FL 33326,. 1 170 W eston Rd #1, W eston, FL 33326,. 2201 N1
2 University Dr, Coral Springs, FL 33071,. 2511 E Atlantic Blvd, Pom pano Beach,
a FL 33062,. 1700 Sheridan St, Hollpvood, FL 33020,. and directly to the consum er,
4 in hom e, online, at wwm redbox.com .l4 RED BOX AUTOM ATED RETA IL, LLC
s is engaged in the business of, am ong other things, advertising, m arketing and
y selling m otion pictures and exploiting allied and ancillary rights thereto.
7 28. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
8 nam ed herein as DOES 101 through 110 and therefore sues these defendants by
9 their fictitious nam es. However, on infonuation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
10 D OES 101-1 10 refer to D efendant REDBOX AU TOM ATED RETAIL, LLC
11 possibly conducting business with respect to this m atter through parent,
12 subsidiaries, holding com panies or aftiliated com panies, including predecessors,
la heirs, licensees and assigns, and so called ççlabels''. Plaintiff is infonued and
14 believes and on that basis avers that the DOE D efendants 101-110 are liable to
15 Plaintiff as a result of their participation in all or som e of the acts hereinafter set
16 forth. Plaintiff will seek leave to am end this Com plaint to assert the tnle nam es
17 and capacities of said DOE Defendants 101-110 when, and if, they have been
18 ascertained. On inform ation and belief, Defendant REDBOX AU TOM ATED
19 RETA IL, LLC and D OES 101-1 10, collectively nam ed, dçlkedbox'' are the agent,
20 principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-venturer, managing member, officer
21 or director of each other and in such capacity, were, at all tim es, acting w ith fu11
22 authority of each other. On further inform ation and belief, each of D efendant
2a REDBOX AU TOM ATED RETAIL, LLC and D OES 101-1 10 authorized and/or
24 ratitied the acts of each other Defendant. On inform ation and belief, Defendant
25 REDBOX AUTOM ATED RETAIL, LLC and DOES 101-1 10 are subject to both
26 specific and general personal jurisdiction.
27 29. On inform ation and belief, Defendant THE TARGET GROUP, IN C. is
2 8
14 Exhibit 12 - Online ad for the M OVIE at www.redbox.com .
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incorporated under the laws in the State of California w ith its principal place of1
2 business at 1945 W . M ountain St., Glendale, CA 91201-1258. THE TARGET
a GROUP, IN C. does business throughout the United States, including in this
4 judicial district at 3200 N Federal Hwy., Fo14 Lauderdale, FL 33306,* 8201 SW
s 3rd St, Plantation, FL 33324,. 12801 W  Sunrise Blvd, Sunrise, FL 33323,. 5800 S
6 University Dr, D avie, FL 33328,. 4400 SR 7, Coral Springs, FL 33073,. 3251
H ollywood Blvd Ste. 300, H ollyw ood, FL 3302 l ; 9600 W estview Dr, Coral7
8 Springs, FL 33076,' 11253 Pines Blvd, Pem broke Pines, FL 33026,. 21637 SR 7,
9 Boca Raton, FL 33428., and directly to the consum er, in hom e, online, at
10 w ww.target.com .ls THE TARGET GROUP, IN C. is engaged in the business of,
11 am ong other things, advertising, m arketing and selling m otion pictures and
12 exploiting allied and ancillary rights thereto.
13 30
. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
14 nam ed herein as D OES 1 1 1 through 120 and therefore sues these defendants by
15 their fictitious nam es. How ever, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
16 DOES 11 1-120 refer to D efendant THE TARGET GROU P, IN C. possibly
17 conducting business w ith respect to this m atter through parent, subsidiaries,
18 holding com panies or aftiliated companies, including predecessors, heirs,
19 licensees and assigns, and so called tûlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes
20 and on that basis avers that the D OE D efendants 1 1 1-120 are liable to Plaintiff as
21 a result of their participation in all or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth.
22 Plaintiffwill seek leave to am end this Complaint to assert the true nam es and
2: capacities of said D OE Defendants 11 1-120 when, and if, they have been
24 ascertained. On inform ation and belief, D efendant THE TARGET GROUP, IN C.
2s and DOES 1 1 1-120, collectively nam ed, (çTarget'' are the agent, principal,
2 6 employer, employee, partner, joint-venturer, managing member, officer or director
2, of each other and in such capacity, w ere, at all tim es, acting with full authority of
2 8
15 Exhibit 13 - Online ad for the M OVIE at wwm target.com.
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each other. On further inform ation and belief, each of Defendant THE TA RGET1
2 GROU P, IN C. and DOES 1 1 1-120 authorized and/or ratified the acts of each
a other Defendant. On inform ation and belief, D efendant TH E TARGET GROUP,
4 INC. and DOES 1 1 1-120 are subject to both specitic and general personal
s jurisdiction.
6 31. On inform ation and belief, D efendant W A LM ART, IN C. is
7 incom orated under the laws in the State of Delaware with its principal place of
8 business at 702 SW  8th Street, Bentonville, AR 72716. W ALM ART, INC. does
9 business throughout the United States, including in this judicial district at 2500
10 W . Broward Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312,. 3306 N  University Dr, Sunrise, FL
11 33351,. 12555 W  Sunrise Blvd, Sunrise, FL 33323,. 12555 W  Sunrise Blvd,
12 Sunrise, FL 33323,. 3001 N State Rd #7, Lauderdale Lakes, FL 33313,. 4301 S
1a University D r, Davie, FL 33328,. 301 South State Road 7, H ollyw ood, FL 33023,.
z4 12800 Pines Blvd, Pembroke Pines, FL 33027,. and directly to the consum er, in
zs hom e, online, at wwm walm art.com . 16 W ALM ART, IN C. is engaged in the
z 6 business of, am ong other things, advertising, m arketing and selling m otion
zv pictures and exploiting allied and ancillary rights thereto.
18 22. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
19 nam ed herein as DO ES 12l through 130 and therefore sues these defendants by
20 their fictitious nam es. However, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
21 D OES 121-130 refer to D efendant W ALM A RT, IN C. possibly conducting
22 business w ith respect to this m atler through parent, subsidiaries, holding
2: com panies or aftiliated com panies, including predecessors, heirs, licensees and
24 assigns, and so called çtlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes and on that basis
2: avers that the DOE Defendants 121-130 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their
2 6 participation in all or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiff w ill seek
27 leave to am end this Com plaint to assel't the tnle nam es and capacities of said
2 8
16 Exhibit 14 - Online ad for the M OVIE at wwm walmart.com.
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D OE Defendants 12 1- 130 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On1
2 inform ation and belief, Defendant W ALM ART, IN C. and D OES 121-130
,
a collectively nam ed, (ûW alm art'' are the agent, principal, em ployer, em ployee
,
4 partner, joint-venturer, managing member, officer or director of each other and in
s such capacity, w ere, at all tim es, acting w ith full authority of each other. On
y further infonnation and belief, each of D efendant W ALM ART, IN C. and DOES
12 1-130 authorized and/or ratified the acts of each other Defendant. On7
a information and belief, D efendant W A LM ART, IN C. and D OES 121-130 are
subject tti both specitic and general personaljurisdiction.9
10 33. On inform ation and belief, Defendant YouTube, a subsidiary of
11 GOOGLE, LLC is incop orated under the law s in the State of Delaw are w ith its
12 principal place of business at 901 Chelry Ave., San Bnmo, CA 94066. YouTube
, 
a
la subsidiary of GOO GLE, LLC does business throughout the United States,
14 including in this judicial district, directly to the consumer, in home, online, at
ls wwm youtube.com .l7 YouTube, a subsidiary of GOOGLE, LLC is engaged in the
16 business of, am ong other things, advertising, m arketing and selling m otion
pictures and exploiting allied and ancillary rights thereto.17
18 34. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
19 nam ed herein as D OES 13 1 through 140 and therefore sues these defendants by
20 their fictitious nam es. How ever, on inform ation and belief, Plaintiff believes that
21 DOES 131-140 refer to Defendant Yourube, a subsidiary of GOO GLE, LLC
22 possibly conducting business with respect to this m atter through parent
,
2: subsidiaries, holding com panies or affiliated companies, including predecessors,
24 heirs, licensees and assigns, and so called ttlabels''. Plaintiff is inform ed and
2s believes and on that basis avers that the DOE Defendants 131-140 are liable to
2 6 Plaintiff as a result of their participation in all or som e of the acts hereinafter set
2, forth. Plaintiff will seek leave to am end this Com plaint to assert the true nam es
2 8
17 Exhibit 15 - Online ad for the M OVIE at www.youtube
.com .
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and capacities of said D OE Defendants 131-140 when, and if, they have been1
2 ascertained. On inform ation and belief, D efendant YouTube, a subsidiary of
GOOGLE LLC and DOES 13 1-140 collectively nam ed, GtYou-l-ubed' are the3 
, ,
4 agent, principal, employer, employee, partner, joint-venturer, managing member,
5 officer or director of each other and in such capacity, were, at all tim es, acting
6 with full authority of each other. On further information and belief, each of
D efendant YouTube, a subsidiary of GOOGLE, LLC and DOES 131-1407
y authorized and/or ratified the acts of each other Defendant. On infonnation and
belief, Defendant YouTube, a subsidiary of GOOGLE, LLC and DOES 131-1409
are subject to both specific and general personal jurisdiction.10
11 35. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true nam es and capacities of those defendants
12 nam ed herein as D OES 14l through 200 and therefore sues these defendants by
1a their fictitious nam es. Plaintiff is infonned and believes and on that basis avers
14 that the DOE D efendants 141-200 are liable to Plaintiff as a result of their
ls participation in all or som e of the acts hereinafter set forth. Plaintiffwill seek
16 leave to am end this Com plaint to assert the tl-ue nam es and capacities of said
lv DOE Defendants 141-200 when, and if, they have been ascertained. On
information and belief, DOES 141-200 are subject to both specific and general18
personal jurisdiction.19
20 36. Am azon, A m oeba, i'l-unes, B& N , Best Buy, DDC, eBay, FYE,
21 Lionsgate, N ettlix, Redbox, Target, W alm art, YouTube, and the DOE Defendants
22 141-200 are referred to collectively herein as Er efendants.''
23 JUm SDICTIO N AN D VENUE
24
37. This is a civil action seeking damages and injunctive relief for
25
copyright infringement under the copyright laws of the United States (17 U.S.C. j
2 6 uu 
,,10 1, c/ seq., the Copyright Act ). Section 50 1 detines copyright infringement, in
27
subsection (a), and provides a civil cause of action for the legal or beneticial
28
owner of copyright to bring against infringem ent.
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38. This Court has original and exclusive subject matterjurisdiction over1
2 this copyright infringement action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. jj 1331 (federal
a question) and 1338(a) (copyright infringement).
4 39. On inform ation and belief, each Defendant, w ithout consent or
5 penuission of Plaintiff as the copyright owner of the underlying rights to the
6 M OVIE, has committed copyright infringement by acquiring, copying, and
7 participating in the distribution of the M OV IE to others, and the acts of
8 infringem ent com plained of herein have occurred, am ongst other places, within
9 this Southern District of Florida. Accordingly, both jurisdiction and Venue in this
10 district is proper in this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. j l391(b) in that a substantial
11 part of the events giving rise to the within claim s involved in this action occurred
z2 in this judicial district; and under 28 U.S.C. j 1400(b) in that this is ajudicial
la district where D efendants have comm itted acts of copyright infringem ent, do
14 business, may be found, and are subject to personal jurisdiction here.
15 40. The United States District Coul't for the Southern D istrict of Florida has
16 personal jurisdiction over Plaintiff because Plaintiff lives in Plantation, Florida,
17 and Defbndants have caused injury to Plaintiff and his intellectual property,
18 amongst other places, within the State of Florida and in this judicial district.
19 41 
. This Court has personal jurisdiction over all the Defendants by virtue of
20 their transacting
, 
doing, and soliciting business in this District, and because a
2 l substantial part of the relevant events occurred in this District and in the
22 alternative, a substantial part of the property that is the subject of this action is
2:$ situated here.
24 42. To the extent a Defendant is a non-resident of this D istrict, this Court
25 has personal jurisdiction over that Defendant pursuant to Florida Statutes jj
26 48.193(l)(b), 48.19341)49(1) and 48.193(2), Florida's Long Arm Statute, as
27 Defendants have com m itted a tortious act w ithin the State of Florida which has
28 caused injury to Plaintiff within the State or, in the alternative, Defendants have
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caused injury to persons or property within this State arising out of an act or1
2 om ission by the Defendants outside this State, or, in the alternative, Defendants
a have engaged in substantial and not isolated activity in the State of Florida.
4 Moreover, Defendants have purposefuly availed themselves of the jurisdiction of
s this Court by transacting business in this District and the State of Florida
6 concenzing the M OV IE at issue.
7 43. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the related state 1aw
8 claims under 28 U.S.C. j 1367 action asserting a state claim of unfair competition
9 joined with a substantial and related federal claim under copyright laws.
10 G ENER AL AV ERM ENTS
11
44. On N ovem ber 28, 1989, New W orld granted to a com pany know n as
1 2
Oceana Distributors L.P. (dtoceana') a1l of New World's right, title, and interest in
13 , uu j.y y
soyary,) whjch included the Originaland to New World s film library ( t e ,
1 4 Picture but N ew W orld retained U
.S. TV distribution rights to the Library and TV5
15 rem ake & sequel rights.l8 In 1997 Fox TV m erged w ith N ew W orld, thus m aking
16 Fox TV the successor to the TV rights held by N ew W orld.
17 45 Oceana becam e Trans Atlantic Distributors
, L.P. (dç-l-rans Atlantic') and
l 8 by a series of transactions that concluded in 199 1
, 
Fifth Avenue Entertainm ent
19 (tçFifth Avenue') became the assignee of Oceana/Trans Atlantic's rights with
20 respect to the Original Picture, but not the entire Library; nam ely, the m otion
21 pict-ure, allied and ancillary rights, including, but not lim ited to, the rights to
22 produce rem akes, sequels, spin-offs, m erchandising, and the like with respect to
23 the tûchildren of the Corn'' franchise.lg
2 4 (K ,, j tj ajj ojx46
. ln 1994, Park Avenue Entertainment ( Park Avenue ) acqu re
29 ' i hts w ith respect to CotC
.
20Fifth Avenue s r g
2 6
18 Exhibit l 6 - 1989 New W orld/oceana assignment of rights.
2 7
19 Exhibit g 7 - Copyright report
2 8
20 Exhibit L 8 - Fifth Avenue Assignment
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47. ln November 2016, Graphic Novel Enteprises (tGraphic Novel')1
purchased al1 of Park Avenue's right, title, and interest w ith respect to CotC.212
a 48. On July 27, 2017, Borchers acquired all of the rights that Graphic
4 N ovel obtained from  Park Avenue w ith respect to CotC.22
5 49. Plaintiff's Cotc rights are the subject of a valid Registration with the
6 Copyright Office.23
R DEFENDANTS' INFRIN GING A CTIVITIES
8 () To establish a claim  for Direct Copyright Infringem ent
, 
Plaintiff5 .
9 alleges:
10 A
. Ownership of a valid copyright. Plaintiff owns the exclusive
11 i hts to m ake m ovies based on the Short Story
. The underlying copyrights uponr g
12 which the M OVIE is based have significant value. Plaintiff has spent no sm all
13 am ount of tim e and incun-ed huge legal fees and costs in both acquiring and
14 clearing his rights;
15 B. The M OVIE is based on the Short Story, vis a vis based on the
16 Original Picture. Defendants are com m itting copyright infringem ent by acquiring,
17 copying, and participating in the distribution of the M OV IE, and its constituent
18 elem ents, to others; and
19 C
. Plaintiff owns the exclusive rights to characters, and to m ake
20 future m ovies with characters exclusive to the Short Story that do not appear in
21 the Original Picture.
22 51 
. Plaintiff has not granted consent to the use, nor granted a lawf'ul license
23 specifically granting the express authority to the use of, Plaintiff 's copyrights in
2 4 the Cotc copyrights or other rights in any m anner, under federal or state law
2: specifically including without lim itation for the production, reproduction,
2 6 - -
21 Exhibit 19 - Park Avenue Agreement
2 7
22 Exhibit 20 - Graphic Noel Agreement
2 8
23 Exhibit 2 1 - Copyright registration
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distribution, copying and republishing of the M OVIE, which is based on1
2 Plaintiff's copyrighted material.
3 52. ln Peters v. Izrrcs'/, 692 E3d 629, 633 (7th Cir 2012), the Seventh
4 Circuit wrote, the tort Eçof infringem ent sim ply requires the plaintiff to show that
ë5 the defendant had an actual opportunity to copy the original . . . , and that the two
6 works share enough unique features to give rise to a breach of the duty not to
7 copy another's work.''
8 co UNT I
9 COPYW GH T IN FW NG EM ENT -STORY W GH TS
1e (17 tJ.s.c. jjlol, ETSEQ-)
11 (By Plaintiff Against Defendants)
12 53. Plaintiff incorporates herein by this reference that each and every
13 averm ent contained in paragraphs 1 through 52 above, inclusive, are realleged as
14 if f-ully set forth herein, and it is f-urther alleged:
15 54 The DVD a14w0+ 242526 for the m ovie advertises that the M OV IE is
16 tûbased on the story tçchildren of the Com '' by Stephen King
.'' H ow ever, Plaintiff
17 owns the exclusive rights to m ake m ovies based on the Short Story. Thus,
18 Plaintiff files this com plaint.
19 55. In Exhibits 2-15, described herein above and attached herein below,
20 Defendants, each and every one, advertise that the M OVIE is ttbased on the story
21 ttchildren of the Corn'' by Stephen King.'' Clearly, intentionally and
22 unam biguously infringing upon Plaintiff 's rights.
23 ' i fringing acts include
, 
but are not lim ited to, unlaw fully56. D efendants n
24 ting derivative works
, 
recording, m anufacturing, synchronizing, producing,crea
25 copying, selling, distributing, licensing, m arketing and/or distributing the
2 6
24 Exhibit 22 - DVD artwork for the M OVIE.2 7
25 Exhibit 23 - DVD artwork for the M OVIE.
2 8
26 Exhibit 2 4 - DVD artwork for the M OVIE.
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M OVIE. By intentionally exploiting the M OVIE without the express perm ission
1
from Plaintiff, Defendants actions constitute infringem ent of Plaintiff's
2
copyrights and exclusive rights under copyright. Plaintiff has suffered and will
a
continue to suffer dam ages in an am ount not yet f-ully determ ined.
4
57. Plaintiffhas complied in all respects with 17 U.S.C. jj 10l c/ seq., and5
secured the exclusive rights and privileges in and to the copyrights of the
6
underlying works with respect to the m atter at hand. At all relevant tim es,7
Plaintiff has been and still is the sole proprietor of the pertinent exclusive rights,8
title, and interest in and to the copyrights in their respective w orks as referenced9
herein infringed by D efendants, as alleged herein, including but not lim ited to the10
underlying rights upon which the copyrighted M OVIE is based, including11
derivative works. Am ong the exclusive rights granted to Plaintiff under the
12
Copyright Act are the exclusive rights to reproduce and distribute the copyrighted
13
m aterials to the public and to prepare derivative w orks. Each Defendant's actions
14
constit-ute infringem ent of Plaintiff's exclusive rights protected under the
15
Copyright Act (17 U.S.C. j10l c/ seq.).16
58. Plaintiff has not heretofore authorized anyone to m ake m ovies based on17
1a Plaintiffs copyrights in the Shol't Story vis a vis based on the Original Pict-ure.
19 Defendants, without the perm ission or consent of Plaintiff, have reproduced and
20 distributed the M OV IE, which is based upon Plaintiff's Copyrighted M aterial, to
21 the public. Through their conduct aven-ed herein, D efendants have infringed
22 Plaintiff 's copyright w ith respect to ttchildren of the Conz,'' U .S. Copyright Reg.
23 8204066 (1982) in violation of Sections 106 and 501 of the Copyright Act, 17
24 U.S.C. jj 106 and 501. Each Defendant, without the permission or consent of
25 Plaintiff, has and continues to reproduce and distribute to the public, including by
26 m aking available for distribution to others, the M OV IE. Thus, the infringem ent is
27 i ing as the M OVIE continues to be sold and licensed by D efendants for usecont nu
28 in various configurations to this very day
. The above-described conduct by
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Defendants constitutes willful copyright infringem ent under the Copyright A ct.1
The foregoing acts of infringem ent have been w illful, intentional, and in disregard2
of and with indifference to the rights of Plaintiff. Each Defendant's conduct has3
4 violated Plaintiff's exclusive rights of reproduction and distribution as owner of
s the copyrights including without limitation Plaintiff 's rights under 17 U.S.C. j
6 106. Defendants' infringem ents am ount to the unlawful appropriation of the
7 Plaintiff 's Copyrighted M aterial.
8 59 Upon inform ation and belief D efendants have exploited the M OVIE in
* ,
9 this D istrict in the State of Florida throughout the United States and throughout
> )
10 h ld by reproducing
, 
preparing derivative w orks, distributing, licensing, andt e wor
11 thelwise exploiting the M OVIE: (i) on DVD (ii) by licensing the M OVIE too
12 others for sale or license as conditional and permanent downloads; (ii) by
13 licensing for streaming on the internet; (iv) by synchronizing with video; (v) by
14 broadcasting audio-visual works containing the M OVIE on the internet; and (vi)
15 by licensing the M OVIE to third parties for the foregoing purposes.
16 60
. Plaintiff is infonned and believes that D efendants' acts of infringem ent
17
are w illful, intentional and pum osef-ul, in utter disregard of and with indifference
18 to the rights of Plaintiff
. D efendants knew or should have known that the M OV IE
19 ld not be distributed without a license therefor
, 
as is custom ary in the industry,cou
20 t never sought a license or other perm ission or a copy of the requisite license asye
21 one of the so-called ttdelivery item s'' that each Defendant custom arily requires
.
22 Defendants have no license or any other form of perm ission to distribute a m ovie
23 based on the Short Story vis a vis the Original Pict-ure.
24
61 . A s a direct and proxim ate result of of the foregoing acts and
25 ,Defendants infringing conduct
, Defendants will continue to be unjustly enriched,
26
and Plaintiff has sustained and will continue to incur substantial, imm ediate, and
27 ,
signiticant damages and irreparable injury. Defendants unauthorized exploitation
28 ,
of the MOVIE is in derogation of, and injurious to, Plaintiff s rights as owner of
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the copyrights in and to the pertinent rights with respect to Cotc, all to Plaintiffs'1
substantial dam age; and Defendants' dam age to Plaintiff in an am ount not capable2
of detennination, and, unless restrained, will cause further irreparable injuly3
4 62. Plaintiff has no adequate rem edy at law.
5 63. The conduct of each Defendant is causing and, unless enjoined and
6 restrained by this Court, w ill continue to cause Plaintiff great and irreparable
7 injury that cannot fully be compensated or measured in money. Plaintiff is
8 infonned and believes and on that basis avers that unless enjoined and restrained
9 by this Court, D efendants will continue to infringe Plaintiff 's rights with respect
10 to Gtchildren of the Corn,' U.S. Copyright Reg. 8204066 (1982). Pursuant to 17
11 U.S.C. jj502 and 503, Plaintiff is entitled to preliminary and permanent
12 injunctive relief to restrain and enjoin each Defendant from further infringing
za Plaintiffs copyright and ordering that each Defendant destroy all copies of the
14 M OV IE and/or other m aterial m ade in violation of Plaintiffs' exclusive rights.
15 64. A s a direct and proxim ate result of said infringem ent by D efendants,
16 Plaintiff is entitled to dam ages in an am ount to be proven at trial.
17 65
. On inform ation and belief, Plaintiff alleges that, as a direct and
18 jproxim ate result of each D efendant s wrongful conduct and infringem ent of
19 Plaintiffs exclusive rights under copyright
, 
Defendants have realized and
20 i to realize profits and other benetits rightfully belonging to Plaintiffs
.
cont nue
21 Accordingly
, Plaintiff is further entitled to relief pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j504 and
22 Plaintiffs seeks an award of dam ages and to his attorneys' fees and full costs
23 t to 17 U
.S.C. j505 and otherwise according to law. Defendants havepursuan
24 profited substantially from  their infringing activities
, 
have collected, and continue
25 to collect, fees and royalties from  the sale of the infringing w ork or any
26 derivatives thereof, and have retained a portion of those fees and royalties without
27 submitting any amount to Plaintiffs. Defendants should be held jointly and
28 severally liable for all protits derived as a result of their infringing activities as
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practical partners. Plaintiff is also entitled to D efendants' profits attributable to the1
2 infringement, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j 504(b), including an accounting of and a
a constm ctive trust with respect to such profits. By reason of the copyright
4 infringem ent described above, Plaintiff is entitled to recover D efendants' profits
s to the extent the sam e are not included as part of Plaintiff's dam ages. ln the
6 alternative, at the election of Plaintiff, Plaintiff is entitled to recover from
Defendants statutory damages up to $150,000.00 per copyright infringed for7
Defendants' willful copyright infringem ent, plus attorneys' fees.8
9 66. On inform ation and belief, Defendants have w illfully engaged in, and
10 are willfùlly engaging in, the acts com plained of w ith oppression, fraud, and
11 m alice, and in conscious disregard of the rights of Plaintiff. A s a result of
z2 Defendants' willf-ul infringem ent of Plaintiffs' copyrights and exclusive rights
la under copyright, Plaintiffs are entitled to m axim um statutory dam ages allow able
z4 pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j 504(c) or to recover their actual damages and profits
zs attributable to the infringement pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j 504(b), at Plaintiffs'
16 election, and such other relief as is provided by law. Plaintiffs are further entitled
1v to their attorneys' fees and full costs pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j 505.
18 co tiN'r 11
19 CO PYW G H T INFW NG EM ENT -CHA M CTER W G H TS
20 (17 U.S.C. jjlol, ETSEQ-)
21 (By Plaintiff Against Defendants)
22 6*1. Plaintiff incorporates herein by this reference that each and every
23 averment contained in paragraphs 1 through 66 above, inclusive, are realleged as
24 if fully set forth herein, and it is f-urther alleged:
25 70
. On information and belief, the copyrightable character Ruth is the
2 6 1 haracter and plays an im portant role in the plot of the M OVIE
. There iscentra c
27 substantial sim ilarity betw een the copyrightable character Ruth in the Short Story
28 and the character Ruth in the M OVIE
.
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A . The M OV IE feahlres pregnant Ruth from G atlin, N ebraska w ho1
left around 13 years ago and subsequently had her son. Pregnant Ruth is2
character from  the Short Stoly N OT the Original Picture.
3
4 B. ln the Short Story, Ruth is identified by nam e, written in the
s Bible, as a renam ing of her character, çûsondra.'' ln the M OVIE, there is a scene
that explains Ruth's birth name was ttsondra.''6
7 C. ln the Short Story, Ruth w ants to burn down the cornfield and
8 nmaw ay. The M OVIE opens with Ruth burning down the cornfield then nm ning
9 away.
1 0 , 
;k-D . There is a scene in the M OVIE where Ruth adm its that she s rom
11 the Gatlin, N E where the m assacre happened. Gatlin, N E is a fictional place,
12 originated in the Shol't Story.
13 h is rom inently featured in the m arketing and prom otional72
. Rut p
14 m aterials for the M OVIE as dem onstrated by the DVD artw orkz7 that D efendants
15 are using to advertise the M OVIE.
16 3 Defendants' infringing acts include
, 
but are not limited to, unlawfully7 .
IR ting derivative w orks
, 
recording, m anufacturing, synchronizing, producing,crea
18 copying
, 
selling, distributing, licensing, m arketing ancl/or distributing the
19 M OVIE. By intentionally exploiting the M OVIE w ithout the express perm ission
20 from Plaintiff, Defendants actions constitute infringem ent of Plaintiff's
21 copyrights and exclusive rights under copyright. Plaintiff has suffered and w ill
22 continue to suffer dam ages in an am ount nOt yet fully determined.
23 74
. Plaintiff has complied in al1 respects with 17 U.S.C. jj 101 et seq., and
24
secured the exclusive rights and privileges in and to the copyrights of the
25 h ter w ith respect to the m atter at hand
. At all relevant tim es, Plaintiff hasc arac
2 6 b n and still is the sole proprietor of the pertinent exclusive rights
, 
title, andee
27 interest in and to the copyrights in their respective w orks as referenced herein
2 8
27 Exhibits 22-24 - DVD artwork for the M OVIE.
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infringed by D efendants, as alleged herein, including but not lim ited to the1
2 character rights upon which the copyrighted M OVIE is based, including
3 derivative w orks. Am ong the exclusive rights granted to Plaintiffunder the
4 Copyright A ct are the exclusive rights to reproduce and distribute the copyrighted
s m aterials to the public and to prepare derivative w orks. Each Defendant's actions
6 constitute infringem ent of Plaintiff s exclusive rights protected under the
Copyright Act (17 U.S.C. j101 c/ seq.).7
8 75. Plaintiff has not heretofore authorized anyone to m ake m ovies based on
9 Plaintiffs copyrights in the character. Defendants, w ithout the perm ission or
1o consent of Plaintiff, have reproduced and distributed the M OV IE, which is based
11 upon Plaintiff 's Copyrighted M aterial, to the public. Through their conduct
12 averred herein, Defendants have infringed Plaintiff's copyright with respect to
za ûchildren of the Con'1,' U.S. Copyright Reg. 8204066 (1982) in violation of
14 Sections 106 and 501 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. jj 106 and 501. Each
15 D efendant, without the perm ission or consent of Plaintiff, has and continues to
l 6 reproduce and distribute to the public, including by m aking available for
17 distribution to others, the M OV IE. Thus, the infringem ent is continuing as the
18 M OVIE continues to be sold and licensed by Defendants for use in various
19 configurations to this very day. The above-described conduct by D efendants
20 constitm es willful copyright infringem ent under the Copyright Act. The foregoing
2 1 acts of infringem ent have been willful, intentional, and in disregard of and with
22 indifference to the rights of Plaintiff. Each D efendant's conduct has violated
23 Plaintiff 's exclusive rights of reproduction and distribution as owner of the
24 copyrights including without limitation Plaintiff's rights under 17 U.S.C. j 106.
2s Defendants' infringem ents am ount to the unlawful appropriation of the Plaintiff's
2 6 Copyrighted M aterial. .
27 76. Upon infonnation and belief, D efendants have exploited the M OVIE in
2 8 this District, in the State of Florida, throughout the United States and throughout
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the w orld by reproducing, preparing derivative works, distributing, licensing, and1
2 othelwise exploiting the M OVIE: (i) on DVD (ii) by licensing the MOVIE to
a others for sale or license as conditional and permanent downloads; (iii) by
4 licensing for streaming on the internet; (iv) by synchronizing with video; (v) by
s broadcasting audio-visual works containing the M OVIE on the internet; and (vi)
6 by licensing the M OV IE to third parties for the foregoing purposes.
7 77. Plaintiff is inform ed and believes that D efendants' acts of infringem ent
8 are willfùl, intentional and purposeful, in utter disregard of and w ith indifference
9 to the rights of Plaintiff. D efendants knew or should have known that the M OVIE
lo could not be distributed w ithout a character use license therefor, as is custom ary
11 in the industly yet never sought a license or other perm ission or a copy of the
12 requisite license as one of the so-called ûtdelivery item s'' that each D efendant
la custom arily requires. Defendants have no license or any other form of perm ission
14 to distrilmte a m ovie based on the character, pregnant (tRuth,'' from the Short
ls Story.
16 78. A s a direct and proxim ate result of of the foregoing acts and
17 Defendants' infringing character use conduct, Defendants will continue to be
18 unjustly enriched, and Plaintiff has sustained and will continue to incur
19 substantial, immediate, and significant damages and irreparable injury.
2 o Defendants' unauthorized exploitation of the M OVIE is in derogation of, and
2 1 injurious to, Plaintiff 's rights as owner of the copyrights in and to the pertinent
22 rights with respect to Cotc, all to Plaintiffs' substantial dam age; and Defendants'
2a dam age to Plaintiff in an am ount not capable of determ ination, and, unless
2 4 restrained, will cause further irreparable injuly
2 5 79. Plaintiff has no adequate rem edy at law.
26 80
. The conduct of each Defendant is causing and, unless enjoined and
27
restrained by this Court, will continue to cause Plaintiff great and irreparable
28 injury that cannot f-ully be compensated or measured in money
. Plaintiff is
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informed and believes and on that basis avers that unless enjoined and restrained1
2 by this Court, Defendants will continue to infringe Plaintiff's rights with respect
a to his Cotc character rights, which are protected under copyright. Pursuant to 17
4 U.S.C. jj502 and 503, Plaintiff is entitled to preliminary and permanent
, injunctive relief to restrain and enjoin each Defendant from further infringing
6 Plaintiff s copyright and ordering that each Defendant destroy all copies of the
M OVIE and/or other m aterial m ade in violation of Plaintiffs' exclusive rights.7
8 81. As a direct and proxim ate result of said infringem ent by Defendants,
9 Plaintiff is entitled to dam ages in an am ount to be proven at trial.
10 82
. On information and belief, Plaintiff alleges that, as a direct and
11 i te result of each D efendant's wrongful conduct and infringem ent ofprox m a
12 Plaintiff s exclusive character use rights under copyright
, 
Defendants have
13 realized and continue to realize profits and other benetits rightfully belonging to
14 Plaintiffs. A ccordingly, Plaintiff is f'urther entitled to relief pursuant to 17 U.S.C.
15 j504 and Plaintiffs seeks an award of damages and to his attorneys' fees and full
16 costs pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j505 and otherwise according to law. Defendants
17 have protited substantially from  their infringing activities, have collected, and
18 continue to collect, fees and royalties from  the sale of the infringing work or any
19 derivatives thereof, and have retained a portion of those fees and royalties without
20 submitting any amount to Plaintiffs. Defendants should be held jointly and
21 severally liable for all profits derived as a result of their infringing activities as
22 practical partners. Plaintiff is also entitled to Defendants' profits attributable to the
23 infringem ent
, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j 504(b), including an accounting of and a
24 constm ctive trust with respect to such protits
. By reason of the copyright
25 infringem ent described above, Plaintiff is entitled to recover Defendants' protits
2 6 to the extent the sam e are not included as pal't of Plaintiff's dam ages. ln the
27 alternative, at the election of Plaintiff, Plaintiff is entitled to recover from
28 Defendants statutory damages up to $150,000.00 per copyright infringed for
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Defendants' w illf'ul copyright infringem ent, plus attorneys' fees.1
2 83. On inform ation and belief, D efendants have w illfully engaged in, and
a are willfùlly engaging in, the acts complained of w ith oppression, fraud, and
4 m alice, and in conscious disregard of the rights of Plaintiff. A s a result of
s D efendants' willful infringem ent of Plaintiffs' copyrights and exclusive rights
6 under copyright, Plaintiffs are entitled to m axim um  statutory dam ages allowable
pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j 504(c) or to recover their actual damages and profits7
attributable to the infringement pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j 504(b), at Plaintiffs'8
election, and such other relief as is provided by law . Plaintiffs are further entitled9
to their attorneys' fees and full costs pursuant to 17 U.S.C. j 505.10
11 CO UN T llI
12 VICARIO U S CO PYR TG H T INFRING EM ENT
la (By Plaintiff Against Defendants)
14 84. Plaintiff incorporates herein by this reference that each and every
zs averm ent contained in paragraphs 1 through 83 above, inclusive, are realleged as
6 if f'ully set fol'th herein, and it is f'urther alleged:1
17 85. To state a claim  for vicarious infringem ent, Plaintiff has to allege that
18 Defendants: (1) possessed çthe right and ability to supervise the infringing
19 activity,'' Shapiro, Bernstein (:Q Co. v. H L. Green Co. and (2) had tça direct
20 financial interest in such activities.'' The district court found that CS1 had been
2 1 willfully blind to the violations occurring at its m arkets and that this was
22 sufficient to find a violation of the Lanham Act. HardRock Cafe Licensing Corp.
2a v. Concession Servs., Inc., 955 F.2d 1 143, 1 150 (7th Cir. 1992) (quoting Gershwin
24 Publ 'g Corp v. Columbia Artists Mgmt, Inc., 443 F.2d 1 159, 1 162 (2d Cir. 1971)).
25 86. In copyright cases, a pal'ty can be held vicariously liable for
2 6 infringem ent if it has the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity
27 (coupled with a direct financial interest in the infringement). Vicarious
28 infringelnent is a form of secondary liability for direct infringem ent based on the
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com m on law  principle of respondeat superior. For decades, courts have1
2 recognized that those w ho assist and facilitate copyright infringem ent are liable
a just as those who actually commit the acts of infringement. For example, in 1929
4 the Seventh Circuit Coul't of Appeals in Dream landBallroom, Inc. v. Shapiro,
s Bernstein & Co. held that a dance hall that hired an orchestra to provide m usic to
6 its patrons was liable for the unauthorized public performance of musical works
com m itted by that orchestra. That case is an exam ple of 'vicarious liability,''7
which the landm ark case of Shapiro, Bernstein (:t Co. v. H L. Green Co. explained8
this w ay: (çW hen the right and ability to supervise coalesce w ith an obvious and9
direct financial interest in the exploitation of copyrighted m aterials . . . the10
purposes of copyright law m ay be best effectuated by the imposition of liability11
upon the beneticiary of that exploitation.''
12
la 87. Vicarious liability is essentially a form of strict liability. Plaintiffs w ho
14 plead vicarious liability are not required to prove know ledge on the pal4 of the
ls D efendants regarding the infringing acts.. Thus, it is not necessary for the alleged
16 infringer to have intent or knowledge of the infringem ent. A ccording to the U .S.
Suprem e Court, the 'absence of such express language in the copyright statute17
does not preclude the im position of liability for copyright infringem ents on18
certain parties who have not them selves engaged in the infringing activity.''19
20 88. Plaintiff has no adequate rem edy at law.
21 89
. ln TXany (1.7,), Inc. v. eBay, Inc., 576 F. Supp. 2d 463 (S.D.N.Y. 2008),
22 h district coul't applied Inwood and Lockheed M artin in detennining vicarioust e
23 infringem ent
. The court held that because eBay provides a service rather than a
24 product, it would ttlook not only to whether eBay provided the necessary
25 marketptace for the counterfeiting (which it clearly did), but further, to whether
26 eBay had direct control over the m eans of infringem ent.'' The district court held
27 that tteBay exercises sufficient control and m onitoring over its w ebsite such that it
28 fits squarely w ithin the Fonovisa and H ardRock line of cases.'' The court held
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that eBay retains signiticant control over the transactions conducted through1
2 eBay, eBay has actively promoted the sale of Tiffany jewelly items, eBay profits
a from the listing of item s and successf-ul completion of sales, through insertion
4 fees and final value fees, eBay m aintains signiticant control over the listings on
s its w ebsite, and eBay m aintains a classified ad service separate and apart from the
6 eBay listings that are at issue in this action.
7 90. Unlike contributory infringem ent, vicarious liability can be im posed
8 even in the absence of any intent or know ledge on pal't of the defendant. ln A&M
9 Records, Inc. v. Napstel Inc., 239 F3d 1004 (2001.), the Court of Appeals for the
10 N inth Circuit observed: 'ln the context of copyright law, vicarious liability
11 extends beyond an em ployer/employee relationship to cases in which a defendant
12 'has the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity and also has a direct
za financial interest in such activities.''
14 91 . ln 1927, the Eastern D istrict of Tennessee recognized the applicability
1ö of secondary liability to copyright infringem ent law suits through the doctrine of
16 respondeat superior. ln M  V tmark (f Sons v. Calloway, 22 F.2d 412 (E.D. Tenn.
17 1927), the court held the owners and operators of a movie theatre in Lenoir City,
18 Tennessee liable for copyright infringem ent resulting from their em ployee playing
19 a borrowed player piano roll during a showing of a m otion picture. The court
20 rejected the defendants' contention that they could not be held liable for copyright
21 infringem ent because they did not intend for any infringem ent to occur, stating
22 that 'the lack of intention does not affect the fact of liability. The result, and not
23 the intention, determ ines the question of infringem ent.' The court further held
24 that the em ployer is liable for any wrongful acts com m itted by his em ployee in
2, the course of his employm ent and that such was applicable despite an order from
2 6 the em ployer to the em ployee to the contrary.
27 92. The legal control standard extends liability to anyone who possessed
28 the ability to police the infringing conduct. ln Gershwin Publk Corp. u Columbia
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Artists Mgmt., Inc., 443 F. 2d 1 159, 1163 (2d Cir. 1971) the defendant concert1
organizer was held vicariously liable for copyright infringem ent because it w as2
''in a position to police the infringing conduct of its artists''.
a
4 CO UNT IV
s CO NTRIBUTORY CO PYRIGH T INFRIN GEM EN T
y (17 U.S.C. jj 106 AND 501)
(By Plaintiff Against Defendants)7
93. Plaintiff incorporates herein by this reference that each and every8
averm ent contained in paragraphs 1 through 92 above, inclusive, are realleged as9
if fully set fol'th herein, and it is further alleged:10
zl 94. Defendants' conduct, as alleged in this Com plaint, constitm es
12 contributory infringem ent of Plaintiff's copyrights in violation of Sections 106
la and 501 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. jj 106 and 501.
14 95. Liability for contributory infringement is defined by 35 U.S.C. j
15 271(c): 'Whoever offers to sell or sells within the United States or imports into
16 the United States a component of a patented m achine, m anufacture, com bination
17 or com position, or a m aterial or an apparat'us for use in practicing a patented
18 process, constituting a m aterial pal4 of the invention, know ing the sam e to be
19 especially m ade or especially adapted for use in an infringem ent of such patent,
20 and not a staple article or com m odity of com m erce suitable for substantial
21 noninfringing use, shall be liable as a contributory infringen''
22 96
. At com m on law, contributory infringem ent attaches w hen the accused
23 secondary infringer know s or has reason to know of the direct infringem ent and
24 m aterially contributes or intentionally induces the direct infringem ent. D efendants
2 5 directly encouraged, facilitated, and/or induced the unauthorized reproduction,
2 6 adaptation, and distribution of the M OVIE; thus, Defendants are contributorily
27 liable for Plaintiff's dam ages resulting from  sam e. Defendants infringe at least
28 two of Plaintiff's exclusive rights: the rights of reproduction, j 106(1),. and
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distributlion, j 106(3).1
2 97. As the Second Circuit Court of Appeals has explained, contributory
a infringement occurs where 'rolne who, with knowledge of the infringing activity,
4 induces, causes, or m aterially contributes to the infringing conduct of anothen''
s Safe harbor has been lim ited in cases in which the secondary infringer distributes
6 a produd with the object of promoting its use to infringe copyrights. See MGM
Studios, Inc. u Grokster, 125 S. Ct. 2764 (2005). ln delivering its decision, the7
8 Court adopted the rule of inducem ent from patent law. The rule of inducem ent
9 places liability upon 'one who distributes a device with the object of promoting
10 its use t() infringe copyright, as shown by clear expression or other aftirm ative
11 steps taken to foster infringement, gmaking that personq liable for the resulting
12 acts of infringem ent by third parties.'' The Coul't further stated that this rule
la required the secondary infringer to engage in purposef-ul and blam eworthy
l 4 conduct. Grokster and Streamcast intentionaly injected themselves into a market
zs whose participants w ere infam ous for engaging in copyright infringem ent, yet
z6 they purposely failed to develop m echanism s for preventing infringing conduct.
In addition, the Court found that the high volum e of advertisem ents directly17
correlated to acts of direct infringem ent, indicating an intent to prom ote such uses18
by both Grokster and Stream cast.19
20 98. ln the 1976 A ct, Congress recognized secondary liability in the grant of
2 1 rights urtder copyright, providing authors and copyright owners with the
22 ''exclusive right to do and to authorize' the enum erated rights. As the legislative
2:3 history to the Act explains, 'gulse of the phrase 'to authorize' is intended to avoid
2 4 any questions as to the liability of contributory infringers.''
25 99. Enforcem ent against the 'm iddlem en'' who encourage, facilitate and
2 6 benefit f/om  infringem ent has long served an im portant role in providing
27 meaningful and efficient copyright protection. As another court explained, in
28 finding a supplier of ''tim e-loaded' cassettes liable for infringem ent facilitated by
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those cassettes: tûRegrettably, in copyright litigation, enforcem ent efforts seem1
2 ineffective. M isappropriation m ay often needlessly succeed. Thus, liability for
a contributory infringem ent is particularly appropriate here. Given the apparent
4 division of labor in the counterfeit recording industly the actions of contributory
s infringers m ake possible the w ide dissem ination of the infringing works.'' A&M
6 Records, Inc. v. GeneralAudio P'/Jct? Cassettes, Inc., 948 F. Supp. 1449, 1455 n.4
(C.D. Cal. 1996).7
8 100. W here tta com puter system  operator learns of specific infringing
9 m aterial available on his system and fails to purge such m aterial from  the system ,
l O the operator knows of and contributes to direct infringement.'' Pelfect 10 u
11 Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1 146, l 172 (9th Cir. 2007)
12 1() 1 In Louis Vuitton M alletieï S
.A. v. Akanoc Solutions, Inc., an
13 unpublished case in the San Jose Division of the United States District Court for
14 the Northel'n District of California. On August 28, 2009, after a jury trial on the
15 merits, the jury returned a verdict in favor of the Louis Vuitton. The jury found
16 that the defendants engaged in contributory tradem ark and copyright infringem ent
17 as well as direct trademark and copyright infringement. The jury found that the
18 defendants knew or should have known that its custom ers were infringing Louis
19 Vuitton's tradem arks and copyrights and that the defendants had reasonable
20 m eans to withdraw its services so that its services could not be used to infringe.
21 The jury awarded $3 1 Million in damages on the trademark and copyright claims.
22 102 Plaintiff has no adequate rem edy at law
.
23
103. Plaintiff is entitled to recover from Defendants, jointly and severally,
24
the dam ages Plaintiffhas sustained and w ill sustain, and any gains, protits and
25
advantages obtained by D efendants as a result of the Defendants' contributory
26 infringeluents alleged in this Com plaint
, 
or in the altem ative, statutory dam ages,
27
as w ell as attorneys fees, and including but not lim ited to such dam ages and
28
awards as are available under 17 U.S.C. jj504-505.
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104. To satisfy the m aterial contribution requirem ent, D efendants m erely1
have to have been in the position to take sim ple steps to prevent subsequent2
infringement but failed to do so. Pelfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d
1146, 1 172 (9th Cir. 2007) (citing Religious Tech. Ctr. v. Netcom On-Line4
Commc'n Servs., lnc., 907 F. Supp. 1361, 1375 (N.D. Cal. 1995)). Defendants5
conceivably could have taken a sim ple step, such as getting a legal opinion letter
6
from Leopold, Petrich &  Sm ith, as Plaintiff did.28 However, w ithout evidence of
7
such actions, Defendants face liability for contributory infringem ent.
8
II. Prayer for R elief9
10 BFHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays forjudgment and relief from this Court
11 against Defendants, and each of them, jointly and in Plaintiff 's favor as follows:
12 1 For Judgm ent in favor of Plaintiff against D efendants
, jointly and
13 severally
, declaring that: a) Defendants' unauthorized conduct violates Plaintiffs'
14 rights under common law and the Federal Copyright Act; b) Defendants wilfully
15 infringed Plaintiff's rights in its federally registered copyright pursuant to 17
16 U.S.C. j501; and c) Defendants have otherwise injured the business reputation
17 and business of Plaintiff by Defendants' acts and conduct set fol'th in this
18 Com plaint;
19 2
. For entry of preliminaly injunctions during the pendency of this action
20 d immediate and permanent injunctions thereafter against Defendants, jointlyan
2 1
and severally, their respective officers, directors, agents, selwants, em ployees,
22 i ttorneys
, 
related com panies, successors, licensees and assigns,representat ves, a
23 d all others acting in concert
, 
participation, or privity w ith each or any of theman
24 providing that each Defendant shal be enjoined from directly or indirectly
25 infringing Plaintiffs rights without consent or otherwise infringing Plaintiff 's
2 6 copyrights in the Cotc copyrights or other rights in any manner, under federal or
27 state law by reproducing, distributing, copying and republishing the M OVIE
2 8
28 See Exhibit 2 1, Opinion Letter from Leopold, Petrich & Smith.
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which is based on Plaintiff 's copyrighted m aterial, except pursuant to a lawf'ul1
license specifically granting the express authority of Plaintiff, specitically2
including without lim itation distributing the M OV IE;
3
4 3. For an Order of lmpoundment under 17 U.S.C. jj503 and 509(a)
s im pounding all infringing copies of the M OVIE which are in Defendants'
6 possession or under their control and that each Defendant, jointly and severally,
also shall both recall and destroy all copies of the M OVIE;7
8 4. For Judgment in favor of Plaintiff against Defendants, jointly and
9 severally, ordering Defendants to account to Plaintiffs for all revenue received by
1o the Defendants as a result of their unlawful conduct and unjust enrichment
11 realized from its infringem ent, including but not lim ited to all gains, profits, and
12 advantages derived by or otherwise attributable to D efendants by their
la infringem ents of Plaintiff's rights with respect to Ctchildren of the Corn,'' U .S.
14 Copyright Reg. 8204066 (1982) or such damages as are proper, and since
ls Defendants intentionally infringed Plaintiff's copyrights, for the m axim um
16 allow able statutory dam ages for each violation, and the im position of constructive
trust with respect to;17
18 5. For Judgment in favor of Plaintiff against Defendants, jointly and
19 severally, aw arding Plaintiff actual and/or statm ory dam ages pursuant to 17
20 U.S.C. j504, at the election of Plaintiff, for Defendants' copyright infringement in
21 an am ount to be determ ined at trial;
22 6 For Judgm ent in favor of Plaintiff against D efendants
, jointly and
23 11 aw arding Plaintiffhis f'ull costs
, 
reasonable attom eys' fees, costs andsevera y,
24 disbursements, litigation expenses (including fees and costs of expel't witnesses),
25 and other costs of this action in bringing and m aintaining this action, pursuant to
2 6 17 U.S.C. j 505,* Fogerty v. Fantasy, Inc. (1994) 510, U.S. 517,.
27
7. For Judgment in favor of Plaintiff against Defendants, jointly and
28
severally, awarding Plaintiffprejudgment interest and post-judgment interest on
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any m onetary aw ard in this action in the m axim um nm ount perm itted by law ;1
2 8. For Judgment in favor of Plaintiffagainst Defendants, jointly and
a severally, to pay Plaintiffm axim um statutory dam ages for each infringem ent of
4 the Copyrighted Material pursuant to 17 U.S.C. Section 504(c) or to pay
s Plaintiff's actual dnm ages and profks attributable to the infringem ent pursuant to
6 17 U.S.f'-. Section 504(b) and such further damages in such amotmt as may be
fotm d, or as otherwise perm itted by applicable law ; and7
8 9. For Judgment in favor of Plaintiffagainst Defendants, jointly and
9 severally', awarding Plaintiffs m onetary dam ages sufticient to com pensate
10 Plaintiff for the injuries suFered as a result of Defendant's wrongful conduct and
11 such other and further declaratory and injunctive relief as as the Court may deem
z2 just and proper under the circumstances of this case.
13
14
DATED : July 5, 2018 By:
15
D onald P. B ers
16
17
18 REO UEST FO R JURY TRIAL
19
20
Plaintiffhereby demands a trial by jury on a11 issues for which there ' a right to2 1
jury trial.2 2
23
24 Date: July 5, 2018 By:
25 D onald P
. Bo chers
26
PlaintiF
27
28
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From: Siliciano, Christopher (LA) (FBI) csiliciano@lfbi.gov
Subject: RE: email /1 of 2
Date: May 9, 2018 at 2:29 PM
To: Donald P. Borchers dpborchers àlpmail.com
Thank you for this information Donald. I wil say that after speaking with my supervisor,
unfortunately we do not have the resources currently to assist you. l would recommend
proceeding with your strong civil case.
Good Iuck,
Chris
Chris Siliciano
Special Agent
FBI Los Angeles
Cel (310) 486-4741
From : Donald P. Borchers (mailtordpborchers@gmail.comj
Sent: Friday, May O4, 2018 2:30 PM
To: Siliciano, Christopher (LA) (FBI) <csiliciano@fbi.gov>
Subject: email ./1 of 2
Please f'ind attached two folders. One has all of the does and the other has the em ail.
This matter is intricate but unam biguous.
Regarding m y ownership
I acquired my rights via two agreem ents:
In 201 6, with a partner I formed a joint venture, caled Graphic Novel Enterprises,
and Graphic Novel acquired aII of Park Avenue's rights via a quitclaim .
In 201 7, my partner and I ended our joint venture and I individualy acquired aI of
the rights previously held by Park Avenue.
2. Regarding Park Avenue
The copyright report from 2008: Note the Iast two paragraphs of page 1 7,
dem onstrating that Park Avenue acquired vastly m ore rights than it granted', and
these are the rights I purchased.
Also, I obtained copied directly from the copyright office, and they are attached.
The 1994 Agreement.
The first sentence sets forth as a fact that the rights are based on the Original
Picture.
Paragraph 1 .f. reserves alI other rights.
Paragraph 6. Expressly reiterates this.
Paragraph 1 .f.(i)(c) & 5 - holds back future sequel and remake rights until the
Purchaser performs aII of its obligations and makes an election to acquire aII future
rem ake OR sequel rights.
#n - . - - - . . - - 
.- I - œ .f - - .: - r -. -E I - .t. 1 - - .K. .t. I - - -! - . I - .t - - . . - - - l
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raragrapn I .T. SeIS ToNn ïnal Irle rlgnls are Only TOr Inllal Inealrlcal release Or lnllal
Video release.
Paragraph 7.e. acknowledges Park Avenue's rights, in m y opinion, to m ake future
movies based on the short story (not the original picture)
In 2000, Miramax (wholy owned by Disney), having performed its obligations,
m ade an election to acquire sequel, not rem ake, rights
in 2005, Miramax (through its Iabel Dimension, and stil wholy owned by Disney)
acquired the rights to m ake one remake. The 2005 agreement stands alone from
the 1994 Agreement and the tw o agreements are not integrated with each other.
In Sunnm ary:
I ow n the rights to m ake future sequels and spinoffs based on Stephen King's
original short story.
l own the characters that are unique to Stephen King's original shorl story.
Disney owns the rights to make future sequels based on the Original Picture (vis a
vis the underlying novela), which are for initial theatrical release or initial video
release, only.
Disney owns the rights to make one remake and they have the right to use
characters from the Novela for this remake.
FYI - Two days ago, Don Gordon at Leopold Petrich agreed to w rite this in an
opinion for me. The purpose is for m e to obtain Errors & Om issions Insurance so
that I can undertake my future spinof'f. I w ill forward this opinion Ietter to you after i
receive it. I imagine it w ill take a week, or so.
Thank you.
Best,
Donald P. Borchers
(310) 490-1 056
()n May 4, 2018, at 1 l :38 AM, Siliciano, Christopher (LA) (FBl)
<ccsiliciano@tbi.gov> wrote:
Thank you Donald, I will Iook into this. W hile I do some background research
on my end, could you provide any documentation you have regarding your
copyrights vs. Walt Disney's? Also, please include the email you sent to
I innqfamfn nna thoir roczn/araqo
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Thank you, talk to you soon.
Ch ris
Chris Siliciano
Special Agent
FBI Los Angeles
Cel (310) 486-4741
From: Donald P. Borchers (mailto:dpborchers@gmail.com)
Sent: W ednesday, May O2, 2018 12:52 PM
To: Siliciano, Christopher (LA) (FBI) <csiliciano@fbi.gov>
Cc: Det. Lt. Jonathan Ray Perkins Ret. <jonperkins@me.coml
Subject: folowing up on our telephone cal from Monday
Dear Chris -
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me M onday afternoon and for your
consideration in this matter.
Simply, in 2016 l purchased certain rights in a divided copyright with respect to
Stephen King's (ûchildren of the ConA.'' Previously, l produced the original in
1 984 and the remake in 2009.
M y rights are quite specitic. 1 have the rights to make future moves based on
Stephen King's short story. The W alt Disney Company owns the rights to make
future m ovies based on the original tilm .
ln Februaly this year, while l was developing a new project with my newly
acquired rights, I learned that Lionsgate was releasing another dtchildren of the
(>.01-14'5 movie. Then, in the press release, l noticed they were basing the tilm on
a character from the short story that 1 own. These are my rights.
So, l wrote an email to Lionsgate and advised them . They acknowledged
receipt but never communicated anything responsively. On M arch l3, 2018,
Lionsgate released the movie on DVD. Knowing they did not have my rights.
l write this email to explore the possibility of a crim inal action against
lwionsgate for their copyright infringement.
Thank you.
Best,
Donald P. Borchers
(310) 490-1056
V ps://www.youtube.coe watch?v=oeieoHl7eLg
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Children of the Corn: Runaway Widescreen. Subtitled, AC-3 Digital Theater System on DeepDiscount.com$ 7/ 2 /1 8 ,1 0 :3 8 A h/l
(htps://w- .deepdiscount.com/)
1,004:078 Item s Available K JOIN OUR EMAIL LIST
VAI products jaûlcrt: (rcte . 
.:a FoR FREE sslpplxs.
(https://www.deepdiscopnt.com/checkout)
Shop our Blow out Bin for the deepest discounts and Iast chance items - Cllck here for details (/blowout-
. bin/b237039?az=37-11459) > (/bIowout-bin/b237o3%e o459)
(HTTPS:/O .DEEPDISCOUNT.COM/CHECKOUT)
c . , . r . C h j j d re n of t h e C 0 r n : R u n a W ay
. (Widescreen, Subtitled, AC-3, Digital Theater System)
' * ' @'' lè Format: Blu
-ray Rated: I---lxx Release Date: 3/13/2018
. +  ,.y, y ., )
STARRING: Marci Miler (/search?cr=Marci%2OMiIer%7C2026473&mod=AP), Jake Ryan Scott
. 
-.'k,.'4'.' ' '* '. (/search?cr=Jake%o20Ryan0â2OScot0â7C2026474&mod=AP), Sara Moore (/search?
j '' ' ' cr=SaraBâ20Moore0â7C20323O6&mod=AP), Mary Kathryn Bryant (/search?
t' ,. , 
. , ,
2 cr=Maw%20Kathryn0â2OBlant%7C2O26475&mod=AP)
, Lynn Andrews lI (/search?
. 
' t. cr=Lynn%2OAndrews%20I1%7C2O26476&mod=AP), Kevin Harvey (/search?
.
. 
x ' Cr=Kevino/azoHarvey%7cl 6665O3&mod=AP), Diane Ayala Goldner (/search?
j .'. '.'3 ' ' ' ' ' cr=Diane%zoAyalaoâzoGoldneroâ7cl 41 3221 &mod=AP), Eric Starkey (/search?
# ' 
-,
.., 
. . 
. 
'y, cr=Eric0â2OStarkey%7C886773&mod=AP), Sidney Flack (/search?
.
' 
. jy. .( ,.y: .,..;jrI'% 
. ) ' Y cr=Sidney0â20FIack%7C2O323O7&mod=AP), Debbi Tucker (/search?
. r' i.')'-. cr=Debbi%2OTucker%7C2O32308&mod=AP)
UPC: O31 398285441
ITEM #: 1999693X
DIRECTOR: John Gulager (/search?cr=lohn%ozoGulageroâ7cz6ogl 6&mod=AP)
RATED: N R
GENRE: Horror (/search?mod=Av&gnzchorror)
RELEASE DATE: 3/13/201 8
SUBTITLES: SPA
CLOSED CAPTION: No
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE: ENG
ORIGINAL YEAR: 2018
RUN TIME: 82 minutes
DISTRIBUTOR/STUDIO: TWC (/search?mod=ST&q=TWC)
RANK: 93979
% ADD TO CART * ADD TO WISH LIST
BLU-RAY . Now $18.16 you save: $a.83 (17vn)
G'-&JbqR FORMATS AVAILABLE wyweet This (https:/twitter
.com/share? < share MT' Get
(hggy//www.fa% yyy/a/srNjyqjàkgYs : fwww.deepdiscount.com/childjjj-àjis Ittp wtjjjjljâpv
' ' ; d f-t'he-corn- ' AlertsUhvil#rshl#fpflt Node/ .$ O e- 0
>Njylgiql-'absolute'=ltruel); ?>) runaway/031398285441&titIe=ChiIdren of
the Corn: Runaway&text=Buy+children ofrunaway/031398285410)
https://www.d ee pdiscou nt .ccïm Jchi ld ren - of -the - corn- ru naway/o 31 39 0k 2 E5 441 Pa g e 1 o f 3
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Children of the Corn: Runaway Widescreen, Subtitled, AC-3, Digital Theater System on DeepDiscount.com 7 /2 /1 8 ,1 O :38 A h/l
the Corn: Runaway: -ray Widescreen,
Subtitled, AC-3, Digital Theater System+on
DeepDiscount.com)
YO U M AY ALSO LIKE
. . . . , w......v .. a. te; IA
'
 .. !<
 
pvdjt . .
utm source=recommendat Ons&utrr rm nNet t rgenDet tt i. re at ttl0
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Friday the 13th: Ultimate Colection Leatherface (/0313982754117 Amit> ile: The Awakening Mom & Dad (2017) (/741952843696?
(/032429302267? utm source=recommendations&utm medium=web&ûM g:- 3& -Recs&utm cotrtestpW dnekommendations&utm m
utm
-
source=recommendations&utm mediumzzweb&utm campaign=Recs&utm ctltrt'e
-styr.lAzdaetommendations&utm medium=web&utm campaign=Recs&utm
3 4
DESCRIPTION
Children of the Corn: Runaway on Blu-ray
Fleeing a deadly child cult in the Midwest, pregnant teen Ruth is determined to keep her baby out of their grasp. Ten years Iater, Ruth and her son are
Iiving a quiet Iife, safe and sound in a smal Oklahoma town. Or so they thought. Ruth soon discovers that the only way to truly protect her child is to
face down the evil from her past once and for al. Fright-filed chapter in the Iong-running horror film series stars Marci Miler, jake Ryan Scott, Mary
Kathryn Bryant, Lynn Andrews 11. 82 min. Widescreen; Soundtrack: Engish DTS H D 5.1 Master Audio; Subtitles: English (SDH), Spanish.
M Preview
Lionsgate Home Entertainment
https://www.deepdiscount.ctlm/children-of-the-corn-runaway/o3l3g8z8s44l Pa g e 2 of 3
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Children of the Corn: Runaway Widescreen, Subtitled, AC-3, Digital Theater System on DeepDiscount
.com 7 /2 /1 8 ,1 0 :38 h h?l
@ INFORMATION .A. MY ACCOUNT iK CATEGORIES
About Us (https://www.deepdis'zouZ.cool'bout-us) F1 Movies / TV
Help (https://www.deepdiscount.ce  '- deepdiscount.com/acl:o' Alzww.deepdiscount.com/movies)
> Privacy Policy (https:/www.deepd ' ' count.com/actroq lAz.deepdiscount.com/music)
r> 
.A lic*jturns & Exchanges (V pM/o deepdiscount.com/act:ok> p discount.com/music/vinyl)
. 
*(Attmrl e dœount.com/returd ' G gY iscount.com/act:o ' e .deepdiscount.com/games)
. . . . . . 2(Idtto eœ #bY ie - -de+ /hl: Ncyhnt.com/chece je  deepdiscount.com/health-and-
> Affiliate Signup (https://www.deepdiscount.com/catal e jdiscount.com/al-apparel)
(https://www.pepperjamnetwork.com/affiliate/registration.php? (https://w- .deepdiscount.com/books)
refid=100552)
HOW  ARE W E DOING? W E'RE SOCIAL
W Tel us about your DeepDiscount.com experience. #
(/catalog/contactusform)
(https://twitter.com/deepdiscountcom)
f
(https://www.facebook.com/pages/DeepDiscountcom
DVDs-BIu-ray-Music-Books-and-More/77554427491
G+
(https://pIus.google.com/105646312565799935747?
prsrccz3)
(https://www.instagram.com/deepdiscount/)
* H#h contrast mode is taéé
o2oh 8 oirectzou, LLc+/Q,p M .
(https-//www.visa.com /)
(https'.//www.m astercard.co
(https://www.am ericanexprt
(https-'//www.discovercard.c'
(https://www.paypal.com/)
https://www.deepdiscount.ccsm/children-of-the-corn-runaway/o3l3g8z3s44l
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in of the Corn:Runaway (DVD, 2018)
product ratings I W rite a review I About this product
Brand new :Iowest price
1
0 0
shipping
Tuesday, JuI 10 from
Ile, North C arolina
l New condition
turns, but backed by eBay
ack guarantee
1 i I s
' brand new Iistings
p 1
Add tt
W a'
Sold by
cargodsl (563)
99.6%  Positive
C ontact seller
this product
etails
Discs 1
Not Rated
031398285410
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Children of the
Corn (DVD,
2011)
$6.94 New
Children of the +
Corn: Runaway
(DVD, 2018)
$5.00
Brand New
+ $3.75 Shipping
Add to Cart
$11.94
+ $3.75 Shippil
A * @ ; * 4
Free Shipping
Add to Cart
ings forthis product
Buy It Now Any C ondition
lf the
1aW aY...
C hildren O f The
Corn: Runaway,..
$9.72
Free shipping
C HILDREN O FTHE
C O RN RUNAW AY...
$14.92
Free shippingp i n g
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7f The
laway DVD
C hildren Of The
Corn: Runaway...
$11.90
+$3,49 shipping9
C HILDREN O FTHE
CO RN: RUNAW AY...
$15.69
Free shipping
See
aII 19
Df The
laway
st%e.>.;
+*4 '
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elling in DV DS & Blu-ray Discs
. e y . 'u*' ';' *?'&(&'î
'
i' ' t tt t-t.s(
 
'tlv;q's.1
. .w *G
.7'$#tG.t1#'
$.
G am e of Thrones: The
Com plete Seasons 1-7...
. 
. a x'ky. r ..4js' . ' . . j ' ( 2 4 : )u yt4 ,j , s.
$32.99 New
$10.00 Used
Harry Pc
8-FiIm C
@u )%
.. .! /h z. .a <:4h- . . .. . xw'
.y > .; .. A.< : wsykrl h)t
,'y w stz A' z.'k .s: ' j
$11.99 I
$8.99 Us(
'n DV DS & Blu-ray Discs o
Eest Showm an
N FAST SHIPPING !
The W alking Dead Season 8
(DVD, 2018, s-Disc Set)..
$10.88
Trending at $14.18
Pacific Rim Uprising
(DVD,2018) NEW*Action,..
$8.99
Trending at $10.75t $8.25
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lreen C hildren
) C orn DV DS
C hildren of the C orn
DVDS
Horror C hildren of the
C orn DVDS
Snnouncements Com munity Security Center Resolution Center Seler Center Policies Affili
Site Map
-2018 eBay Inc. AlI Rights Reserved. Accessibility, User Aqreement, Privacv, Cookies and Adchoice Q
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DIRECTORS: John Gu'
$ 21 99' shipping & sandlingLIONSGATE sHop pRIcE: , +
OTHER AVAILABLE FORMATS:
* DVD
L
IIAL FEATURES PRO DUCT DETAIL
NAW AY tells the story of young, pregnant Ruth, who escapes a m urderous child cult in a sm all M idwd
in an attempt to spare her son the horrors that she experienced as a child
. Ruth and her son end up
she m ust confront this evil or Iose her child
.
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youtube chidlren of the corn runaway
%<t;1eAn J?NQINA.N
4:*th : 1.% zv tvvgx.lBkt.uN* ': K'v*zkx*'àv youtube chidsren of the corn runaway
Showing results for youtube children of the corn runaway
Search instead for youtube chidlren of the corn runaway
CHILDREN OF THE CORN: RUNAWAY (2018) O#icial ... - YouTube
hdps'.//- .youtubesO m/watch?v=slLolglLE
-- 
; ?a r) L?.,: -.?-.''1 t) t : g) r) :) tn f) :1 t) v/ t? h i hK.r '-ë ;)-r: rh2-.t-: r) ' ! t) -.- r) r ,.-z () v,jfs C;
Directe: by'. Jolfl Gulagef Release date: March 13, 2018 (US)(VOD) Children of
f the Corn: Runaway tells
CHILDREN OF THE CORN RUNAWAY Official Trailer ... - YouTube
hops:/- oyoutubesK m/watch?v=pvFdDmonziA
,
.1 i) n '.?z) J' (.) 1 tq t.! p ':& a J:t ) :1 t' ) y N1 )'l&vz !c I .r a .1 f ) î-b'l i) f.) k .r cip
' 
lovie Trailers Source. .. Based on the classic short story by Stephen King,
* CHILDREN OF THE CORN is a ..
CHILDREN OF THE CORN RUNAWAY Trailer #1 NEW .. - You-rube
htps:/- uyoutubesx m/watch?v=orA4mNwolYo
. 
'
, ..J .y l ') 'a 7z.t 2 .) 1 f: . t J ; t r') .4 ït f:) 9 l ) b y N.1 ( '.i kf : .21 tqf' i', $
'
.
'
. >: .:i 1' rl) 1l t ! r ';.
.
)q 4 ' Based on the classic short story by Stephen King. CHILDREN OF THE CORN Is a341:. .' Iongtime horror favorite that 
. . ,
Children of the Corn: Runaway (2018) Trailer 2018 - YouTube
***
***
*>*
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?ursuant to that certain Agreem*nt for th@ Purchav. and Sale
of Certain Assets ot N*v World Entertainxentp Ltd. and various of
its sabsidiary and affiliated companies (colle/ttvely *NWEID dated
as of Novenber 2B# 1989 (the I'Açreexent/) *nteryd into b*tY**n FWE
and Trans Atlantic Distributor@/ L.P' (forxlrly oceana
Distributorlp L.P.) (NTAD') anG 'or good *nd valuable
considerltion, th* r*ceipt lnd xufficieney or vhàch ls hereby
acknovlldged. NWE hlreby r*1@***@: allignl, trlnsrers and
tuitclaiml to TAD *ll on it@ right? titl. and int*rllt, if any, in
and to the motion ptctur. proplrtg lntitled *childrln of th* Corne,
vhich includes, without lixitationk (a) all workl contained thlrein
or bas.d thereon; and (b) th* und*rlying agr*lmlnt. r*lating
therlto (colllctàvely: th@ Wprop*rtyl), exc*pting only U..s.
televilion dtstribution rights and tqlevision r*mak. and s*quel
rights, vhich wlr. retain*d by NW2.
:W2 shall d*f*nd, indexnify and oth*rwi.. hold harnlls. TAD,
its officlrs, dir*ctorl? *mploye*w: agwntl, rlprwllntativ.. and
as*igns 'ro> and againlt any and all liabilitt.m: claix., explnsll,
lo@sls and rolt. (ineludilql without lixitation, rlalonable
aktorn*ys' f**.) ariming out o' or r*lultlng frox any br*ach by :WE
of it> raprallntation, and vattaâtil. l*t foAth in th* Agreexent
and all attachments hlrlto.
TAD ***u>** *ny and all o' NWtfl obligakion. with r*lplct to
th* Prop*rty flx*rutory pr othlrwil*) includinç but not liait*d ko
Guild and Union rllidual. tn aeeordanl. vith paragraph 5.1.1 of
th* Açrlaxwnt.
IN WITNZS: R**P0', th* parti*. h*rlto hlv. *x*eutld this
Quitllaix a* o' th* ::th dag ot Nov--h*r? 19$9.
NZW WORLD 'NTERTAZNKXNT. LTD.
..
A. .-- 
- ......-..
- ' '
TRKMS ATTANYIC DISTRIBUTIRS, L.P.
<
CONFIDENTIAL MIRAMAX000146
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Children of the Corn Productions Corp.
Mr. Donald P. Borchers
July 16, 2008
Copyright Report - CHILDREN OF THE CORN
A search of the records of the Copyright Ofïice and the records and files of this office
fails to reveal any record of copyright registration for a m otion picture entitled CHILDREN OF
THE CORN, which you advised has completed development and wil have its world premiere in
the United States on the Sci-Fi Channel, followed by a theatrical release outside the United
States. (Release dates unknown).
This motion picture is not currently Iisted as being available for television or video
distribution. However, you have advised that the financier and worldwide distributor is Fox
Television Studios.
Underlvinq W orks
You advised that this motion picture will be based on a script by Donald P. Borchers, for
which we find no record of copyright registration.
You also indicated that this script is based on the novela entitled CHILDREN OF THE
CORN, by Stephen King and is a remake of the original 1984 motion picture entitled STEPHEN
KING'S CHILDREN OF THE CORN.
In this connection, we find that the novella entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN, by
Stephen King, was originally published in Penthouse magazine, issue of March, 1977, with the
copyright in the novela included in the blanket copyright on the periodical issue, which was
reglstered for copyright in the name of Penthouse International, Ltd., as of a publication date
of February 14, 1977, under entry No. B: 204066. This copyright was renewed in the name of
Stephen King, claim ing as author, September 28, 2005, under entry No
. RE: 921-899.
This novella was republished in the colection entitled NIGHT SHIFT, by Stephen King,
in 1978 by Doubleday and Company. This colection was registered for copyright as folows:
NIGHT SHIFT: By Stephen King, introduction by John D. MacDonald, created in 1977,
published January 18, 1978, and registered for copyright in the name of Stephen King, March
20, 1978, under entry No. TX: 18-451. The record notes that podions were previously
published. Copyright is claimed on the additions.
NIGHT SHIFT: By Stephen King, introduction by John D. MacDonald, created in 1977
,
published January 18, 1978, and registered for copyright in the name of Stephen King
, 
March
20, 1978, under entry No. TX: 41-007. Copyright is claimed on four stories (JERUSALEM'S
LOT, QUITTERS, INC., THE LAST RUNG ON THE LADDER and THE W OMAN IN THE
ROOM), the introduction by John D. MacDonald, and the foreword by the author.
Search No.: 14515431 1 Analyst: Becky Martineau Page:
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The colection is currently Iisted as being in print and available in the U.S. through Gale
,
Doubleday Publishing, Penguin Group (USA) Inc. and Doubleday Religious Publishing Group, It
is also available in the United States in the Spanish Ianguage under the title EL UM BRAL DE
LA NOCHE through Plaza & Janes Editories, S.A.. It is available in print in the U
.K. through
Hodder General Publishing Division and Penguin Group (USA) Inc.
W e find that the motion picture entitled STEPHEN KING'S CHILDREN OF THE CORN
also known as CHILDREN OF THE CORN, a work in approximately 93 minutes running time
,
directed by Fritz Kiersch, starring Peter Horton and Linda Ham ilton, was produced by Donald P
.
Borchers and Terrence Kirby for HaI Roach Studios, New W orld Pictures, Gatlin Productions
,
Angeles Entertainment Group and Inverness Productions, and released in the United States on
March 9, 1984, by New W orld Pictures.
According to the copyright registration record, this motion picture was created in 1984,
published March 9, 1984, and registered for copyright under the title STEPHEN KING'S
CHILDREN OF THE CORN in the names of New W orld Pictures, Angelis Film Partner's Ltd
.
and Cinema Group Venture, Septem ber 6, 1984, under entry No. PA: 226-703. The application
author is Gatlin Productions, employer for hire. The record notes that the motion picture is
based on the shod story previously registered in 1977. Copyright is claimed on the filmed
motion picture, including but not Iimited to music scoring, editing and screenplay.
This motion picture is currently Iisted as available for television distribution in Latin
America through Telefilms S.A./commercial Agent of W hiland International, and carries the
notation no region specified, please contact distributor: Telepictures Distribution. It is currently
listed as available in video format through Anchor Bay Entedainment
, 
Inc.
'JFilm-rracker.com', Iast updated December 12, 2004, Iisted additional distributors of the
film as Nelson Entedainment (domestic video distributor), Columbia-EMl-Warner (theatrical
distributor - world rights), and Cinema Group Venture (theatrical distributor).
The motion picture is based on a screenplay by George Goldsm ith, for which we find no
record of separate publication or copyright registration.
Sequels to the O riqinal M otion Picture
The following sequel motion pictures have been produced:
CHILDREN OF THE CORN Il: FINAL SACRIFICE (1992)
CHILDREN OF THE CORN 111: URBAN HARVEST (1994)
CHILDREN OF THE CORN IV: THE GATHERING (1996)
CHILDREN OF THE CORN V: FIELDS OF TERROR (1998)
CHILDREN OF THE CORN 666: ISAAC'S RETURN (1999)
CHILDREN OF THE CORN: REVELATION (2001)
Further information on these sequel motion pictures can be provided upon your fudher
request for an additional fee. Information on CHILDREN OF THE CORN 8 can be found below
in the tsNewspaper and Trade Notices' section of our repod.
Search No.: 14515431 1 Analyst: Becky Madineau Page:
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Other W orks based on the Underlvinq Storv
A 16mm motion picture entitled DISCIPLES OF THE CROW  formerly entitled
CHILDREN OF THE CORN, a work in approximately 19 minutes running time, based on the
story by Stephen King, directed by John W oodward, starring Eleese Lester and Gabriel Folse,
was released in 1983 through John W oodward. The picture was shown on May 31, 1983 in
New York at the American Film Festival.
According to the copyright application record, this motion picture was created in 1983,
published April 20, 1983, and registered for copyright under the title CHILDREN OF THE
CORN in the name of John Robert W oodward, July 2, 1984, under entry No. PA: 276-074. An
additional title given on the application is DISCIPLES OF THE CROW S. Copyright is claim ed
on the motion picture dramatization of the shod story. The copyright application indicates that
there was correspondence with the Copyright Office before registration of this work was
permitted.
This motion picture is not currently Iisted as being available for television or video
distribution.
Recorded Instrum ents
By instrument dated March 4, 1977, recorded March 9, 1977, in Vol. 1614, page 220,
Penthouse lnternational, Ltd. assigned to Stephen King, aI of its right, title and interest in and to
the copyright in the novelette entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN written by Stephen King.
By instrument dated May 6, 1983, received for recordation at the Copyright Office on
August 24, 1983, and microfilmed in Vol. 2021, pages 979-982, Stephen King and Doubleday &
Company assigned to HaI Roach Studios, Inc. in perpetuity and throughout the world, the sole
and exclusive motion picture rights in the story CHILDREN OF THE CORN including aII motion
picture and television rights for the original and renewal copyright terms thereof subject to a
concurrently executed literary agreement of the padies. (Although this document was submitted
to the Copyright Office for recordation, it was never officially recorded, apparently due to the
submission of a photocopy rather than a copy with an original signature as required by the
Copyright Office. An attempt was made to certify the photocopy as a true copy of the original,
but such cedification was not acceptable because it was not made by a pady to document
.)
By Short Form Assignment dated August 2, 1983, recorded on August 24, 1983 in Vol
.
2021 , pages 983-985, HaI Roach Studios, Inc. granted to New W orld Pictures, aIl motion picture
rights and television motion picture rights and certain other television and other alied rights in
the Iiterary work entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN, written by Stephen King, as more
padicularly set fodh and subject to the terms of an Agreement between the parties dated July
21 , 1983.
By Instrument of Transfer dated August 2, 1983, recorded on September 23, 1983 in
Vol. 2024, page 222, Gatlin Productions, lnc. assigned to New W orld Pictures, the sole and
exclusive right in perpetuity to exhibit, distribute and exploit the motion picture entitled
CHILDREN OF THE CORN and aII elements thereof in aI media, through the universe,
including music and soundtrack rights, merchandising rights, video cassette and video disc
Search No.: 14515431 1 Analyst: Becky Madineau Page:
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rights, theatrical sequel, theatrical remake and standard and non-standard television program
and series rights, subject to the terms of an agreement between the parties dated as of August
2, 1983.
By Assignment and Assumption Agreement dated Decem ber 16, 1983, recorded
February 8, 1984 in Vol. 2046, pages 527-529, New W orld Pictures assigned to Cinema Group
Ventures, a joint venture of Cinema Group Inc. and Cinema Group Partners, 25% of aI its right,
title and interest in the motion picture project entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN including:
Literary purchase agreement between HaI Roach Studios and New W orld Pictures
dated 'as or' July 21, 1983 with an amendment dated July 29, 1983.
(2) Undated but executed agreement entered into by HaI Roach Studios with Stephen King
and Doubleday & Company.
W riters agreement for the services of George Goldsmith dated July 29, 1983 between
Goldsmith and Gatlin Productions.
(4) Distribution agreement dated August 2, 1983 between Gatlin Productions and New
W orld Pictures.
(5) Director's employment agreement for the services of Fritz Kiersch dated August 2, 1983
between Kiersch and Gatlin Productions.
(6) Completion bond dated September 1, 1983 between the Completion Bond Company,
Chemical Bank and New W orld Pictures.
This transfer is subject to an agreement dated April 28, 1983 between New World Pictures and
the Cinema Group regarding another motion picture entitled THE PHILADELPHIA
EXPERIMENT. (In this connection, the records contain an Assignment dated as of April 28,
1983; May 3, 1984, recorded May 14, 1984, in Vol. 1988, pages 156-157
, by which New W orld
Pictures assigned to Cinema Group Venture, a joint venture composed of Cinema Group, Inc.,
and Cinema Group Padners, an undivided 50% interest in aI of its right, title, and interest
(including the copyright) in the motion picture THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT and the
underlying Iiterary material, subject to the provisions of the Assignment and Assumption
Agreement between the parties dated as of April 28, 1983, to which this document is subject.
The Assignment and Assumption Agreement is not of record in the Copyright Office.)
By Modgage and Assignment of Copyright dated June 11, 1984, recorded June 21
,
1984, in Vol. 1991, pages 106-107 Cinema Group Venture modgaged and assigned for security
to European American Bank and Trust Company, aI its right, title and interest in and to the
motion picture entitled STEVEN KING'S CHILDREN OF THE CORN, based on a screenplay
written by George Goldsmith, aI motion picture and ancillary rights in the picture and aI
copyrights in and to the picture. This Mortgage and Assignment of Copyright is subject to the
terms of a Security Agreement and other related agreements between the padies aII of which
are dated as of March 29, 1984.
By Termination of Collateral Assignments of Copyrights and Release of Colateral dated
August 2, 1985, recorded August 15, 1985, in Vol. 2098, pages 372-432, First National Bank of
Boston term inated aIl collateral assignments of copyrights and released and reassigned to
Embassy Television, Embassy Pictures, and Embassy Home Entedainment aI of its right
, 
title
and interest in the copyright colateral, including this work, pursuant to the Credit Agreement
dated as of November 1 , 1983.
By Mortgage of Copyright dated Novem ber 7, 1985, recorded November 18, 1985 in
Vol. 2151, pages 441-445, New W orld Pictures Ltd. modgaged and assigned to Balcor Film
Search No.: 14515431 1 Analyst: Becky Madineau Page:
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Investors aII its right, title and interest in this motion picture and several others as collateral
security for a Ioan, subject to the terms of a security agreement between the parties dated
Novem ber 7, 1985. This modgage was reassigned and term inated by Termination of Mortgage
of Copyright and Re-Assignment of Copyright dated Novem ber 28, 1989, recorded Decem ber
12, 1989 in Vol. 2510, pages 24-28. This reassignment and termination was re-recorded
December 26, 1989 in Vol. 2503, pages 424-428.
By Copyright Modgage & Assignment', Power of Attorney dated October 29, 1986,
recorded October 30, 1986 in Vol. 2212, pages 268-291, Embassy Home Entedainment
executed a Mortgage for Security to Security Pacific National Bank in connection with this
motion picture and 986 others. By Assignment of Copyright and Assignment of Copyright
Mortgage and Assignment', Power of Attorney dated June 1, 1989, recorded June 6, 1989 in
Vol. 2422, pages 93-118, Security Pacific National Bank, as agent for itself, Chemical Bank,
First Bank National Association, formerly known as Firét National Bank of M inneapolis, and
Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland N.V. assigned this modgage to Credit Lyonnais Bank
Nederland N.V.
By Copyright Assignment dated May 1, 1987, recorded May 6, 1987 in Vol. 2273, pages
309-334, Cannon Film Distribution, V.O.F., Cannon Releasing Corporation, Cannon Screen
Entedainment (Holdings) Ltd., Cannon Tuschainski Film Distribution, B.V., Cannon City Film
Distribution, Cannon Distributors, Inc., Bearsphere, Ltd., Cannon Argonaut Films, Ltd., Cannon
Badger Films, Ltd., Cannon Berwick Films, Ltd., Cannon Broadwick Street Films, Ltd., Cannon
Dreamaxe, Ltd., Cannon Elstree Distributors, Ltd., Cannon Elstree Studios, Ltd., Cannon Films,
Ltd., Cannon Film Productions, Ltd. Cannon Film Sales, Ltd. Cannon Individual Pictures, Ltd.,
Cannon Lion International Films, Ltdz, Cannon Nextlow, Ltd., Cannon Pathe Equipment Ltd.,
Cannon Penits Consultants, Ltd., Cannon Tudor Productions, Ltd. Cannon Vale Film Productions,
Ltd. Cannon Video, Ltd., Cannon W ardour Street Films, Cannon Cinema Elilia, S.R.L., Cannon
Cinema, G.m .b.H., Cannon Cinemas, Ltd., Cannon City, B.V., Cannon City Produktie
Maatschappij, B.V., Cannon Irisbook, Ltd., Cannon Music, Ltd. Cannon Productions, Inca, Cannon
Productions, S.R.L., Cannon Propedies, Inc., Cannon Screen Entedainment, Inc., et al assigned to
Loopservice Ltdz, Cannon Australia, B.V. & W inter Screen Entedainment lnc. aI respective rights,
titles and interests in aI copyrights now owned or hereafter acquired by any of them including this
motion picture, and including without Iimitation original, renewal, extended and reversionary terms
of copyright, in perpetuity throughout the universe, subject to the terms of the Library Agreement
(date not given).
By Copyright Assignment dated May 1, 1987, recorded May 6, 1987 in Vol. 2273, pages
335-354, Cannon International, V.O.F., Cannon International, B.V., general partner, Cannon Films,
Inc., Cannon Screen Entedainment, Ltd., Cannon Film Sales, Ltd. assigned to Loopservice, Ltd.,
Cannon Australia, B.V. and W inter Screen Entedainment, Inc. aI of their right, title and interest in
aII copyrights now owned or hereafter acquired by any of them, including this motion picture, in
perpetuity, throughout the universe.
By Copyright Assignment dated May 1, 1987, recorded July 7, 1987 in Vol. 2273, pages
355-404 Cannon International, V.O.F. by Cannon International, B.V., general padner, Cannon
Films, Inc., Cannon Screen Entedainment, Ltd., Cannon S E Films, Inc. and Cannon Film Sales,
Ltd. granted to Weintraub Entedainment (Rights), Ltd., Diepvriescentrale Hengelo Beleggingen,
B.V., which name wil be changed to W eintraub Entedainment Group, B.V., and W eintraub
Entedainment Group, lnc. aI rights, titles and interests in alI copyrights in perpetuity throughout the
universe in numerous properties including the above motion picture, pursuant to a motion picture
Iibrary purchase agreement dated May 1, 1987.
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By Copyright Assignment dated as of May 1, 1987, recorded July 7, 1987 in Vol. 2273,
pages 405-463, Weintraub Entedainment Group, Inc., Weintraub Entedainment (Rights), Ltdz,
Loopservice, Ltd., Diepvriescentrale Hengelo Beleggingen, B.V., which name shal be changed
to W eintraub Entedainment Group, B.V., W inter Screen Entedainment, Inc. and Cannon
Australia, B.V., which name shal be changed to Cannon International Licensing, B.V.
mortgaged and assigned to Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland, N.V. aII right, title and interest in
numerous copyrights, including this one, and aI renewals and extensions of such copyrights as
security under a Ioan agreement security assignment dated May 1, 1987. This mortgage was
released by Release of Modgage and Assignment of Copyright dated as of December 20,
1991, recorded May 15, 1992, in Vol. 2697, page 437. No titles are given in this document.
The release of this modgage was reconfirmed by a Release of Mortgages and Assignments of
Copyrights dated October, 9, 1995, recorded October 25, 1995 in Vol. 3157, pages 152-201 .
By Copyright Assignment dated May 1, 1987, recorded July 7, 1987 in Vol. 2273, page
464-519, Cannon Film Distribution, V.O.F., Cannon Releasing Corporation, Cannon Screen
Entertainment (Holdings), Ltd., Cannon Tuschainski Film Distributors, Inc., Bearsphere, Ltd.,
Cannon Argonaut Films, Ltd., Cannon Badger Films, Ltd., Cannon Berwick Films, Ltd., Cannon
Broadwick Street Films, Ltd., Cannon Dreamaxe, Ltd., Cannon Elstree Distributors, Ltd.,
Cannon Elstree Studios, Ltd., Cannon Films, Ltd., Cannon Film Productions, Ltd., Cannon Film
Sales, Ltd., Cannon Individual Pictures, Ltd., Cannon Lion International Films, Ltd., Cannon
Nextlow, Ltd., Cannon Pathe Equipment, Ltd., Cannon Penits Consultants, Ltd., Cannon Tudor
Productions, Ltd., Cannon Vale Film Productions, Ltd., Cannon Video, Ltd., Cannon W ardour
Street Films, Cannon Cinema Elilia, S.R.L., Cannon Cinema, G.m.b.H., Cannon Cinemas, Ltd.,
Cannon City, B.V., Cannon City Produktie Maatschappij, B.V., Cannon Irisbook, Ltd., Cannon
Music, Ltd., Cannon Productions, Inc., Cannon Productions, S.R.L., Cannon Propedies, Inc.,
Cannon Screen Entedainment, Inc., et aI. granted to Weintraub Entedainment (Rights), Ltd.,
Diepvriescentrale Hengelo Beleggingen, B.V., which name will be changes to W eintraub
Entertainment Group, B.V. and W eintraub Entedainment Group, Inc. aI rights, titles and
interests in aII copyrights in perpetuity throughout the universe in numerous propedies including
the above motion picture, pursuant to a bill of sale dated May 1, 1987.
By Assignment dated May 1, 1987, recorded July 8, 1987 in Vol. 2274, pages 171-223
Cannon Productions, N.V., Cannon Film Distributors, V.O.F., Cannon Tuschinski Beheer, B.V.,
Cannon France, S.A., Cannon Cinema Italia, S.R.L., Cannon Releasing Corporation, Cannon
Screen Entedainment (Holdings), Ltd., Cannon Tuschainski Film Distribution, B.V., Cannon City
Film Distribution, Cannon Distributors, Inc., Bearsphere, Ltd., Cannon Argonaut Films, Ltd.,
Cannon Badger Films, Ltd., Cannon Berwick Films, Ltd., Cannon Broadwick Street Films, Ltd.,
Cannon Dreamaxe, Ltd., Cannon Elstree Distributors, Ltd., Cannon Elstree Studios, Ltd., Cannon
Films, Ltd., Cannon Film Productions, Ltd., Cannon Film Sales, Ltd., Cannon Individual Pictures,
Ltd., Cannon Lion International Films, Ltd., Cannon Nextlow, Ltd., Cannon Pathe Equipment, Ltd.,
Cannon Penits Consultants, Ltd., et aI. granted to Weintraub Entedainment (Rights), Ltd.,
Diepvriescentrale Hengelo Beleggingen, B.V., which name will be changed to W eintraub
Entertainment Group, B.V., and W eintraub Entedainment Group, Inc. aI rights, titles and interests
in aI copyrights in perpetuity throughout the universe in numerous properties including the above
motion pidure, pursuant to a bil of sale dated May 1 , 1987.
By Copyright Assignment dated May 1, 1987, recorded July 8, 1987 in Vol. 2274, pages
224-275, Cannon Productions, N.V., Cannon Film Distribution, V.O.F., Cannon Tuschinski
Beheer, B.V., Cannon France, S.A., Cannon Cinema Italia, S.R.L., Cannon Releasing
Corporation, Cannon Screen Entedainment (Holdings) Ltd., Cannon Tuschainski Film
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Distribution, B.V., Cannon City Film Distribution, Cannon Distributors, Inc
., Bearsphere, Ltd.,
Cannon Argonaut Films, Ltd., Cannon Badger Films, Ltd., Cannon Berwick Films, Ltd., Cannon
Broadwick Street Films, Ltd., Cannon Dreamaxe, Ltd., Cannon Elstree Distributors, Ltd.
,
Cannon Elstree Studios, Ltd., Cannon Films, Ltd., Cannon Film Productions
, 
Ltd., Cannon Film
Sales, Ltd., Cannon Individual Pictures, Ltd., Cannon Lion International Films
, 
Ltd., Cannon
Nextlow, Ltd., Cannon Pathe Equipment, Ltd., Cannon Penits Consultants
, 
Ltd., et al assigned
to Loop Service Ltd., Cannon Australia, B.V. and W inter Screen Entertainment, lnc. aII
respective rights, titles and interest in alI copyrights now owned or acquired by any of them,
including this motion picture, for the original and renewal terms of copyright, throughout the
universe, as more particularly set fodh and subject to the terms of a Library Agreement of even
date between the padies.
By Copyright Modgage and Assignment', Power of Attorney dated May 4, 1987
,
recorded May 19, 1987, in Vol. 2264, pages 243-276, Nelson Entedainment Inc., Em bassy
Home Entertainment (by LEH Communication Inc. and PEH Communications Inc.) and
Em bassy Home Entertainment Ltd. mortgaged, assigned and transferred for security to Security
Pacific National Bank aII its right, title and interest, including the copyright
, in 1,079 Iisted works,
including this one. By Assignment of Copyright & Assignment of 'Copyright Mortgage and
Assignment' dated as of August 22, 1988, recorded September 7, 1988 in Vol. 2385, pages
202-237, Security Pacific National Bank, as agent for itself, Chemical Bank, First Bank National
Association (formerly k.a. First National Bank of Minneapolis) and Credit Lyonnais Bank
Nederland, N.V. assigned the modgage recorded in Vol. 2264, pages 243-276 to Credit
Lyonnais Bank Nederland, N. V.
By Shod Form Assignment dated May 15, 1987, recorded May 19, 1987, in Vol
. 2264,
pages 216-242, Embassy Home Entedainment assigned to Nelson Entedainment Inc. aI its
right, title and interest, including aII rights of copyright and extensions and renewal thereof
, 
in
connection with 1,072 motion pictures and television series, including this one.
By Assignment of Copyright and Power of Attorney dated March 8, 1988
, recorded June
1, 1988 in Vol. 2362, pages 352-366, New W orld Pictures Ltd. assigned to Chemical Bank
, 
for
security, the distribution, exhibition, reproduction and performance rights in this motion picture
and several others. This modgage was released by an instrument dated August 15
, 1988,
recorded August 25, 1988 in Vol. 2383, pages 412-425.
By Copyright Security Agreement dated as of August 1, 1988, recorded August 19,
1988 in Vol. 2391, pages 359-402, New W orld Entedainment Ltd
. granted to First Trust, N.A.,
as Trustee under the New Secured Note Indenture dated as of August 1 , 1988
, between the
padies, for the benefit of the holders of New Secured Notes, aII of its right, title and interest in aI
copyrights and aI renewals and extensions thereof, throughout the universe and in perpetuity
, in
260 Iisted works, including this one, and aI works based thereon or incorporated therein.
By Mortgage and Assignment of Copyright dated August 17, 1988
, 
recorded August 19,
1988 in Vol. 2391 , pages 297-356, New W orld Entedainment Ltd., New W orld Television
, New
W orld Visions, New W orld Pictures Ltd., New W orld Productions, Cine Qua Non, New W orld
Advertising and New W orld Video modgaged and assigned, for security, to General Electric
Capital Corporation a Iien and security interest in aI its rights in this motion picture and aII other
motion pictures and audio visual rights associated therewith now owned by the assignor
. 
This
mortgage was released by Notice of Relinquishment of Security Interest in Copyrights dated as
of April 25, 1990, recorded April 27, 1990 in Vol. 2536 pages 379-382.
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By Mortgage and Assignment of Copyright Acknowledgement dated September 14,
1988, recorded October 7, 1988 in Vol. 2400, pages 63-1 17, New W orld Entedainment Ltd.,
New W orld Television, New W orld Visions, New W orld Pictures Ltd., New W orld Productions,
Cine Qua Non, New W orld Advertising and New W orld Video, stating that they had entered into
a security agreement with General Electric Capital Corporation dated as of August 17, 1988
pursuant to which GECC had agreed to make credit advancements up to $35 million and that
the assignors had entered into a Mortgage and Assignment of Copyright dated August 17, 1988
and that the padies had entered into an Amended and Restated Loan Agreement dated as of
August 17, 1988 pursuant to which GECC had agreed to make credit advancements of up to
$1 15 million, to induce GECC to make credit advances under the Amended and Restated Loan
Agreement, each party acknowledged that the Ioan agreement had amended and restated to
provide, among other things, for the making of credit advancements in an aggregate principal
amount of up to $115 milion and hereby acknowledged and confirmed that the security interest
contemplated by the Modgage and Assignment of Copyright is intended to be security for aI of
the obligations of the borrowers under the Amended and Restated Loan Agreement in
connection with this motion picture. This modgage was released by Notice of Relinquishment of
Security Interest in Copyrights from Manufacturers Hanover Trust Com pany to General Electric
Capital Corporation dated as of April 25, 1990, recorded April 27, 1990 in Vol. 2536, pages 379-
382.
As of Novem ber 9, 1988, recorded December 19, 1988 in Vol. 2419, pages 235-293,
W eintraub Entedainment Group Inc., W eintraub Screen Entertainment Inc., W inter Screen
Entedainment Inc., Weintraub Entertainment (Right) Ltd., Loopservice Ltd., Weintraub
Entedainment Group, B.V. and Cannon Australia, B.V. executed an Interim Credit Modgage and
Assignment of Copyrights and Trademarks to Bank of America National Trust and Savings
Association, as agent for itself and Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland, N.V., in connection with
this motion picture and 2,295 other works. Contemporaneously with the execution of this
modgage, the modgagors executed a Revolving Promissory Note dated November 9, 1988 in
favor of the mortgagee in order to secure its obligations.
By Copyright Assignment dated as of February 10, 1989, recorded October 25, 1989 in
Vol. 2503, pages 175-208, W eintraub Entedainment Group, Inc. assigned to W inter Screen
Entedainment, Inc. aI its right, title and interest in and to aII copyrights now owned or hereafter
acquired (including original, renewal, extended and reversionary terms of copyright) in
perpetuity throughout the universe in the rights as defined in the Motion Picture Library
Purchase Agreement between the padies dated May 1, 1987 and cedain of its affiliates and
entities controled by the Cannon Group, Inc. including its right, title and interest in the
copyrights in this motion picture and numerous others.
By Copyright Mortgage and Assignment', Power of Attorney dated February 28, 1989,
recorded March 1, 1989 in Vol. 2442, pages 57-437, W orldvision Enterprises Inc. modgaged
and assigned as security to Bankers Trust Com pany, throughout the world in perpetuity, aII of its
right, title and interest of every kind and nature, without Iimitation, in and to aI the copyrights
and rights and interest of every kind or nature in copyrights and works protectible by copyright,
as wel as aI renewals and extensions of copyright, including those Iisted on the attached
schedule A, and in and to the copyrights and rights and interest of every kind and nature,
without lim itation, in and to aII works based thereon, incorporated in, derived from, incorporating
or relating to the works or from which the works are derived. Attached thereto was a schedule A
which Iisted a work of this title. This assignment was made subject to the terms and conditions
of a Borrowers' Pledge and Security Agreement dated as of February 28, 1989, as may be
amended, supplemented, renewed or extended.
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By Modgage and Assignment of Copyright dated as of April 17, 1989, recorded April 21,
1989 in Vol. 241 1, pages 169-225, W eintraub Screen Entedainment, Inc. and W eintraub
Entedainment (Administration), Ltd. modgaged and assigned to Credit Lyonnais Bank
Nederland, N.V., as security, irrevocably, aI of their right, title and interest, throughout the
universe in 2,275 titles, including this one, and aII renewals and extensions of such copyrights,
under a Loan Agreement and Security Assignment dated May 1, 1987 between W eintraub
Entedainment Group, Inc., Weintraub Entedainment (Rights), Ltd., Loopservice, Ltd., Weintraub
Entedainment Group B.V., W inter Screen Entertainment, Inc., Cannon Australia B.V. and Credit
Lyonnais Bank Nederland, N.V. as amended as of June 27, 1988, as amended effective
September 29, 1988, and as amended as of April 17, 1989. This modgage was released by
Release of Modgage and Assignment of Copyright dated as of Decem ber 20, 1991, recorded
May 15, 1992, in Vol. 2697, pages 439-440. No titles are given in this document. The release
of this modgage was reconfirmed by a Release of Modgages and Assignments of Copyrights
dated October 9, 1995, recorded October 25, 1995 in Vol. 3157, pages 152-201 .
By Assignment of Copyright and Assignment of Copyright Mortgage and Assignment',
Power of Attorney dated June 1, 1989, recorded June 6, 1989 in Vol. 2422, pages 93-1 18,
Security Pacific National Bank as agent for itself, Chem ical Bank, First Bank National
Association, formerly known as First National Bank of Minneapolis, and Credit Lyonnais Bank
Nederland N.V. assigned to Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland N.V. aI the right, title and interest
conveyed to the agent, Security Pacific National Bank, pursuant to an attached Copyright
Mortgage and Assignment and a Power of Attorney including the copyrights in numerous works,
including the above motion picture, the copyrights of the Iiterary propedies relating to the works
and aII renewals and extensions of any copyright, which assignment was made by the agent
pursuant to a cedain Assignment Agreement dated August 22, 1988 among the agent, First
Bank National Association, Chemical Bank and Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland. Attached to
this assignment was a Copyright Modgage and Assignment and Power of Attorney whereby
Embassy Home Entertainment modgaged and assigned for security to Security Pacific National
Bank throughout the world in perpetuity alI its right, title and interest in aII copyrights and alI
renewals and extensions thereof in the works Iisted on an attached Schedule A, including the
above motion picture. Effective upon an Event of the Default, as defined in a Credit Agreement
dated as of October 29, 1986 between Embassy, Security Pacific National Bank and First
National Bank of Minneapolis, Embassy appointed Security National Bank its Iawful attorney-in-
fact to do aI things permitted by the terms hereof and pursuant to the Pledge and Security
Agreement dated as of October 29, 1986. This Copyright Modgage and Assignment was
expressly made subject to the terms of the Pledge and Security Agreement dated as of October
29, 1986.
By Release of Modgages and Assignments of Copyright Granted by Nelson
Entedainment, Inc., Embassy Home Entertainment and Nelson Entedainment International
Limited dated as of June 5, 1989, recorded October 30, 1989, in Vol. 2500, pages 151-321,
Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland N.V., assignee of Security Pacific National Bank, First Bank
National Association, and Chemical Bank, released and terminated the security interests
granted under the documents recorded in Vol. 2212, pages 268-291, Vol. 2264, pages 243-276,
Vol. 2336, pages 32-38, subsequently assigned to Credit Lyonnais pursuant to the documents
recorded in Vol. 2422, pages 93-1 18, Vol. 2385, pages 202-237, and Vol. 2385, pages 238-246,
in connection with numerous Iisted motion pictures with respect to the territory of the entire
world and universe excluding the U.S. and Canada and aI their territories and possessions,
including Puerto Rico, their military establishments, ships and planes. Credit Lyonnais further
subordinated the security interests under those modgages in cedain listed motion pictures, with
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respect to the Territory, to the rights of Nelson Entedainment International (Holland) B.V. under
the Distribution License Agreement dated June 5, 1989, among Nelson Entertainment Inc.,
Embassy Home Entertainment, Nelson Home Entedainment Limited, and Nelson-Holand. This
motion picture is not included among those in which the security interest is released or
subordinated.
By Modgage and Assignment of Copyright dated June 14, 1989, recorded June 20, 1989
in Vol. 2426, pages 327-362, Nelson Entedainment Group lnc., Nelson Entedainment Inc., Nelson
Entedainment Holdings Inc., Pentagram Productions Inc., Nelsdn Films Inc. and Nelson
Entedainment (Holdings) U.K. Limited, modgaged, pledged and assigned to Credit Lyonnais Bank
Nederland N.V. aI its right, title and interest, including the copyright, in numerous Iisted motion
pictures and television series, including this one, as well as the underlying works on which they
were based, as security for a Ioan.
There is of record a Quitclaim dated November 28, 1989, recorded March 4, 1991 , in
Vol. 2624, page 34, stating that pursuant to an Agreement for the Purchase and Sale of Cedain
Assets of New W orld Entedainment, Ltd. and various of its subsidiary and afiliated companies
(collectively 'NWE') dated as of November 28, 1989 (the tAgreemenf') entered into between
NWE and Trans Atlantic Distributors, L.P. (formerly Oceana Distributors, L.P.) ('dTAD'), NWE
assigned and quitclaimed to TAD, aII right, title and interest, if any, in and to the motion picture
entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN which includes aI works contained therein or based
thereon and the underlying agreements relating thereto (colectively, the 'Proped/'), excepting
only U.S. television distribution rights and television remake and sequel rights, which it retains.
TAD assumed aII of NW E'S obligations with respect to the Propedy (executory or otherwise)
including Guild and Union residuals.
By Quitclaim dated November 28, 1989 (certified June 24, 1994), recorded June 27,
1994 in Vol. 2999, pages 541-553, New W orld Entertainment, Ltd. released, assigned and
quitclaimed to Trans Atlantic Distributors, L.P. aII its right, title and interest, if any, in 392 motion
pictures, including this one, as wel as aI works on which they are based and remake and serial
rights. New W orld, however, reserved domestic television distribution rights, the right to
produce for initial exhibition by means of television exploitation any project based on any of the
propedies and made-for-initial-television exploitation, television remake, sequel and series
rights in the properties. This quitclaim is subject to the Agreement for Purchase and Sale of
Cedain Assets of New W orld Entertainment, Ltd. and various of its subsidiary com panies dated
as of November 28, 1989 between it and Trans Atlantic Distributors LP (formerly Oceana
Distributors, L.P.).
By Assignment of Security Interest in Copyrights dated as of Decem ber 8, 1989,
recorded December 29, 1989 in Vol. 2511, pages 486-540, General Electric Capital
Corporation, stating that by Mortgage and Assignment of Copyright dated as of August 17,
1988, New W orld Entedainment Ltd. and each of its subsidiaries granted to General Electric
Capital Corporation a Iien and security interest in aI its rights in cedain motion pictures,
including this one, and that by Assignment and Agreement dated as of June 5, 1989 among
General Electric Capital Corporation and Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., General Electric
Capital Corp. assigned to Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. aII its right, title and interest in the
security interest in the copyright which it obtained from New W orld Entertainment Ltd. and that
the Modgage was recorded in the Copyright Office in Vol. 2391, pages 297-356 and again on
September 14, 1988 in Vol. 2400, pages 63-1 17, General Electric Capital Corporation confirm ed
its assignment to Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., efsective as of June 5, 1989, of its security
interest in the rights, including the copyrights, in this motion picture and numerous others.
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By Notice of Relinquishment of Security Interest in Copyrights dated as of Decem ber
12, 1989, recorded December 29, 1989 in Vol. 251 1 , pages 541-599, Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Company, stating that by Mortgage and Assignment of Copyright dated as of August 17,
1988, New W orld Entertainment Ltd. and each of its subsidiaries granted to General Electric
Capital Corp. a Iien and security interest in aIl its rights in cedain motion pictures, including this
one and that by an Assignment and Agreement dated as of June 5, 1989, General Electric
assigned to Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. aI its right, title and interest in the security
interest in the copyrights, and fudher stating that the Modgage was recorded in the Copyright
Office in Vol. 2391 , pages 297-356 and again as of September 14, 1988 in Vol. 2400, pages 63-
117, and fudher stating that certain copyrights were not included in the Mortgage (including this
one) (colectively 'the released copyrights') released and terminated its security interest in aIl its
right, title and interest in this motion picture except for television rights in the United States, its
territories and possessions, in which General Electric Capital Corp. retained its right, title and
interest.
By Company Copyright Security Agreement dated as of April 25, 1990, recorded April 30,
1990 in Vol. 2549, pages 360-419, New W orld Entedainment, Ltd. granted a security interest to
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Com pany in this work and 310 other works, as collateral security for
a Ioan.
By Shod Form Assignment dated as of May 17, 1990, recorded July 30, 1991 in Vol. 2668,
pages 206-208, Cinema Group Venture, a joint venture between Cinema Group Inc. and Cinema
Group Padners, granted and assigned to Destination Cinema Inc. aI of its right, title and interest in
and to, and obligations and Iiabilities with respect to CHILDREN OF THE CORN formerly titled
STEPHEN KING'S CHILDREN OF THE CORN (PA: 226-703) and 27 others, including, but not
Iimited to, its worldwide copyright rights and aI extensions and renewals thereof. This Shod Form
Assignment is executed in accordance with and is subject to the terms and conditions of the
Purchase and Sale Agreement between the padies dated as of May 17, 1990.
By Shod Form License Agreement dated June 26, 1990, recorded November 6, 1990 in
Vol. 2548, pages 208-213, Trans Atlantic Distributors, L.P. assigned to RGVI Inc. aII its right,
title and interest in the exclusive home video rights and certain other alied rights in 326 motion
pictures, including this one, for the Iimited term (not identified) and for the territory of the United
States and Canada (excluding French Ianguage rights in Canada), their respective territories
and possessions and Puedo Rico and in the English Ianguage only, in any embassies, m ilitary
and governmental installations operated by or ceded to them, subject to the terms of an
agreement between the padies dated June 22, 1990.
By Modgage and Assignment and Grant of Security Interest W ith Respect to Copyrights
and Other Collateral dated as of Novem ber 7, 1990, recorded November 13, 1990, in Vol.
2550, pages 1-38, Nelson Films, Inc., assigned and granted a continuing security interest to
Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland, N.V. in aI right, title and interest now owned or hereafter
acquired, throughout the universe, in and to aI of the motion pictures described in an attached
Schedule A and Schedule B, alI screenplays, outlines, treatments, and other materials upon
which any of the films is based in whole or in part, aI distribution agreements, Iicensing
agreements and other exploitation agreements with respect to any of the films and aII copyrights
in and related to the foregoing (including any and aIl renewals and extensions thereof) as
security for a Ioan, subject to the terms of an amended and restated Credit Agreement dated as
of May 1, 1987 between the padies. The schedule Iisting this motion picture includes a notation
that only Nelson Entedainment, Inc., holds the rights.
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By Modgage and Assignment and Grant of Security Interest W ith Respect to Copyrights
and Other Collateral dated as of Novem ber 7, 1990, recorded November 13, 1990, in Vol.
2550, pages 39-79, Nelson Entedainment, Inc., assigned and granted a continuing security
interest tc) Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland, N.V. in aIl right, title and interest now owned or
hereafter acquired, throughout the universe, in and to aI of the motion pictures described in an
attached Schedule A and Schedule B, aI screenplays, outlines, treatments, and other materials
upon which any of the films is based in whole or in pad, aII distribution agreements, Iicensing
agreements and other exploitation agreements with respect to any of the films and aII copyrights
in and related to the foregoing (including any and aI renewals and extensions thereof) as
security for a Ioan, subject to the terms of an amended and restated Credit Agreement dated as
of May 1 , 1987 between the padies. The schedule listing this motion picture includes a notation
that only Nelson Entedainment, Inc., holds the rights.
By Modgage and Assignment and Grant of Security Interest W ith Respect to Copyrights
and Other Colateral dated as of November 7, 1990, recorded November 13, 1990, in Vol
.
2550, pages 80-120, Embassy Home Entedainment, a California joint venture, by LEH
Communications & PEH Communications, joint venturers, assigned and granted a continuing
security interest to Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland, N.V. in aI right, title and interest now
owned or hereafter acquired, throughout the universe, in and to aII of the motion pictures
described in an attached Schedule A and Schedule B, aI screenplays, outlines, treatments, and
other materials upon which any of the films is based in whole or in part, aIl distribution
agreements, Iicensing agreements and other exploitation agreements with respect to any of the
films and aI copyrights in and related to the foregoing (including any and alI renewals and
extensions thereof) as security for a Ioan, subject to the terms of an amended and restated
Credit Agreement dated as of May 1, 1987 between the parties. The schedule Iisting this
motion picture includes a notation that only Nelson Entedainment, Inc., holds the rights
.
By Affidavit dated December 10, 1990, recorded December 12, 1990, in Vol. 2557, pages
156-163, New W orld Entedainment Limited, referring to an agreement for sale and purchase of
certain assets between it and Oceana Distributors L.P., now known as Trans Atlantic Distributors
,
L.P. dated November 28, 1989, stated that pursuant to and in compliance with the Agreement New
W orld Entedainment Ltd. and affiliates has retained any and al of the domestic television
exploitation rights in 304 motion pictures, including this one. Domestic television exploitation rights
are defined in the Agreement as the right to exploit the films in aI forms of television (excluding
only video exploitation).
By Copyright Mortgage and Assignment dated as of March 31, 1991, recorded April 29,
1991 in Vol. 2644, pages 41 1-453, Trans Atlantic Distributors, L.P., by TAD Management Inc
.,
General Padner, mortgaged and assigned for security to Stanton L. Stein, exclusively
throughout the universe in perpetuity, aI its right, title and interest in 350 audiovisual works
,
Iiterary and other materials identified in an attached Exhibit A, including this one. For the
purposes hereof, each work includes, without Iimitation, alI copyrights, renewals, extensions and
reversions thereof. This modgage is subject to the terms of a Security Agreement between the
parties (date not given).
By Copyright Modgage and Assignment dated as of March 31, 1991, recorded April 29,
1991 in Vol. 2644, pages 454-496, Trans Atlantic Distributors L.P. by TAD Management Inc.,
General Padner, mortgaged and assigned for security to Vivaldi Ltd., a California Limited
Partner, exclusively throughout the universe in perpetuity, aII its right, title and interest in 350
audiovisual works, Iiterary and other materials identified in an attached Exhibit A, including this
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one. For the purposes hereof, each work includes, without Iimitation, aIl copyrights, renewals,
extensions and reversions thereof. This modgage is subject to the terms of a Security
Agreement between the parties (date not given).
By Assignment Agreement dated as of March 31, 1991, April 25, 1991 and April 30,
1991, recorded May 3, 1991 in Vol. 2655, pages 169-235 Trans Atlantic Distributors LP by TAD
Management Inc. assigned to Robed Bennett, Vivaldi, Ltd., Roscomare, Ltd. & Stanton L. Stein
aI right, title and interest in and to this and 470 other works as defined in an attached Exhibit A
and three attached Schedules numbered 1, 2 and 3 subject to any and aI written Iicenses,
grants, assignments and other agreements executed by it or its predecessors-in-interest and to
any and aI Iim itations on the propedy provided for in executed written agreements pursuant to
which it acquired said propedy. ln the case of CHILDREN OF THE CORN, the rights owned
were described as aI rights worldwide in perpetuity.
By Assignment Agreement dated as of March 31, 1991, April 25, 1991 and April 30,
1991, recorded May 3, 1991 in Vol. 2655, pages 236-300 Roscomare, Ltd., reciting that it
currently owned 31 .67% of aI of the rights and assets in said works, assigned the acquired
rights to Robed Bennett and Vivaldi Ltd.
By Assignment Agreement dated as of March 31, 1991, April 25, 1991 and April 30,
1991 , recorded May 3, 1991 in Vol. 2655, pages 301-365 Stanton L. Stein, reciting that he
owned 4.99% of the rights and assets in said works, assigned the acquired rights to Robed
Bennett and Vivaldi Ltd.
By Assignment Agreement dated as of March 31, 1991 and April 25, 1991 recorded
May 3, 1991 in Vol. 2655, pages 366-429 Vivaldi Ltd. reciting that it was receiving 31.67% and
was purchasing 18.33% of aII of the rights and assets in said works assigned the acquired rights
to Lawrence Kuppin.
There is of record a Notice of Management of Rights dated April 25, 1991, recorded
May 3, 1991 in Vol. 2655, pages 430-492, which states that Robert Bennett and Lawrence
Kuppin have entered into a Letter Agreement dated as of March 31 , 1991 which provides, in
part, that Kuppin exclusively shall be the manager of the assets identified in an attached Exhibit
A, together with aI monies received by and on behalf of or payable to or on behalf of Trans
Atlantic Distributors L.P., a California Iimited padnership and prior owner of such assets and
rights, in respect thereof from and after February 16, 1991.
The attached Exhibit A is titled 'Description of Propedy' and includes (1) aII sound
recordings and com positions, including but not Iimited to those recordings which were acquired
by Trans Atlantic Distributors L.P. (TAD) in connection with the Agreement for Purchase and
Sale of Cedain Assets of New World Entedainment Limited (NWE) and affiliates dated as of
November 28, 1989 between NW E and cedain of its related entities and TAD and those
described in an attached Schedule 1', (2) aI remake and sequel rights of any kind in the
Included Films and any underlying or included Iiterary material and any remakes or sequels', (3)
aII non-theatrical distribution rights in the Included Films and the Included Television Programs
in the United States and Canada', (4) aI of TAD'S right, title and interest (including alI copyrights
and renewals) in the Included Development Projects (as defined in the 1989 Agreement) and in
any projects in development at any time on or prior to the date hereof for initial theatrical,
television or other exhibition by or on behalf of TAD including aI scripts and other Iiterary
propedies which were acquired by TAD in connection with the 1989 Agreement', (5) home video
distribution rights in the United Kingdom and its territories and possessions in the Included Films
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and the Included Television Programs; (6) aI merchandising, commercial tie-up, publishing and
legitimate stage rights of every kind or nature in or derived from the Included Films and Included
Television Programs or otherwise included in the distribution rights or acquired from NW E or
any aliliate of NW E by TAD including but not Iimited to those acquired in connection with the
1989 Agreement', (7) aI home video distribution rights in French-speaking Canada and not
otherwise granted to RGVI, Inc. The work in question is included in the attachment entitled
'New W orld Pictures--Rights Shod List' and described as folows: CHILDREN OF THE CORN,
produced, a1l rights in perpetuity throughout the world.
By Security Agreement dated as of Novem ber 18, 1991, recorded December 3, 1991 in
Vol. 2701, pages 400-476, Image Entedainment, Inc., granted to Sun Life Insurance Company of
America, Inc., as agent, a security interest in aII its accounts and general intangibles, aI
instruments, chattel paper or Ietters of credit, aII its inventory, including without Iimitation aIl copies
of any works Iisted on an atached Annex 1 (Iisting this work and 2,755 others), aI its intellectual
property, equipment, contract and agreements, documents of title, rights, claims and benefits, and
aI its other tangible or intangible propedy, as security. This instrument refers to a Securities
Purchase Agreement dated as of November 18, 1991 , between itself and Sun Life Insurance
Company of America, as agent.
By Assignment Agreement dated as of Decem ber 10, 1991 and April 23, 1992 in Vol
.
2768, pages 91-142, Lawrence Kuppin and Robed Bennett assigned to Fifth Avenue
Entedainment, Ltd. aI their right, title and interest in and to several motion pictures, including
this one, including aII remake and sequel rights of any kind and nature whatsoever in and to the
motion pictures and any underlying material, alI non-theatrical distribution rights in and to the
films in the United States and Canada, home video distribution rights in the United Kingdom and
its territories and possessions, and aI home video distribution rights in French speaking Canada
not otherwise granted to RGVI, Inc. and several agreements under which Kuppin and Bennet
acquired the rights in the motion pictures.
By Partial Release of Interim Credit Modgage and Assignment of Copyrights and
Trademarks, Revolving Credit Mortgage and Assignment of Copyrights and Trademarks and
First Amendment to Revolving Credit Mortgage and Assignment of Copyrights and Trademarks
dated as of May 15, 1992, recorded August 6, 1992 in Vol. 2724, pages 195-243, Bank of
America National Trust & Savings Association, as agent for itself and Credit Lyonnais Bank
Nederland, N.V., and referring to that certain First Amended and Restated Revolving Credit
Agreement dated as of July 28, 1989, as amended, between the padies
, 
released its right, title
and interest (including without Iimitation any security interest and Iien) in the films and television
programs or other audio-visual material listed on an attached Schedule 1, which included this
work, to W eintraub Entedainment Group, Inc., W eintraub Screen Entertainment, Inc., W inter
Screen Entedainment, Inc., Weintraub Entertainment (Rights) Ltd., Weintraub Entedainment
Group B.V., W eintraub Entedainment Productions, Inc., Blue Heaven Productions
, 
lnc.,
W eintraub Entertainment Distribution, Inc., W eintraub Interim Holding, Inc
., 
W eintraub
Entertainment (Administration) Ltd., Loopservice Ltd., and Weintraub Entedainment Licensing
B.V. (formerly Cannon Australia B.V.). This document is apparently a padial release of the
documents recorded in Vol. 2419, pages 235-293, Vol. 2458, pages 142-158, and Vol. 2458
,
pages 159-170.
By Copyright Security Agreement dated as of May 29, 1992, recorded June 1 1, 1992, in
Vol. 2779, pages 1-497, New W orld Entedainment, Ltd., LC Holding Corporation, Highgate
Pictures, lnc., Learning Corporation of America, Marvel Productions, Ltd., New W orld Television
and New W orld Television Productions, Inc., granted to Four Star Holdings Corporation, to the
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extent of their interest therein, a security interest in aI of their right, title and interest in aII
copyrights, general intangibles, aII product and rights in product, and aII proceeds in 2500 Iisted
motion pictures/television series, including this one, in conjunction with the Security, Pledge and
Guarantee Agreement dated as of May 29, 1992, between the parties
, and subject to the terms
of the Intercreditor/subordination Agreement dated as of May 29, 1992, among the padies and
Manufactures Hanover Trust Company, as Agent and as a Bank.
By Copyright Security Interest Release and Reassignment dated as of July 27, 1992
,
recorded August 21 , 1992 in Vol. 2826, pages 1-999 and continuing in Vol. 2827, pages 1-370
,
Bankers Trust Company, as agent, referring to the Credit Agreement dated as of February 28
,
1989 between it and Aaron Spelling Productions Inc., Laurel Entertainment Inc., Spelling Films
International Inc., Torand Productions and W orldvision Enterprises Inc
. (the 'Borrowersl') entered
into by the Borrowers and certain of their subsidiaries as guarantors (collectively the 'Copyright
Owner'), and further stating that in consideration of the execution by Copyright Owner of the
Termination Agreement dated as of July 27, 1992 terminating the Credit Agreement, Bankers Trust
Company hereby assigned to the Copyright Owner throughout the world in perpetuity, al its right
,
title and interest in this motion picture and 25,605 others.
By Copyright Collateral Assignment dated as of July 27, 1992, recorded August 21
,
1992, in Vol. 2827, pages 371-645, Speling Entedainment, Inc., Aaron Spelling Productions
,
Inc., Laurel Entedainment, Inc., Spelling Films International, lnc., Spelling Television, Inc
.,
Torand Productions, Inc., W orldvision Enterprises, Inc., AS Payrol Company, Inc., Dynam ic
Soap, Inc., Preye, Inc., Big Apple Films, Inc., Laurel Cinema, Inc
., 
Laurel Marathon, Inc., Laurel
Darkside Movie, Inc., Laurel-Day, lnc., Laurel LTX Inc., Laurel Film , Inc
., Laurel First-Run, Inc.,
Laurel-King, Inc., Laurel TV, Inc., 90210 Productions, Inc
., 
Jack of Heads Productions, Inc.,
Melrose Productions, Inc., Orchid Productions, Inc., T & R Payroll Company, Torand Payroll
Company, Evergreen Programs, Inc., Great American Entertainment Motion Pictures
, Inc.,
Great American Entertainment Television, Inc., QM Productions, Inc., QM Music Company,
Quinn Madin Music Company, Sunn Classic Pictures, Inc., Image Edit, Inc., W orldvision
Enterprises (United Kingdom) Ltd., Worldvision Enterprises of Canada, Ltdz, Worldvision Home
Video, Inc., W orld Voleybal League, Inc., W orld Television Programming
, 
Inc., W V
Productions, lnc., and Vision Productions, lnc. assigned for security to First National Bank of
Boston, as agent. aII its right, title and interest in 7,514 motion pictures, including this one
. By
Termination of Copyright Collateral Assignments dated January 31, 1994, recorded February 7
,
1994 in Vol. 2959, pages 290-612, First National Bank of Boston terminated the Iiens and
security interests granted to it and, to the extent it is deemed to have any right, title or interest in
the pictures, reassigned said rights.
By Assignment of Renewal Rights sated March 15, 1993, recorded May 5, 1993, in Vol
.
2893, pages 249-252, pursuant to the Literary Purchase Agreement ('Agreement') by and
among Stephen King, Doubleday and Company and HaI Roach Studios Inc., Owen King (child
of Stephen King), by Stephen King, his guardian ad Iitem, granted and assigned, irrevocably
and absolutely, to Fifth Avenue Entedainment, successor-in-interest to HaI Roach Studios Inc
.,
aII of his right, title and interest, whether heretofore or now owned or acquired at any time in the
feature in and to aI of the rights contemplated to be sold, granted, conveyed and assigned to
Hal Roach Studio Inc. under the Agreem ent including the initial and any renewal term of
copyright as any such term may be extended including, but not Iimited to, aI motion picture and
alied rights as defined in the Agreement.
By three separate Assignment of Renewal Rights dated March 1, 1993, March 7, 1993
and March 10, 1993, aI recorded March 12, 1994 in Vols. 2967, pages 142- 146, 147-151
, and
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152-156, Tabitha King, wife of Stephen King, Naomi King and Joseph King, children of Stephen
King, alsc) granted and assigned these same rights to Fifth Avenue Entedainment, successor-in-
interest to HaI Roach Studios Inc.
By Modgage and Assignment and Grant of Security Interest with Respect to Copyrights
and Other Collateral dated April 30, 1993, recorded May 20, 1993, in Vol. 2821 , pages 352-
367, Miramax Film Partners, Inc., Prestige Film Corporation and Hardware Distribution, Inca,
irrevocably modgaged, assigned, and granted a continuing security interest to Internationale
Nederlanden Bank N.V., as Agent, in aII their right, title and interest, throughout the universe, in
perpetuity, in and to numerous motion pictures Iisted on an attached schedule, including this
one, whether complete or in production or development, the underlying works and the
copyrights therein, aI distribution, Iicensing, and exploitation agreements with respect to the
motion pictures, aII copyrights therein or related thereto, and aI accounts receivable and
generated by such colateral, as security for the payment of aII obligations of Miramax, Prestige,
and Hardware, or Film Bros. Propedy Corp., pursuant to the terms of the Amended and
Restated Credit Agreement dated as of February 14, 1989, as amended and restated through
April 30, 1993, by and among M iramax Film Corp., Miramax Film Partners, Inc., Prestige Film
Corp., Hardware Distribution, Inc., Film Bros. Propedy Corp., and the Lenders, and
Internationale Nederlanden Bank N.V. as agent, and aI other instruments evidencing or
securing any obligations of the padies to the Secured Pady. This modgage was released by
Release of Modgage and Assignment with Respect to Copyrights and Other Collateral dated as
of June 30, 1993, recorded July 27, 1993, in Vol. 2915, pages 380-382.
By Modgage and Assignment and Grant of Security Interest with Respect to Copyrights
and other Colateral and Consent to Assignment of 'Assignment of Copyright and Powers of
Attorney' dated April 30, 1993, recorded May 21 , 1993, in Vol. 2823, pages 1-17, Miramax Film
Corporation consented to the 'Assignments of Copyright and Powers of Attorney' of even date
therewith from The Chase Manhattan Bank to Internationale Nederlanden Bank N.V. of aIl the
respective rights, titles and interests in the folowing documents:
1 . Assignment of Copyright and Power of Attorney dated March 21, 1989 from Miramax to
Chase recorded March 29, 1989, in Vol. 2450, pages 48-52.,
2. Assignment of Copyright and Power of Attorney dated November 13, 1990 from Miramax to
Chase recorded November 29, 1990, in Vol. 2597, pages 102-105.,
3. Assignment of Copyright and Power of Attorney dated as of January 13, 1992, from Miramax
to Chase, recorded January 22, 1992 in Vol. 2722, pages 461-469.,
4. Assignment of Copyright and Power of Attorney dated December 29, 1992, from Miramax to
Chase; and
5. Assignment of Copyright and Power of Attorney dated as of March 17, 1993, from Miramax
to Chase.
Miramax hereby irrevocably modgaged and granted a continuing security interest to
lnternationale Nederlanden Bank N.V. in aIl its right, title and interest, throughout the universe
,
in perpetuity, in aI copyrights (and renewals and extensions thereof) and other colateral
described in the Assignments, aIl of Miramax's right, title and interest in 143 Iisted motion
pictures, whether complete or in production or development, including this one, the underlying
works on which they are based, aI distribution agreements, Iicensing agreements and other
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exploitation agreements relating thereto, and aIl copyrights relating thereto, as security for the
performance of obligations of M iramax to Internationale Nederlanden Bank N.V., as assignee of
Chase pursuant to the Assignment Agreement dated as of April 30, 1993, am ong Chase,
Internationale, Miramax and the guarantors named therein, pursuant to the terms of the
Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of February 14, 1989 as am ended and
restated through April 30, 1993, among Miramax, the Ienders and guarantors named therein,
and lnternationale Nederlanden as Agent, and aII other instruments evidencing or securing any
obligations of Miramax to Internationale Nederlanden. This modgage was released by Release
of Assignment of Copyright and Powers of Attorney and Modgage and Assignment with
Respect to Copyrights and Other Colateral and Consent to Assignment of 'Assignments of
Copyright and Powers of Attorney' dated as of June 13, 1993, recorded July 27, 1993, in Vol.
2915, pages 383-385, executed by Internationale Nederlanden Bank, NV, in favor of Miramax
Film Corporation.
By Assignment of Copyright and Powers of Attorney dated as of April 30, 1993,
recorded May 7, 1993, in Vol. 2893, pages 150-152, The Chase Manhattan Bank assigned to
Internationale Nederlanden Bank N.V. of aII their respective rights, titles and interests in the five
documents referenced in Vol. 2823, pages 1-17. Also included in this assignment were aI
copyrights registered in the Copyright Office with respect to the motion picture titles Iisted
therein, the Iiterary propedies relating thereto, aII renewals and extensions thereof, and any
causes of action relating thereto, pursuant to the Assignment Agreement dated as of April 30,
1993, among Chase, Nederlanden, Miramax Film Corp., and the guarantors named therein. No
titles are given in this document.
By Short Form Assignment dated as of June 30, 1994, recorded August 23, 1994 in Vol.
3022, pages 146-147, Park Avenue Entertainment LP (by Miko Enterprises) assigned to
Miramax Film Corporation (i) the right to produce one remake or sequel based on the motion
picture entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN for initial theatrical release or initial video release
(tentatively entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN lV) and (i) the right for the assignor to distribute
and exploit the picture in any and aII media throughout the universe in perpetuity, as wel as
merchandising, interactive or multimedia rights, music publishing, print publication of
screenplay, novelization, comic book, book publication rights for the m aking of the picture and
soundtrack rights with respect to the picture at any time throughout the universe in perpetuity to
the extent that Miramax has such rights provided, that the foregoing rights shall not include any
right, title or interest in the original picture or the first or second sequel or any element of the
pictures, including the characters portrayed therein or the title thereof, other than the right to use
the same in connection with the picture and the exploitation thereof or any remake and/or
sequel rights. This assignment is subject to the terms of an agreement between the padies
dated as of June 30, 1994.
By Short Form Assignment dated June 30, 1994, recorded August 23, 1994 in Vol.
3022, pages 177-183, Fifth Avenue Entedainment, Ltd. assigned to Park Avenue Entedainment
L.P. aII its right, title and interest, including remake and sequel rights, in this motion picture and
several others, as wel as the underlying material on which they are based. Subject to the
Agreement for Purchase and Sale of cedain assets of New W orld Entertainment Ltd. and
cedain of its related entities and Trans Atlantic Distributors, L. P., rights were also granted in aII
merchandising, commercial tie-up, dramatic, non-dramatic, stage, television, home video, home
Iaser disc, radio, publishing, interactive, multimedia (or any analogous rights whether now
known or hereafter devised).
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By Release and Reassignment of Copyright Modgage Assignment dated August 25,
1994, recorded December 7, 1994 in Vol. 3059, pages 260-262, Trans Atlantic Distributors, LP
terminated the security interest granted to it by Stanton L. Stein in connection with this picture,
which was recorded in Vol. 2644, pages 41 1-453.
By Release and Reassignment of Copyright Modgage and Assignment dated July 29,
1994, recorded December 7, 1994 in Vol. 3059, pages 469-470, Trans Atlantic Distributors LP,
referring to the copyright modgage and assignment effective as of March 31 , 1991 between it
and Roscomare, Ltd., hereby terminated aII security interest granted to it in connection with this
motion picture.
By Cedificate of Amendment of Adicles of Incorporation of New W orld Television dated
October 1, 1994, recorded March 13, 1995, in Vol. 3088, pages 490-493, New W orld Television
changed its name to New W orld Television Programming.
By Notice of Relinquishment of Security Interest in Copyright dated April 24, 1995,
recorded May 5, 1995 in Vol. 3107, pages 1-643, Four Star Holdings Corporation reciting a
Copyright Security Agreement dated as of May 29, 1982 among New W orld Entertainment, Ltd.,
LC Holding Corp., Highgate Pictures, Inc., Learning Corp. of America, New W orld Family
Filmworks, Ltd. (fka Marvel Productions, Ltd.), New W orld Television and New World Television
Productions, Inc. in favor of Four Star Holdings Corp. recorded in Vol. 2779, pages 1-497, and
supplemental copyright security agreements recorded in Vol. 2790, pages 346-356 (made by
New W orld Television) in Vol. 2831, pages 98-107 (made by New World Entedainment, Ltd.,
New W orld Television and Learning Corporation of America), in Vol. 2865, pages 120-130
(made by New World Television), and Vol. 2894, pages 445-456 (made by New World
Television), and in Vol. 2920, pages 58-66 (made by New World Entedainment, Ltd. and New
World Television), hereby relinquished and discharged its security interest in the colateral to
New W orld Entedainment, Ltd., LC Holding Corporation, Highgate Pictures, Inc., Learning
Corporation of America, New W orld Fam ily Filmworks, Ltd. fka Marvel Productions, Ltd., New
W orld Television and New W orld Television Productions, Inc. in connection with this work and
3,425 others.
By Release of Modgages and Assignments of Copyrights dated October 9, 1995,
recorded October 25, 1995 in Vol. 3157, pages 152-201 , Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland NV,
reciting modgages recorded in Vol. 2273, pages 405-463 and Vol. 241 1 , pages 169-225,
reconfirmed to Investissements En Droits Audiovisuels SA its prior release of aII its right, title
and interest in this work and 2,287 others.
By Assignment of Mortgage and Assignment of Copyright dated as of January 15, 1996,
recorded January 29, 1996 in Vol. 3199, pages 212-461, Generale Bank Nederland NV,
formerly known as Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland NV, assigned to EBD (Roterdam) Finance,
BV alI its right, title and interest in the mortgages recorded as folows, in connection with this
motion picture and 1,229 others:
Vol. 2354, page 47
Vol. 2374, page 57
Vol. 2374, page 61
Vol. 2426, page 327
Vol. 2492, page 1
Vol. 2518, page 97
Vol. 2518, page 101
Vol. 2538, page 78
Vol. 2550, page 1
Vol. 2550, page 39
Vol. 2550, page 80
Vol. 2558, page 453
Vol. 2661, page 32
Vol. 2661, page 155
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Vol. 3041, page 237
Vol. 3056, page 300
Vol. 3070, page 292
Vol. 2535, page 304
Vol. 2535, page 308
Vol. 2538, page 59
By Copyright Mortgage and Assignment dated May 31, 1996, recorded June 5, 1996, in
Vol. 3248, pages 428-432, W hiland International, S.A., modgaged and assigned for security to
Trans Atlantic Distributors, L.P., throughout the universe in perpetuity, aII of its right, title and
interest in aII copyrights, alI renewals and extensions thereof, and aI accounts receivable, in
connection with 1 13 Iisted motion pictures, including this one. The document notes that the
padies have entered into a Film License Agreement dated as of May 31, 1996, which provides
for, among other things, the mortgage and assignment for security referenced in this document.
By Termination of Copyright Modgage and Assignment dated June 19, 1996, recorded
August 6, 1996, in Vol. 3272, pages 360-374, Stanton L. Stein term inated the Copyright
Mortgage and Assignment recorded in Vol. 2644, pages 41 1-422, with respect to this work and
344 other works.
By Term ination of Copyright Modgage and Assignment dated July 1, 1996, recorded
July 25, 1996, in Vol. 3261, pages 478-519, Roscomare, Ltd., terminated the Copyright
Modgage and Assignment in its favor granted by Trans Atlantic Distributors
, L.P., in connection
with this work and 344 others.
By Term ination and Release dated as of July 10, 1996, recorded October 31
, 
1996, in
Vol. 3299, pages 451-549, SunAmerica Life Insurance Company (formerly Sun Life Insurance
Company of America), as agent, terminated the Securities Purchase Agreement dated as of
November 18, 1991, and aI amendments thereto, and released aIl security interests
, pledges,
assignments and Iiens on aI collateral in connection therewith.
By Copyright Security Agreement dated as of September 20, 1996, recorded October 2,
1996, in Vol. 3282, pages 346-358, Lakeshore International Corporation, stating that it is pady
to a Security Agreement dated as of September 20, 1996, between itself and Ted Tannebaum
,
whereby Lakeshore granted to Tannebaum a security interest in cedain personal property
,
including aI its right, title and interest in any copyrights, U.S. or foreign, in connection with
cedain Acquired Assets, acquired by Lakeshore pursuant to the Asset Purchase Agreement
dated as of April 19, 1996, between Lakeshore and Tarns Atlantic Distributors, L.P., Trans
Atlantic Entertainment, L.P., and Bopaul Entedainment, L.P., and the proceeds thereof, or any
pads thereof or any underlying or component element of any picture, thereby granted to Ted
Tannebaum a continuing security interest in aI its right, title and interest in aII elements of
numerous Iisted motion pictures, including this one, subject to the Iimitations of the referenced
Security Agreement. Among the attachments to this document is Schedule 3, 'Accounts
Receivables as of January 1, 1996,'. including, for each motion picture
, the various buyers,
rights, and terms, as wel as accounting information.
By Assignment of Distribution Rights lncluding Rights Under Copyright dated as of
Septem ber 20, 1996, recorded October 2, 1996, in Vol. 3284, pages 304-314, Trans Atlantic
Distributors, L.P., Trans Atlantic Entertainment L.P., and Bopaul Entedainment L.P., referring to
an Asset Purchase Agreement dated as of April 19, 1996, by which they granted to Lakeshore
International Corp. aI right, title and interest in certain motion pictures
, television programs and
development projects, including this one, thereby granted to Lakeshore, subject to the terms of
the Asset Purchase Agreement, aII of their right, title and interest in the pictures, including aI
distribution and agency rights therein, al domestic and foreign copyrights relating thereto in the
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territories set fodh in the Acquisition Agreements, including alI contract rights therein
, subject to
the terms of the referenced Asset Purchase Agreement.
By Assignment of Rights Including Rights Under Copyright dated as of Septem ber 20,
1996, recorded October 2, 1996, in Vol. 3284, pages 315-327
, Trans Atlantic Distributors, L.P.,
Trans Atlantic Entedainment L.P. and Bopaul Entedainment L.P., referencing the Asset
Purchase Agreement dated as of April 19, 1996, between them and Lakeshore International
Corp., thereby granted to Lakeshore, subject to the terms of the Asset Purchase Agreement, aII
of its right, title and interest in 321 motion pictures, including this one
, 
and the scenario,
screenplay or script upon which any of these motion pictures is based, aI properties thereof, aII
domestic and foreign copyrights therein throughout the universe, and aII other rights therein
,
including alI motion picture synchronization rights, aI collateral, alied, subsidiary and
merchandising rights therein, including television broadcasting rights for the motion pictures or
of any rernake or sequel thereto, aI exploitation rights therein
, 
and alI contract rights therein,
subject to the terms of the Asset Purchase Agreement.
By Copyright Security Agreement dated as of Septem ber 20, 1996, recorded October 3,
1996, in Vol. 3289, pages 197-321 , Lakeshore International Corporation
, stating that it is pady
to a Security Agreement dated as of September 20, 1996, by which it granted to Trans Atlantic
Distributors, L.P., as agent for itself and Trans Atlantic Entertainment L.P
. and Bopaul
Entedainment (the 'secured padies'), L.P., a security interest in cedain propedy, including aI its
right, title and interest in certain copyrights in cedain motion pictures, development projects or
Iiterary property, and stating that the security interest of the secured padies is subordinate in
priority and subject to the interests in the collateral of any non-affiliated third party Ienderts) of
Lakeshore, provided that in no event shal the amount to which the secured padies are
subordinated exceed $10 milion in principal, and certain other conditions, that Lakeshore holds
cedain copyrights with respect to 325 Iisted works, including this one, thereby, as security
,
granted to the secured padies, subject to the interest of any Third Party Lender, a continuing
security interest in all its right, title and interest in the works, all proceeds thereof, and the U
.S.
copyright registrations therein, subject to the Iimitations of the referenced Security Agreement.
Among the attachments to this document is a schedule including, for each motion picture
, the
various buyers, rights, and terms, as wel as accounting information. This mortgage was
released by an instrument dated as of August 21, 1998, recorded August 25, 1998 in Vol
. 3421 ,
Doc. 225, pages 1-2. No titles were given in the release.
By Assignment of Rights Including Rights Under Copyright dated as of Septem ber 20,
1996, recorded October 24, 1996, in Vol. 3297, pages 532-544, Trans Atlantic Distributors
, L.P.,
Transatlantic Entedainment L.P., and Bopaul Entedainment L
.P., referencing the Asset
Purchase Agreement dated as of April 19, 1996, between themselves and Lakeshore
lnternational Corp., whereby they granted to Lakeshore aII their right, title and interest in cedain
motion pictures, television programs and development projects, including this one, thereby
granted to Lakeshore, subject to the terms of the Purchase Agreement, aI of its right, title and
interest in the motion pictures and underlying propedies and copyrights therein and renewals
and extensions thereof, aI colateral, allied, subsidiary and merchandising rights therein, and alI
distribution rights and contract rights therein.
By Assignment of Distribution Rights lncluding Rights Under Copyright dated as of
Septem ber 20, 1996, recorded October 24, 1996, in Vol. 3297, pages 545-555, Trans Atlantic
Distributors, LP, Trans Atlantic Entertainm ent, LP, and Bopaul Entedainment
, 
LP, referencing
the Asset Purchase Agreement dated as of April 19, 1996, between themselves and Lakeshore
International Corp., whereby they granted to Lakeshore aII their right, title and interest in certain
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motion pictures, television programs and development projects, including this one, thereby
granted t() Lakeshore, subject to the terms of the Purchase Agreement, aI of its right, title and
interest in the motion pictures, including aII distribution and agency rights therein, and aI
domestic and foreign copyrights relating thereto for the terms and territories set fodh in the
Acquisition Agreements and aII other rights therein.
There is of record an Amended and Restated Copyright Mortgage dated as of June 30,
1998, recorded July 29, 1998 in Vol. 3419, doc. 925, pages 1-17, between Time W arner
Entedainment Company, L.P. (Grantor) and TWE Receivables Trust I (Secured Party) which
recites that the padies have entered into a copyright modgage dated as of December 31, 1997
(Original Mortgage), the Grantor has entered into agreements with certain television networks
and television stations and the Grantor is the beneficial holder of the Additional Pledged
Collateral. The document fudher states that the Grantor and Secured Pady are padies to an
Amended and restated Receivables Purchase and Sale Agreement dated as of June 30,1998
among the Grantor, the Secured Pady and Citicorp Nodh America, Inc., the Receivables,
Purchase and Sale Agreement dated as of June 30, 1998 among the Grantor, the Secured
Pady and Citibank, N.A. and the Amended and Restated Receivables Contribution and Sale
Agreement dated as of June 30, 1998 between the Grantor and the Secured Party (Contribution
Agreement). The Padies agreed to amend and restate the Original Modgage and the Grantor
hereby granted to the Secured Pady a security interest in and copyright modgage on aI its right,
title and interest in (i) aI Additional Pledged Collateral and (i) the Lock-Boxes and Deposit
Accounts and aI monies to be credited therein', provided, however, that such Additional Pledged
Colateral should be limited to each motion picture and television series which is subject to the
related Contract and solely to the extent necessary to perform film delivery obligations, film
completion obligations, and to collect the pool receivables in 771 listed motion pictures and
television series, including this one. This mortgage shal create a continuing security Interest in
the Additional Pledged Collateral.
There is of record an Amended and Restated Assignment of Receivables and Notice of
Purchase of Receivables dated as of June 30, 1998, recorded July 29, 1998 in Vol. 3419, doc
926, pages 1-1 1, between TWE Receivables Trust I (Assignor) and Citicorp Nodh America, Inc.
(Agent) reciting that the padies have entered into an Assignment of Receivables and Notice of
Purchase of Receivables dated as of December 31, 1997 (Original Assignment) pursuant to the
Receivables Purchase and Sale Agreement dated as of December 31, 1997, as amended by
Amendment and W aiver No. 1 dated as of March 31, 1998 among Assignor, Time W arner
Entertainment Company, L. P. (TWE), the Investors from time to time pady thereto and the
Agent (Original Agreement). This document also states that the Assignor and Agent have
amended the Original Agreement to provide for the transactions as set forth in the Amended
and Restated Receivables Purchase and Sale Agreement dated as of June 30, 1998 among the
Assignor, the Agent, TW E and the lnvestors (Investors Agreement) and that the Assignor, TWE,
Citibank, N.A. and other financial institutions from time to time pady thereto as Banks and the
Agent have entered into a Receivables Purchase and Sale Agreement dated as of June 30,
1998. TW E has entered into certain contracts with cedain Obligors pursuant to which such
Obligors shall pay certain amounts to TW E. Pursuant to an Amended as Restated Assignment
of Receivables and Notice of Purchase of Receivables between TW E and the Assignor of even
date, TW E has transferred and assigned to the Assignor aIl its right, title and interest in cedain
Seler Receivables, aiI Related Security with respect thereto, Colections and aII proceeds of the
foregoing. The Assignor hereby assigned to the Agent aI its right, title and interest in the Pool
Receivables, Related Security with respect thereto, aI Colections and other amounts received
with respect thereto, together with aI the Assignor's rights with respect to such pool
Receivables in connection with 771 Iisted motion pictures and television series, including this
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one. This Assignment and Notice is subject to the terms specificaly set forth in the Purchase
Agreements.
There is of Record an Amended and Restated Assignment of Receivables and Notice of
Purchase of Receivables dated as of June 30, 1998, recorded July 29, 1998 in Vol. 3419, doc
.
927, pages 1-13, between Time Warner Entedainment (Assignor) and TWE Receivables Trust I
(Buyer) which states that the padies have entered into an Assignment of Receivables and
Notice of Purchase of Receivables dated as of December 31, 1997 (Original Assignment)
pursuant to the terms of the Receivables Contribution and Sale Agreement dated as of
December 31, 1997, as amended by Amendment and W aiver No. 1 dated as of March 31, 1998
between the parties (Original RCSA) and that the padies have amended the Original RCSA to
provide for the transaction set forth in the Amended and Restated Receivables Contribution and
Sale Agreement dated as of June 30, 1998. The padies agreed to amend and restate the
Original Assignment and the Assignor hereby assigned to the Buyer aI its right
, 
title and interest
in the Seller Receivables, al1 Related Security with respect thereto, Collections received with
respect thereto, subject to the terms specificaly set forth in the Contribution Agreement, with
respect to 771 Iisted motion pictures and television series, including this one. The Buyer hereby
assigned aI its right, title and interest in this Assignment and Notice to Citicorp Nodh America
,
Inc. under the Investors Agreement and the Paralel Purchase Commitment.
There is of record an Amended and Restated Copyright Modgage dated as of June 30,
1998, recorded July 29, 1998 in Vol. 3419, doc 928, pages 1-15 ,between TW E Receivables
Trust I (Grantor) and Citicorp North America, Inc. (Agent) stating that the padies have entered
into a Copyright Modgage dated as of December 31, 1997 (Original Mortgage) and that Time
W arner Entedainment Company, L.P. (TW E) has entered into agreements with certain
television networks (Obligors) and that the Grantor is the beneficial holder of the Additional
Pledged Collateral. The document fudher stated that it is a condition precedent to the
purchasing of the Program Receivables by the Investors pursuant to the Purchase Agreements
that the Grantor shall have granted the security interest contemplated by this mortgage
. The
document fudher stated that the Grantor and Agent are padies to the Amended and Restated
Receivable Purchase and Sale Agreement dated as of June 30, 1998 among the Grantor
, 
TW E,
the Investors from time to time pady thereto and the Agent (Investors Agreement) and that the
Receivables Purchase and Sale Agreem ent dated as of June 30, 1998 among the Grantor
,
TW E, Citibank, N.A. and other financial institutions and Citicorp North America, Inc. as the
Agent thereunder (Parallel Purchase Commitment), together with the Investors Agreement
(Purchase Agreements) and that the Grantor is incurring cedain obligations to the Agent under
the Purchase Agreements. The parties agreed to amend and restate the Original M ortgage and
the Grantor hereby granted to the Agent a security interest in and copyright modgage on aIl its
right, title and interest in (i) alI Additional Pledged Collateral and (i) the Lock-Boxes and Deposit
Accounts, provided, however, that such Additional Pledged Collateral shall be Iimited to each
motion picture and television series which is subject to the related Contract and solely to the
extent necessary to perform film delivery obligations and film com pletion obligations and to
colect the pool receivables in 771 Iisted motion pictures and television series, including this
one. This m odgage shal create a continuing security interest in the Addîtional Pledged
Collateral.
By Assignment dated as of October 4, 2001, recorded October 12, 2001, in Vol. 3475,
doc. 298, pages 1-8, Lakeshore International Corp. irrevocable sold and assigned exclusively to
Lakeshore Library Holdings LLC, irrevocably and in perpetuity, aII its rights in 209 Iisted motion
pictures, including this one.
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By Amended and Restated Assignment and Assum ption Agreement dated as of
October 6, 2001 , recorded October 31 , 2001, in Vol. 3475, doc. 793, pages 1-9, Lakeshore
International Corp. sold and assigned in perpetuity to Lakeshore Library Holdings, LLC, aII its
right, title and interest in 262 Iisted motion pictures, including this one, including al titles,
themes, contents, characters, versions, and scripts thereof, aI agreements, assignments,
Iicenses and other instruments relating thereto, including aI distribution agreements in aI media
throughout the world, and the worldwide copyright therein and aI extensions and renewals
thereof. This document supersedes aI previous agreements, including the Assignment dated
as of October 6, 2001 , between the padies.
By Short-Form Assignment dated as of October 10, 2001, recorded October 26, 2001,
in Vol. 3475, doc. 687, pages 1-18, Fifth Avenue Entedainment LP ('Owner') assigned to
Lakeshore International Corp. aI of its right, title, and interest cedain assets, including cedain
rights in 497 Iisted motion pictures, including this one, pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement
dated as of October 10, 2001, between the padies. The assets in connection with the motion
picture entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN include UK Video Rights and French Canadian
Video Rights for the territory of French-speaking Canada.
By Copyright Mortgage and Assignment', Power of Attorney dated as of October 10,
2001, recorded December 18, 2001, in Vol. 3477, doc. 959, pages 1-19, Fifth Avenue
Entedainment LP mortgaged and assigned for security to Lakeshore International Corp., for a
term commencing as of October 10, 2001 , and continuing in perpetuity thereafter, al of its right,
title and interest in 384 Iisted works, including this one, including aII distribution and exploitation
rights therein, alI rights in aIl agreements or other com mitments relating to the exploitation
thereof, aII copyrights therein and renewals and extensions thereof, and aI proceeds therefrom ,
in connection with the Acquisition Agreement dated as of October 10, 2001 , between the
padies.
The motion picture entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN, is Iisted on the following schedules:
Schedule A: UK Video Rights (defined as aI of Owner's (not fudher defined) right, title and
interest in the video rights in the UK, provided, however, that on expiration of such agreements,
aI rights granted shall automaticaly revert to Lakeshore, with the stipulation that until the
expiration of such agreements, only a 50% interest in the rights to the VCI Agreements and
proceeds thereof are conveyed to Lakeshore, and the remaining 50% interest in the rights and
proceeds thereof shall be retained by Ownerl;
Schedule B: French Canadian Video Rights (defined as aII of Owner's right, title and interest in
the home video rights for the territory of French-speaking Canadal;
The document fudher references Merchandising Rights (defined as aI of Owner's right, title and
interest in the merchandising, commercial tie up and other rights also described in Exhibit A to
the Assignment Agreem ent, in connection with motion pictures Iisted on a Schedule D, which
was not attached to the recorded document.
There is of record a Copyright Security Agreement dated as of October 18, 2001,
recorded Novem ber 29, 2001, in Vol. 3477, doc. 886, pages 1-22, stating that, pursuant to a
Credit, Security, Guaranty and Pledge Agreement dated as of October 18, 2001, among
Lakeshore Library Holdings LLC, the Guarantors referred to therein, the Lenders referred to
therein, and The Chase Manhattan Bank, as Administrative Agent, the Lenders have agreed to
make Ioans to Lakeshore, and Lakeshore has granted to the Administrative Agent (for the
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benefit of itself and the Lenders) a security interest in aI its personal propedy, including aII its
right, title and interest in any copyright or copyright Iicense. Lakeshore thereby granted to
Chase Manhattan, for the benefit of itself and the Lenders, as security, a continuing security
interest in aII its right, title and interest in 263 Iisted motion pictures, including this one, including
aII screenplays at every stage thereof, aI copyrights therein, aI collateral, alied, subsidiary and
merchandising rights therein, including aII rights to produce remakes, sequels or prequels
thereto and aI merchandising rights therein, aI distribution rights therein, the dramatic,
nondramatic, stage, television, radio and publishing rights therein, and aI contract rights
thereto, subject to the terms of the referenced Credit, Security, Guaranty and Pledge
Agreement. W ith regard to the motion picture entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN, the attached
schedule contains the notation 'See Exhibit A attached hereto,' but no 'Exhibit A' is attached to
the document.
By Copyright Modgage and Assignment dated Decem ber 3, 2001, recorded December
12, 2001, in Vol. 3477, doc. 17, pages 1-1 1, Dream Entedainment Inc. modgaged and assigned
for security to Bank Leumi USA, throughout the universe in perpetuity, aI of its right, title and
interest in aI copyrights and renewals and extensions thereof, in 72 Iisted screenplays and
motion pictures, including this one, including aIl colateral, allied, ancillary, subsidiary and
merchandising rights therein, the characters thereof, aII Iiterary propedies connected thereto, aII
distribution and exploitation rights therein in any media throughout the universe, and any
Distribution Agreements relating thereto, and aI contract rights therein, subject to the terms of
the Business Loan Agreement (Asset Based) and the Security Agreement, between the padies,
each dated as of November 13, 2001 .
By undated Copyright Modgage and Assignment, recorded May 16, 2002, in Vol. 3481,
doc. 422, pages 1-9, Pueblo Film Distribution Hungary Kft. mortgaged and assigned for security
to Bank Leumi USA, throughout the universe and in perpetuity, aII of its right, title and interest in
aI copyrights and aI renewals and extensions thereof, in 72 Iisted works, including this one,
including the Master Licensing Agreement dated as of September 1, 2001, between Pueblo and
Dream Entertainment, Inc., and aI sublicense agreements entered into by Pueblo with third
party distributors, pursuant to the Accommodation Security Agreement dated as of Novem ber
13, 2001, between the padies, aI exploitation rights therein, aII worldwide copyrights therein and
renewals and extensions thereof, al collateral, alied, ancilary and subsidiary rights therein, aII
distribution rights therein, and aII contract rights therein. The terms of the referenced
Accommodation Security Agreement are incorporated therein by reference.
By Assignment and Assumption Agreement dated August 15, 2002, recorded October
1 1, 2002, in Vol. 3483, doc. 460, pages 1-8, Lakeshore International Corp. assigned to
Lakeshore International LLC aI its right, title, and interest in the Lakeshore International Assets,
pursuant to and in accordance with the Contribution Agreement dated as of August 15, 2002,
among the Assignor, Assignee, Lakeshore Entertainment Corp. Mosaic Media Group, Inc., CDP
LKSH U.S. Inc., and Lakeshore Entedainment Group LLC, pursuant to which Assignor agreed
to sell to Assignee aIl of its right, title, and interest in the Lakeshore International Assets,
including aI its right, title, and interest in 21 1 listed motion pictures, including this one.
By Assignment and Assumption Agreement dated as of August 15, 2002, recorded
August 10, 2005, in Vol. 3528, docs. 488-489, pages 1-9, Lakeshore Library Holdings, LLC
(Assignor) sold and assigned to Lakeshore International, LLC (Assignee), in perpetuity, aI of its
right, title and interest in this motion picture and 261 others, including aII titles, themes, characters,
contents, versions, treatments, scenarios, scripts, drafts, revisions and rewrites thereof, and aI
agreements and other instruments and documents relating thereto, including aI distribution
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agreements in aII media throughout the W orld, the worldwide copyright, and aI renewals and
extensions thereof, and aI productions, materials and derivative works based thereon
.
By Copyright Assignment dated as of March 31, 2003, recorded April 28, 2003
, 
in Vol.
3492, docs. 133-215, pages 1-891 , Time Warner Entedainment Company, L.P. (Assignor),
stating that it is or may be the owner of the copyrights in numerous Iisted W orks, including this
one, thereby sold and assigned to Warner Communications, Inc. (Assignee), to the extent that it
owns any interest in the W orks, aII of its right, title and interest therein, including the entire
copyright (including without limitation aI security interests in copyright) throughout the world, aI
rights throughout the world, in perpetuity, in aIl media, to distribute, perform and create
derivative works based on, and otherwise exploit the W orks, subject to the terms of the
Intelectual Propedy Agreement, dated as of August 20, 2002 and the Copyright and
Technology Assignment, dated as of the date hereof, both between the padies. Each W ork
includes, without Iimitation (i) aI underlying works upon which the Work is based, (i) aI
characters, stories and other works of authorship contained in the Work and (ii) aI derivative
works based on the W ork.
By Copyright Assignment dated as of March 31, 2003, recorded April 28, 2003, in Vol.
3492, docs. 216-298, pages 1-891, Warner Communications, Inc. (Assignor), stating that it is or
may be the owner of the copyrights in numerous Iisted W orks, including this one
, thereby sold
and assigned to Warner Bros. Entedainment, Inc. (Assignee), to the extent that it owns any
interest in the W orks, aII of its right, title and interest therein in, including the entire copyright
(including without Iimitation aII security interests in copyright) throughout the world, aIl rights
throughout the world, in perpetuity, in aI media, to distribute, perform and create derivative
works based on, and otherwise exploit the W orks, subject to the Intelectual Propedy
Agreement, dated as of August 20, 2002 between Time W arner Entedainment Company, L
.P.
and Assignor', and to the Intellectual Propedy Assignment dated as of the date hereof
, 
between
Assignor and Assignee.
There is of record a Copyright Security Agreement dated June 24, 2003; as of June 27,
2003, recorded July 28, 2003, in Vol. 3498, doc. 434-446
, pages 1-31 1, stating that:
(1) Lakeshore Entedainment Group, LLC, ('Borrower'), Lakeshore International, LLC,
Lakeshore Library Holdings, LLC, Human Stain Productions, LLC, Subterranean
Productions, LLC, W icker Park Productions, LLC, BPM Holdings, LLC, Madhouse
Productions, LLC, and Lakeshore Entertainment Group, UK, Ltd. (the 'Guarantors';
together with the Borrower, the flGrantors'), owned or could acquire cedain copyrights
with respect to motion pictures, films, or video tapes or any episodes thereof produced
for theatrical, non-theatrical or television release or release in any other medium
(collectively, the 'Pictures'), including those works Iisted on Schedule l attached thereto,
which Iists 302 titles, including this work;
(2) Pursuant to the Credit, Security, Guaranty and Pledge Agreement, dated as of June 27,
2003 (the 'Jcredit Agreement'), among the Grantors referred to therein, the Ienders
referred to therein (the 'LendersD), and JpMorgan Chase Bank, as administrative agent
for the Lenders (in such capacity, the 'Administrative Agent'), the Lenders agreed to
make Ioans to the Borrower and certain Issuing Banks may agree to issue Letters of
Credit for the account of the Grantors', and
(3) Pursuant to the terms of the Credit Agreement, each of the Grantors granted to the
Administrative Agent (for the benefit of itself, any Issuing Bank and the Lenders), a
security interest in aI its right, title and interest in aIl personal property, including alI its
right, title and interest in any copyright or copyright Iicense', and aI proceeds thereof
, 
to
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secure, in the case of the Borrower, the performance of the Obligations, and in the case
of any Grantor other than the Borrower, its obligations in connection with its guaranty of
the Obligations pursuant to the Credit Agreement.
The Grantors thereby granted to the Administrative Agent (for the benefit of itself, any Issuing
Bank and the Lenders), as security, a continuing security interest in aII of their right, title and
interest in aI personal property, including aI intercompany obligations, partnership and joint
venture interests, contract rights, documents, instruments, copyrights, and securities pledged to
the Administrative Agent (for the benefit of itself, any Issuing Bank or the Lenders), pursuant to
the Credit Agreement, and the proceeds thereof, further including aI of such Grantor's right, title
and interest in 302 motion pictures, including this one, including aI screenplays, m usical
compositions, aI colateral, allied, subsidiary and merchandising rights, aI remake, sequel and
prequel rights, aII television broadcast rights, television motion picture or series rights, aII
merchandising rights, commercial tie-ups, aI copyrights, and aIl renewals and extensions
thereof, aII distribution and exploitation rights, and the dramatic, nondramatic, stage, television,
radio and publishing rights therein. This security interest was granted in conjunction with the
security interests granted pursuant to the Credit Agreement, to which it is subject.
There is of record a Short Form Acknowledgement (Franchise Projects) dated effective
as of March 29, 2005, recorded June 13, 2005, in Vol. 3526, doc. 253, pages 1-2, whereby
Miramax Film Corporation acknowledged and agreed that, subject to terms of the Acquisition
Agreement dated as of March 29, 2005 (including aI schedules, exhibits, addenda and
attachments incorporated therein) between Miramax and W Acquisition Company LLC
($1Newco'), and the Iicense agreements to be entered into upon Newco's exercise (if ever) of its
right to acquire or to cause an SPV (not fudher defined therein) to acquire a single picture
Iicense for the applicable projects (each a 'License Agreement'), and fudher subject to aII
existing contractual restrictions on Miramax's ability to assign, quitclaim, Iicense or otherwise
transfer such rights for the applicable project, Newco shall have the exclusive and irrevocable
right (exercisable not Iater than the expiration of the applicable period set forth below) on a
project-by-project basis, to acquire (or cause an SPV for the applicable project to acquire) a
single picture Iicense, to produce, distribute, and otherwise exploit one feature-length theatrical
motion picture based on each of a number of Iisted projects ('colectively 'projects'b), exercisable
during the period from March 29, 2005 (the 'E#ective Date') under the earlier of (a) July 1,
2010., or (b) Newco's (or its assignee's or Iicensee's) commencement of production, provided
that aII rights licensed to Newco and/or any SPV shall be subject to potential termination as
more fuly set fodh in the Acquisition Agreement. However, in connection with the motion
picture entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN, the rights shall instead be, without representations
or warranties (i.e., on a quitclaim basis), the right to produce, distribute and exploit a direct to
video motion based on this project. This Short Form Acknowledgement is subject to aII of the
terms of the Acquisition Agreement and the License Agreements for the applicable projects.
There is of record a Form of Copyright Security Agreement dated April 22, 2005,
recorded May 18, 2005, in Vol. 3525, doc. 236-242, pages 1-36, which states that
Anchor Bay Entertainment, lnc. ('Borrower'), and the Guarantors referred to in the Credit
Agreement (as thereinafter defined) (the Borrower and the Guarantors colectively
referred to therein as the 'Grantors'), own or control and/or may thereafter acquire
cedain copyrights with respect to motion pictures, films or video tapes or any episodes
thereof produced for theatrical, non-theatrical or television release, or for release in any
other medium, including those Iisted on Schedule 1 thereto, which includes this work and
1 ,320 other titles (slltems of Product').
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2. Pursuant to a Credit, Security, Guaranty and Pledge Agreement, dated as of April 22,
2005 ('credit Agreement'), among the Grantors, the Lenders referred to therein (the
'Lenders') and JP Morgan Chase Bank, National Association, as administrative agent
(the CdAdministrative Agent') and issuing bank (the 'Issuing Bank), the Lenders have
agreed to make Ioans to the Borrower', and
3. Pursuant to the terms of the Credit Agreement, each of the Grantors has granted to the
Administrative Agent (for the benefit if itself, the Issuing Bank and the Lenders), a
security interest in aI personal propedy, including aI right, title and interest in any
copyright or copyright Iicense, and aI proceeds thereof, to secure, in the case of the
Borrower, the payment and performance of the Obligations (as defined in the Credit
Agreement) and in the case of any Grantor other than the Borrower, its obligations in
connection with its guaranty of the Obligations pursuant to the Credit Agreement.
Each of the Grantors thereby granted to the Administrative Agent (for the benefit of itself, the
Issuing Bank and the Lenders), as security pursuant to the Credit Agreement, a continuing
security interest in aII of such Grantor's right, title and interest in aII personal propedy, tangible
and intangible, including aI accounts, instruments, intercompany obligations, contract rights,
padnership and joint venture interests, documents, chattel paper, copyrights, trademarks, trade
names, deposit accounts and the Pledged Securities and any proceeds or products thereof,
further including aI of such Grantor's right, title and interest in each Item of Product, the material
on which it based, aII copyrights and aI other rights therein, including, to the extent owned
,
created or acquired by such Grantor, aII collateral, alied, subsidiary and merchandising rights',
aII rights to produce remakes, sequels or prequels thereto', aI rights throughout the world to
broadcast by television (including commercialy sponsored, sustaining and subscription or 'pay'
television) the Items of Product or any remakes, sequels or prequels thereof', aII rights to
produce for television, motion picturets) based thereon, including aII merchandising rights and
aII commercial tie-ups; aI rights to distribute and otherwise exploit the motion picture rights in
the underlying Iiterary material, the dramatic, non-dramatic, stage, television, radio and
publishing rights, the right to obtain copyrights and renewals therein, aII contract rights and/or
chattel paper in connection therewith, aII rights arising in connection with the acquisition
,
production, distribution or other exploitation thereof, aI rights of such Grantor under any
Distribution Agreements', and aI rights of such Grantor under contracts relating to the production
of acquisition of such item of Production, including aI contracts delivered to the Administrative
Agent pursuant to the Credit Agreement. Capitalized terms used therein and not otherwise
defined shal have the meanings ascribed thereto in the Credit Agreement.
There is of record a Copyright Security Agreement (Project Rights) dated as of May 19,
2005, recorded August 4, 2005 in Vol. 3529, docs. 573-574, pages 1-15, executed by The
W einstein Company Funding LLC, The W einstein Company Holdings LLC, W  Acquisition
Company LLC, The W einstein Company LLC, Twenty O Five Holdings LLC, Team Players LLC,
Intelipadners LLC, The Fellowship Adventure Continues LLC, The Felowship Adventure Strikes
Again LL(l, The Actors Group LLC, Indirections LLC, Behind the Camera LLC, HRK Films LLC,
DEUX Askew LLC, ISED LLC and FFPAD LLC ('Grantors') and Goldman Sachs Credit
Padners LP, as Colateral Agent for the Secured Padies, stating that:
(1) Pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement dated as of March 29, 2005, among Miramax
Film Corp. and W alt Disney Pictures and Television and W  Acquisition Company LLC
('company') and the quitclaim agreements entered into by Company pursuant to the
Acquisition Agreement, Company acquired the exclusive and irrevocable right to acquire
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(or to cause a special purpose co-owned entity for the applicable project to acquire) on a
quitclaim basis, cedain of Miramax's right, title, and interest in the Project Rights.
(2) The Company and the other Grantors are padies to a Pledge and Security agreement
dated as of May 19, 2005, among Com pany and the other Grantors pady thereto and
the Colateral Agent, pursuant to which Company and the other Grantors granted to the
Colateral Agent, for the benefit of the Colateral Agent and the other Secured Parties (as
such terms are defined therein), a security interest in the Project Rights, except, pending
the execution of an Intercreditor Agreement with Disney, to the extent that the Project
Rights Colateral is or is required to be subject to a Iien in Disney's favor under the
Acquisition Agreement.
Each Grantor thereby granted to Goldman Sachs Credit Partners LP, for the benefit of the
Secured Padies, a security interest in aI of their right, title and interest in the folowing:
(a) AI US and foreign copyrights, including software and databases, registered or
unregistered, (ii) aI extensions and renewals thereof, (ii) aI moral rights, (iv) aIl
reversionary interests and termination rights, (v) aI rights to accountings, and (vi) aII
rights corresponding thereto throughout the world; and
(b) Any and aI agreements providing for the granting of any right in or to copyrights
including Distribution Agreements and quitclaimed Iicenses.
The security interest granted thereunder is granted in conjunction with the security interest
pursuant to the Pledge and Security Agreement, the terms of which are incorporated therein by
reference, and which shall control in the event of conflict.
Attached thereto is a Iist of projects, underlying works, and registrations. In connection with the
project entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN the schedule Iists the underlying work as the movie
entitled CHILDREN O F THE CORN, with the registration num ber given as PA: 276-074.
There is of record a Copyright Security Agreement dated as of May 19, 2005, recorded
August 4, 2005, in Vol. 3529, doc. 575-577, pages 1-13, executed by The W einstein Company
Funding, LLC, The W einstein Company Holdings, LLC, W  Acquisition Company, LLC, The
W einstein Company, LLC, Twenty O Five Holdings, LLC, Team Players, LLC, Intelipartners,
LLC, The Fellowship Adventure Continues, LLC, The Felowship Adventure Strikes Again, LLC,
Actors Group, LLC, Indirections, LLC, Behind the Camera, LLC, HRK Films, LLC, Deux Askew,
LLC, ISED, LLC, and FFPAD, LLC (each, a dGrantorn), in favor of Goldman Sachs Credit
Padners, LP, as Collateral Agent for the Secured parties, stating that the Grantors are party to a
Pledge and Security Agreement dated as of May 19, 2005, between each of the Grantors and
the other grantors pady thereto and the Colateral Agent. Each Grantor thereby granted to the
Collateral Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Padies, a security interest in aII of their right,
title, and interest in aI copyrights, including those relating to the 658 titles, including this one,
listed on an attached Schedule 1, and aI rights therein, aII renewals and extensions of such
copyrights, aII moral rights, and aI reversionary interests and term ination rights. This security
interest is granted in conjunction with the security interest granted to the Collateral Agent for the
Secured Padies pursuant to the referenced Pledge and Security Agreement, the terms of which
are incorporated therein and which shal control in the event of conflict.
There is or record a Release of Security Interest in Project Rights Colateral dated as of
January 27, 2006, recorded February 13, 2006, in Vol. 3537, doc. 49-50, pages 1-1 1, made by
Goldman Sachs Credit Padners LP, as Collateral Agent, pursuant to the termination of the
Credit and Guaranty Agreement dated as of May 19, 2005, among The W einstein Company
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Funding LLC, The W einstein Company Holdings LLC, certain subsidiaries of the holdings
, the
Ienders pady thereto from time to time, and Goldman Sachs; and the termination of the Pledge
and Security Agreement dated as of May 19, 2005, among The W einstein Company Funding
LLC and other grantors (each a 'Grantor') thereto and Goldman Sachs. The Collateral Agent
thereby released its security interest in the colateral under the Copyright Security Agreement
(Project Rights) recorded in Vol. 3529, doc. 573-574, in connection with 391 projects, including
the movie CHILDREN OF THE CORN (PA: 226-703).
There is of record a Release of Security Interest in Copyright Colateral dated as of
January 27, 2006, recorded February 13, 2006, in Vol. 3538, doc. 919-921, pages 1-10, made
by Goldman Sachs Credit Padners L.P. ('GSCP'), in its capacity as colateral agent ('colateral
Agenr), pursuant to the termination of the Credit and Guaranty Agreement dated as of May 19,
2005 (the d'Credit Agreement') among The Weinstein Company Funding, LLC, The Weinstein
Com pany Holdings, LLC, cedain subsidiaries of the holdings, the Ienders party thereto from
time to time, and GSCP; and the term ination of the Pledge and Security Agreement, dated as of
May 19, 2005 ('pledge Agreement'), among the Weinstein Company Funding LLC and other
grantors thereto (each, a i'Grantor') and GSCP, which stated that:
Pursuant to the Copyright Security Agreement dated as of May 19, 2005 (as amended or
modified from time to time, the 'dcopyright Security Agreement'), among each Grantor
and the Colateral Agent, recorded in Vol. 3529, doc. 575 and Vol. 3529, doc. 577
, each
Grantor granted the Collateral Agent a security interest in aI of its right, title and interest
under alI Copyright Collateral (as defined in the Copyright Security Agreement),
including Copyrights, as defined in the Copyright Security Agreement, and Copyright
Licenses as defined in the Copyright Security Agreement, and referred to in Schedule 1
thereto (defined below).
2. The Colateral Agent acknowledges ful payment, complete pe/ormance and satisfaction
of aIl obligations pursuant to the Credit Agreement have been made
.
Each Grantor has requested that the Colateral Agent release its security interest in its
Copyright Colateral, including Copyrights and Copyright Licenses as defined in the
Copyright Security Agreement in connection with the term ination of the Credit
Agreement (the flReleased Colateral').
The Collateral Agent thereby released, without recourse, aI of its security interest in the
copyright licenses listed on Schedule 1 , which included 659 works, including this one, and any
other collateral described in the Copyright Security Agreement.
No fudher document affecting any right, title or interest in this initial television motion
picture, or the underlying novella or the derivate 1984 motion picture is found of record in the
Copyright Office. There are additional documents recorded in connection with the other sequel
motion pictures.
Newspaper and Trade Notices
Hollvwood Renoder, issue of August 3, 1982, repoded that HaI Roach Studios had
acquired the rights to Stephen King's original screenplay CHILDREN OF THE CORN
, a horror
story, for production as a full-length motion picture.
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Hollvwood Repoder, issue of August 31, 1983, repoded that New W orld Pictures had
acquired from HaI Roach Studios, worldwide distribution rights to the next Stephen King film
entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN, to be co-produced by HaI Roach Studios, and based on
Stephen King's published shod story.
ûùFilmTracker.com', last updated January 12, 2006, reported that a motion picture entitled
CHILDREN OF THE CORN 8, based on a screenplay by Joseph Harris, was in deveiopment at
Neo Ad & Logic. (We find no record of copyright registration for this screenplay.)
tFilmTracker.com', Iast updated August 8, 2007, repoded that a motion picture entitled
CHILDREN OF THE CORN, based on the short story by Stephen King, was in development at
Dimension Films. The Iisting further noted that Darren Lynn Bousm an had been mentioned to
direct.
Bioqraphical lnform ation
Enclosed is a biographical sketch of Stephen King from 'Biography Resource Center'
(The Gale Group, lnc., 2008). He was born on September 21, 1947, in Podland, ME. His
Agent's address is given in the biographical sketch as: Rand Holston, Creative Adists Agency
,
9830 W ilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA, 90212., and his Literary Agent is Iisted as Ralph
Vicinanza, Created By, 1041 North Formosa Ave., Formosa Bldg., Rm. 10, W est Hollywood, CA
90046.
Notes
W e have searched the in-process records of the Copyright Office in connection with this
propedy. As of August 2007, only materials submitted for processing by non-deposit account
holders are being added to this database. Applications and documents submitted by Copyright
Ofsice deposit account holders are not being recorded in a database available to the public
.
However, Thomson CompuMark maintains a proprietary database of materials submitted on
behalf of its clients since August 2007.
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Biography Resource Center
Stephen King
1947-
Also know n as: Stephen King, Stephen Edwin King, Richard Bachman, Steve King, John Swithen,
Eleanor Druse
Birth: Septem ber 21, 1947 in Portland, Maine, United States
Nationality: American
Source: Contemporary Authors Online, Thom son Gale, 2008.
Entry updated: 02/22/2008
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''Sidelights''
''W ith Stephen Kingz' mused a contributor Fear Itself: The Horror Fiction of Stephen Kinq,
''you never have to ask 'W ho's afraid of the big bad wolf?'--You are. And he knows it.'
Throughout a prolific array of novels, short stories, and screen work in which elements of
horror, fantasy, science fiction, and humor meld, King deftly arouses fear from dormancy.
The breadth and durability of his popularity alone evince his m astery as a com pelling
storyteller. Although the critical reception of his work has not necessarily m atched its
sweeping success with readers, colleagues and several critics alike discern within it a
substantial and enduring Iiterary Iegitimacy.
W hile striking a deep and responsive chord within its readers, the genre of horror is
frequently trivialized by critics who tend to regard it, when at all, Iess seriously than
mainstream fiction. In an interview with Charles Platt in Dream Makers. The Uncom m on
Men and Women Who Write Science Fiction, King suspected that 'most of the critics who
review popular fiction have no understanding of it as a whole.' Regarding the 'propensity of
a smal but influential element of the literary establishment to ghettoize horror and fantasy
and instantly relegate them beyond the pale of so-caled serious Iiterature,' King told Eric
Norden in a Playboy interview: 'I'm sure those critics' nineteenth-century precursors would
have contemptuously dismissed EEdgar Allanq Poe as the great American hack,' In a panel
discussion at the 1984 World Fantasy Convention in Ottawa, reprinted in Bare Bones:
Conversations on Terror with Stephen King, he predicted that horror writers 'might actually
have a serious place in American Iiterature in a hundred years or so.'
King's ability to comprehend 'the attraction of fantastic horror to the denizen of the Iate
twentieth century,' according to a contributor to Fear Itselfl partially accounts for his
unrivaled popularity in the genre. However, what distinguishes him is the way in which he
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transform s the ordinary into the horrific. A contributor to Discovering Stephen King wrote
that King is 'a uniquely sensitive author' within the Gothic Iiterary tradition, which he
described as 'essentially a Iiterature of nightmare, a conflict between waking Iife and the
darkness within the human m ind.' Perpetuating the Iegacy of Edgar Alan Poe, Nathaniel
Hawthorne, Herman Melville, Henry Jam es, and H.P. Lovecraft, 'King is heir to the American
Gothic tradition in that he has placed his horrors in contem porary settings and has depicted
the struggle of an American culture to face the horrors within it,' explained Crawford, and
because 'he has shown the nightm are of our idealistic civilization.' Observing that children
suspend their disbelief easily, King argued in his Danse Macabre that, ironicaly, they are
actually 'better able to deal with fantasy and terror on Its own term s than their elders arex''
Adults are capable of distinguishing between fantasy and reality, but in the process of
growing up, Iaments King in Danse Macabre, they develop 'a good case of mental tunnel
vision and a gradual ossification of the im aginative faculty'; thus, he perceives the task of
the fantasy or horror writer as enabling one to becom e 'for a little while, a child again
.
''
The em powerment of estranged young people is a theme that recurs throughout King's
fiction . H is first novel, Carr/e; A Novel of a Girl with a Frightening Power, is about a
persecuted teenaged girl. 'The novel exam ines female powerr' stated a Dictionary of
Literary Bioqraphy contributor, 'for Carrie gains her telekinetic abilities with her first
menstruation.' 'It is,' the contributor noted, 'a com pelling character study of a persecuted
teenager who finally uses her powers to turn the table on her persecutors. The result is a
violent explosion that destroys the m other who had taught her self-hatred and the high-
school peers who had m ade her a scapegoat.' An alienated teenaged boy is the main
character in King's Christine, and Raqe features Charlie Decker, a young man who tells the
story of his descent into madness and murder. ln The Shining and Firestarter, Danny
Torrance and Charlie McGee are alienated not from their fam ilies--they have Ioving, if
sometimes weak, parents--but through the powers they possess and by those who want to
manipulate them : evil supernatural forces in rhe Shining, the U.S. Government in
Firestarter. Children also figure prominently, although not always as victims, in Sa/em 's Lot,
The Tom m yknockers, Pet Sematary, The Eyes of the Dragon, and The Talism an.
King's most explicit exam ination of alienation in childhood, however, comes in the novel It
.
The eponymous IT is a creature that feeds on children--on their bodies and on their
emotions, especially fear. IT Iives in the sewers of Derry, Maine, having arrived there ages
ago from outer space, and emerges about every twenty-seven years in search of victim s.
King organizes the tale as two parallel stories, one tracing the activities of seven
unprepossessing fifth-graders--'-rhe Losers' Club'--who discovered and fought the horror in
1958, the other describing their return to Derry in 1985 when the cycle resum es.' The
surviving members of the Losers' Club return to Derry to confront IT and defeat IT once and
for all. The only things that appears to hurt IT are faith, humor, and childlike courage. >'
.Jt
involves the guilts and innocences of childhood and the difficulty for adults of recapturing
them,' Christopher Lehm ann-iaupt stated in the New York Tim es. 'ft questions the
difference between necessity and free will. It also concerns the evil that has haunted
Am erica from time to tim e in the forms of crime, racial and religious bigotry, economic
hardship, Iabor strife and industrial polution.' The evil takes shape among Derry's adults
and older children, especialy the bullies who terrorize the m em bers of the Losers' Club.
Not surprisingly, throughout m ost of King's adolescence, the written word afforded a
powerful diversion. 'W riting has always been it for me,' King indicated in a panel discussion
at the 1984 W orld Fantasy Convention in Ottawa, reprinted in Bare Bones. Science fiction
and adventure stories com prised his first Iiterary efforts. Having written his first story at the
age of seven, King began submitting short fiction to magazines at twelve, and published his
first story at eighteen. In high school, he authored a sm all, satiric newspaper titled 'The
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Village Vom it'; and in college he penned a popular and eclectic series of colum ns called
'King's Garbage Truck.' He also started writing the novels he eventually published under
the pseudonymous ruse of Richard Bachman--novels that focus more on elem ents of human
alienation and brutality than supernatural horror. After graduation, King supplem ented his
teaching salary through various odd jobs and by submitting stories to men's magazines.
Searching for a form of his own, King responded to a friend's chalenge to break out of the
m achismo mold of his short fiction. Because King com pleted the first draft of Carrie at the
time W illiam Peter Blatty's rhe Exorcist and Thomas Tryon's The Other were being
published, the novel was marketed as horror fiction, and the genre had found its
juggernaut. Or, as a contributor to Fear Itself noted : 'Like a mountain, King is there.'
'King has made a dent in the national consciousness in a way no other horror writer has, at
Ieast during his own Iifetime,' noted a contributor to Discovering Stephen King. 'He is a
genuine phenomenon.' A newsletter--'castle Rock'--has been published since 1985 to keep
his ever-increasing number of fans well inform ed; and Book-of-the-Month Club has been
reissuing aIl of his best-sellers as the Stephen King Library collection. Resorting to a
pseudonym to get even m ore work into print accelerated the process for King; but according
to a contributor to Kingdom of Fear, although the ploy was not entirely 'a vehicle for King to
move his earliest work out of the trunk,' it certainly triggered myriad speculations about, as
well as hunts for, other possible pseudonyms he may also have used. In his essay 'W hy I
W as Bachman' in The Bachm an Books: Four Early Novels by Stephen King, King recaled
that he simply considered it a good idea at the tim e, especialy since he wanted to try to
publish something without the attendant comm otion that a Stephen King title would have
unavoidably generated. Also, his publisher believed that he had already saturated the
market. King's prodigious Iiterary output and m ultimillion-dollar contracts, though, have
generated critical challenges to the inherent worth of his fiction. Deducing that he has been
somehow com prom ised by comm ercial success, some critics im ply that he writes simply to
fulfill contractual obligations. But as King told Playboy 's Norden, 'Money realy has nothing
to do with it one way or the other, I Iove writing the things I write, and I wouldn't and
'couldn't' do anything elsex'
King writes daily, exem pting only Christmas, the Fourth of July, and his birthday. He Iikes to
work on two things simultaneously, beginning his day early with a two-or three-m ile walk:
'W hat I'm working on in the m orning is what I'm working on,' he said in a panel discussion
at the 1980 W orld Fantasy Convention in Baltimore, reprinted in Bare Bones. He devotes his
afternoon hours to rewriting . And according to his Playboy interview, while he is not
particular' about working conditions, he is about his output. Despite chronic headaches,
occasional insomnia, and even a fear of writer's block, he produces six pages daily.
Regarding what he finds to be an essential reassurance that underlies and im pels the genre
itself, King remarked in Danse Macabre that 'beneath Its fangs and fright wig' horror fiction
is really quite conservative, Com paring horror fiction with the morality plays of the Iate
m iddle ages, for instance, he believes that its primary function is 'to reaffirm the virtues of
the norm by showing us what awful things happen to people who venture into taboo Iands.'
Also, ther'e is the solace in knowing 'when the Iights go down in the theater or when we
open the book that the evildoers wil almost certainly be punished, and m easure will be
returned for m easure.' However, King admitted to Norden that despite aI the discussion by
writers generally about 'horror's providing a socially and psychologically useful catharsis for
people's fears and aggressions, the brutal fact of the matter is that we're still in the
business of public executions.'
'Death is a significant elem ent in nearly aII horror fiction,' wrote Michael A. Morrison in
Fantasy Review, 'and it permeates King's novels and short stories, ' Remarking that 'evil is
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basically stupid and unimaginative and doesn't need creative inspiration from me or
anybody else,' King told Norden, for instance, that 'despite knowing aII that rationally, I
have to admit that it is unsettling to feel that I could be linked in any way, however
tenuous, to somebody else's murder.'
An exam ple of King's ability to 'pour new wine from oId bottles' is his experimentation with
narrative structure. ln It, Carrie, and The Stand, declared Tony Magistrale in the study
Landscape of Fear: Stephen King's Am erican Gothic, King explores story forms--'stream of
consciousness, interior monologues, multiple narrators, and a juggling of time sequences--
in order to draw the reader into a direct and thorough involvement with the characters and
events of the tale.' ln Gerald's Gam e 's Jessie Burlingame has Iost her husband to heart
failure. He 'has died after handcuffing her to the bed at their summ er hom e,' explained a
contributor to the Dictionary of Literary Biography, 'and Jessie m ust face her Iife, including
the mem ory that her father had sexualy abused her, and her fears alone.' Dolores
Claiborne is the story of a woman suspected of m urdering her employer, a crusty old m iser
named Vera Donovan. Dolores m aintains her innocence, but she freely confesses that she
murdered her husband thirty years previously when she caught him m olesting their
daughter.
'There are a series of dovetailing, but unobtrusive, connectionsr' stated a Locus contributor,
'Iinking the two novels and both Jessie and Dolores.' Like It, both Gera/l's Gam e and
Dolores Claiborne are set in the town of Derry, Maine. They are also both psychological
portraits of older women who have been subjected to sexual abuse. Dolores Claiborne
differs from Gera/l's Gam e, however, because it uses fewer of the traditional trappings of
horror fiction, and it is related entirely from the viewpoint of the title character. Dolores
Clalborne 'isr essentially, a dramatic monologue,' stated Kit Reed in the Washington Post
' he speaker addresses other people in the room, answers questionsBook World, in which t
and com pletes a narrative in actual tim e.' 'King has taken horror Iiterature out of the closet
and has injected new Iife into familiar genres,' a contributor to the Dictionary of Literary
Biography wrote. 'He is not afraid to mix those genres in fresh ways to produce novels that
exam ine contem porary American culture.'
Insom nia, King's 1994 novel, continues the example set by Gerald's Gam e and Dolores
Claiborne. It is also set in Derry, and its protagonist is an elderly m an nam ed Ralph Roberts,
a retired salesman, newly widowed and suffering severely from insom nia. Ralph begins to
see people in a new way: their auras become visible to him . 'Ralph finds him self a man in a
classic situation, a m ortal in conflict with the fates--literally,' declared a Locus contributor.
'How much self-determ ination does he really possess? And how m uch is he acted upon?'
Ralph also finds him self in conflict with his neighbor Ed Deepeneau, a conservative Christian
and antiabortion activist who beats his wife and has taken up a crusade against a visiting
fem inist speaker. 'There are som e truly hauntîng scenes in the book about wife abuse and
fanaticism, as wel as touching observations about growing old, but they're quickly
consumed by more predictable sensationalism,' remarked Chris Bohjalian in the New Fork
Tim es Book Review.
King delighted his readers and astounded his critics by issuing three new major novels in
1996 : Desperation, The Regu/ators--under the pseudonym Richard Bachman--and The
Green Mile, the Iast a Depression-era prison novel serialized in six instalm ents. A Publishers
Weekly contributor wrote that 'if the publishing industry named a Person of the Year, this
year's winner would be Stephen King.' The critic noted that, with Desperation, 'King again
proves him self the prem ier Iiterary barom eter of our cultural clime.' Released on the same
day from two different publishers, Desperation and The Regulators have interlocking
characters and plots; each works as a kind of distorted mirror im age of the other. In
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Desperation, which many critics agree is the better book, a group of strangers drive into
Desperation, Nevada, where they encounter a malign spirit (Tak) in the body of police
officer Collie Entragian. The survivors of this apocalyptic novel are few, but include David
Carver, an eleven-year-old boy who talks to God, and John Edward Marinville, an alcoholic
novelist. Mark Harris, writing for Entertainm ent Weekly, rem arked that King 'hasn't been
this intent on scaring readers--or been this successful at it--since The Stand, ' noting that
'King has always been pop fiction's m ost com passionate sadist.'
W hile The Regulators received Iittle critical praise, King's experiment in serialization with
The Green Mile captured the imagination of both readers and critics. An Entertainm ent
Weekly reviewer called it a novel 'that's as hauntingly touching as it is just plain haunted,'
and a New York Tim es contributor claimed that in spite of 'the striking circum stances of its
serial publication,' the novel 'manages to sustain the notes of visceral wonder and indelible
horror that keep eluding the Tak booksa' Set in the Deep South in 1932, The Green Mile --a
prison expression for death row--begins with the death of twin girls and the conviction of
John Coffey for their murder. Block superintendent Paul Edgecombe, who narrates the story
years Iater from his nursing home in Georgia, slowly unfolds the story of the mysterious
Coffey, a man with no past and with a gift for healing.
King's next major novel, Bag of Bones, appeared in 1998. This tale of a writer struggling
with both grief for his dead wife and writer's block while Iiving in a haunted cabin m et with a
great deal of acclaim from critics. Also acclaim ed was the following year's Hearts /r) Atlantis,
which Tom De Haven described in Entertainment Weekly as 'a novel in five stories, with
players sometim es migrating from one story to the next.' De Haven went on to note that
'there's m ore heartbreak than horror in these pages, and a doomy aura that's m ore
generational than occult.' He also reported that the 'Iast two stories are drenched in
sadness, mortality, regret, and finaly absolutionz' concluding that Hearts in Atlantis 'is
wondeful fiction.' Similarly, Ray Olson praised the volum e in Booklist as 'a rich, engaging,
deeply m oving generational epicx' The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon also saw print in 1999.
This novel, short by King's standards, centers on a nine-year-old girl from a broken home
who gets Iost in a forest for two weeks. She has her radio with her, and survives her ordeal
by Iistening to Boston Red Sox games and imagining conversations with her hero, Red Sox
relief pitcher Tom Gordon.
W hile these books were making their way to readers, however, King suffered a serious
health challenge. On June 19, 1999, he was struck by a van while walking alongside a road
near his home, sustaining injuries to his spine, hip, ribs, and right Ieg. One of his broken
ribs punctured a Iung, and he nearly died. He began a slow progress towards recovery,
cheered by countless cards and Ietters from his fans. During his recovery, he began
experim enting with publishing his fiction electronically. In August, 2000, King self-published
the first two instalments of his e-book The Plant on his W eb site. Pricing the installments at
one dolar each, King prom ised to publsh additional chapters if at Ieast seventy-five percent
of those who download the first two installments paid for them . King also published a short
story, 'Riding the Bulletr' in March, only distributed as an e-book publication in a number of
form ats. This tale was eventually reprinted in the 2002 collection Everything's Eventual: 14
Dark Tales.
King had also begun work on a writer's manual before his accident, and the result, 2000's
On Writinq: A Mem oir of the Craft, sold more copies in its first pri nting than a ny previous
book about writing. ln addition to King's advice on crafting fiction, however, the book
includes a great deal of autobiographical m aterial. The author chronicles his childhood, his
rise to fam e, his struggles with addiction, and the horrific accident that almost ended his
Iife. 'King's writing about his own alcoholism and cocaine abuse,' noted John Mark Eberhart
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in the Kansas City Star, 'is am ong the best and most honest prose of his career.' Sim ilarly,
Jack Harville reported in the Charlotte Observer that 'the closing piece describes King's
accident and rehabilitation. The description is harrowing, and the rehab involves both
physical and em otional recovery. It is beautifully told in a narrative style that would have
gained Strunk and W hite's approval,' Some of the novels King has published since the
beginning of the twenty-first century, including Dream catcher and From a Buick 8, have
brought strong com parisons from critics with his earlier novels; in these specific cases, It
and Christine, respectively. These books, however, were folowed by an announcem ent King
m ade in 2002 that he is planning to retire from publishing. In an interview with Chris
Nashawaty in Entertainm ent Weekly, King Clarified : 'First of al, I'd never stop writing
because I don't know what I'd do between nine and one every day. But I'd stop publishing. 1
don't need the money.' Yet Dream catcher and From a Buick 8 have garnered praise from
reviewers as well. Rene Rodriguez, writing in the Miami Herald, maintained that
'Dreamcatcher marks (King'sq bracing return to all-out horror, complete with trademark
grisly gross-outs, a panoramic cast of deftly drawn characters and a clim actic race against
time, with the fate of the planet hanging in the balance.' Salem Macknee in the Charlotte
Observer, noting surface sim ilarities between From a Buick 8 and Christine, assured readers
that 'this strange counterfeit of a Buick Roadm aster is no rerun. Stephen King has once
again created an original, a monster never seen before, with its own frightful fingerprintx'
King also received a great deal of praise for Everything's Eventual. Among other stories, the
colection includes a few that he previously published in the New Yorker. Notable among
these is 'The Man in the Black Suitz' which won the 1996 0. Henry Award for best short
story and brought King com parisons with great nineteenth-century American fiction writer
Nathaniel Hawthorne. 'As a whole,' concluded Rodriguez in another Miami Herald review, '
Everything's Eventual makes a perfect showcase for aII of King's strengths: His uncanny
talent for creating vivid, fully realized characters in a few strokes, his ability to mine horror
out of the mundane, ... and his knack for Ieavening even the most preposterous
contraptions with genuine, universal emotionsx'
Although he does not necessarily feel that he has been treated unfairly by the critics, King
has described what it is Iike to witness the written word turned into filmed images that are
Iess than generously received by reviewers. In his essay 'W hy l W as Bachm an,' he readily
adm itted that he really has little to complain about: 'I'm still m arried to the same woman,
my kids are healthy and bright, and I'm being well paid for doing som ething I Iove.' And
despite the financial security and recognition, or perhaps because of its intrinsic
responsibility, King strives to im prove at his craft. 'It's getting later and I want to get
better, because you only get so many chances to do good work,' he stated in a panel
discussion at the 1984 World Fantasy Convention in Ottawa. 'There's no justification not to
at Ieast try to do good work when you m ake the m oney.'
According to a contributor to Discovering Stephen King, there is absolutely nothing to
suggest that success has been detrimental to King : 'As a novelist, King has been
remarkably consistent.' Noting, for instance, that 'for generations it was given that brevity
was the soul of horror, that the ideal format for the tale of terror was the short story,'
W arren pointed out that 'King was among the first to challenge that concept, writing not
just successful novels of horror, but long novels.' Moreover, wrote Warren, 'his novels have
gotten Ionger.'
lnfluenced by the naturalistic novels of writers such as Theodore Dreiser and Frank Norris,
King once confessed that his personal outlook for the world's future is somewhat bleak. On
the other hand, one of the things he finds most comforting in his own work is an element of
optim ism . 'In almost aII cases, I've begun with a prem ise that was really blackr' he said in a
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panel discussion at the 1980 W orld Fantasy Convention in Baltimore, reprinted in Bare
Bones. 'And a more pleasant resolution has forced itself upon that structure.' However, as a
contributor to Kingdom of Fear maintained, 'unlike som e other horror writers who Iack his
talents and sensitivity, Stephen King never ends his stories with any cheap or easy hope.
People are badly hurt, they suffer and some of them die, but others survive the struggle and
m anage to grow. The powers of evil have not yet done them in.' According to a contributor
to Fear Itselû though, the reassurance King brings to his own readers derives from a basic
esteem for humanity itself: 'For whether he is writing about vam pires, about the death of
99 percent of the population, or about innocent little girls with the power to break the earth
in half, King never stops em phasizing his essential Iiking for people.'
Douglas E. W inter assessed King's contribution to the horror genre in his study Stephen
King: The Art' of Darkness this way: 'Death, destruction, and destiny await us aII at the end
of the journey--in Iife as in horror fiction. And the writer of horror stories serves as the
boatman who ferries people across that Reach known as the River Styx .... In the horror
fiction of Stephen King, we can embark upon the night journey, make the descent down the
dark hole, cross that narrowing Reach, and return again in safety to the surïace--to the near
shore of the river of death. For our boatman has a m aster's hand.'
W hile King has played with the idea of giving up publishing his writings, his Iegion of fans
continues to be delighted that the idea has not yet becom e a reality. ln 2004, under the
pseudonym of Eleanor Druse, Kingpublished The Journals of Eleanor Druse: My
Investigation of the Kingdom Hospital Incident. He has also continued with his 'Dark Tower'
series (the ilustrated novels featuring Roland the gunslinger) with the publication of The
Dark Tower V: Yo/ves of the Calla in 2003. The book was published more than five years
after the publication of the previous installment in the series, The Dark Tower IV: Wizard
and Glass. King also completed the final two instalments of the series in 2004, including
Fhe Dark Tower VI. The Songs of Susannah and The Dark Tower VII: The Dark Tower. In a
surprise fbr fans, King introduced himself as a character in the sixth instalm ent, which a
Publishers Weekly reviewer called a 'gutsy move' and com mented, that 'way there's no
denying the ingenuity with which King paints a candid picture of himself.'
In 2004, King varied a bit from his usual formula to write, in conjunction with Stewart
O'Nan, a nonfiction book about one of his great Ioves, the Boston Red Sox. W hen the two
authors began keeping diaries of every team-related moment in the year, Faithful: Two
Diehard Boston Red Sox Fans Chronicle the Historic 2004 Season was originaly expected to
be the story of yet another disappointing season for fans of the seemingly cursed team .
Instead the Red Sox won the W orld Series that season for the first time in eighty-six years.
W ith Cell, a 2006 novel that Booklist contributor Ray Olson considered 'the most
suspenseful, fastest-paced book King has ever written,' the author uses cell phone signals
as a source for inducing zombie-like violence in the majority of the population. A Publishers
Weekly contributor found 'King's imagining .. . rich,' and the dialogue 'jaunty and witty' in
this novel that borrows technique from Richard Matheson and George A. Romero, the horror
Iegends to whom the book is dedicated. Olson noted that with the publication of Cel, 'King
blasts any notion that he's exhausted or dissipated his enorm ous talent.'
King presents a good old-fashioned yarn in his book rhe Colorado Kid. As told by two
veteran newspaper reporters to a cub reporter nam ed Stephanie Mccann, the story revolves
around the discovery of a body by two high school sweethearts twenty years earlier on
Moosie's beach in Moose-l-ookit Island, Maine. The story reveals how the two reports
eventually discovered that the man was from Colorado. 'King is especially good at
describing the monum ental sadness of sifting through the rem nants of a dead Ioved one's
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Iife, and depicting the secret and sometim es even nauseatingly cute code-talk of Iong
relationshipsz' wrote Mark Rahner in the Seatt/e Tim es. Several reviewers noted that The
Colorado Kid is difficult to classify, especially in terms of King's other novels in that it
contains elem ents of horror, mystery, and pulp fiction. Keir Graff, writing in Booklist,
com mented that the author 'appears to be fum bling in his tackle box when, in fact, he's
already slipped the hook into our cheeksx' In a review in the Library Journal, Nancy McNicol
commented that 'this slim (by King standards) volume will speak to those who appreciate
good storytelling.'
In Lisey's Story, King tells the tale of Lisey Landon beginning two years after her famous
novelist husband, Scott Landon, has died. Besieged by researchers and others wanting
Scott's papers, Lisey decides to prepare his work for donation when she begins to receive
threatening phone calls and notes, as wel as a dead cat in her mailbox. In the meantime,
Lisey has been hearing Scott's voice and it Ieads her to a netherworld caled Boo'Ya Moon
where Scott and his brother used to go to escape their brutal father. Although Lisey escapes
to this world to Iearn about Scott's past and her own strength, she stil does not elude the
psychopath who has threatened her. 'The book is also, perhaps, a parable about Iove and
imagination that affirms Iove as the more salvific of the two,' wrote Ray Olson in Booklist.
Once again, revîewers welcomed King's novel. Noting that the author 'is surprisingly
introspective and m ature here,' a Kirkus Reviews contributor went on to call L/sey's Story
'one of King's finest works.' Charles de Lint, writing in the Magazine of Fantasy and Science
Fiction, com mented that 'sometimes even established writers can surprise us by stretching
in a new direction, or teling a new kind of story while stil using the favorite tools in their
toolbox. That's the case here, and it's worth talking about.' Some reviewers addressed
' dolf wrote în the New Yorkspecîfic aspects of the authors writing. For example, Jim W in
Tim es Book Review that the novel 'has an abundance of solid descriptions .. . and indelible
im ages.' W indolf also com mented on the m agical world that King creates, noting that 'it's
as real as J.M. Barrie's Never-Never Land, L. Frank Baum's Oz or the Grimm s' forest.'
PERSONAL INFORMATION
Born September 21, 1947, in Portland, ME; son of Donald (a merchant sailor) and Nellie
Ruth King; married Tabitha Jane Spruce (a novelist), January 2, 1971) children : Naomi
Rachel, Joseph Hill, Owen Philip. Education: University of Maine at Orono, B.SC., 1970.
Politics: Democrat. Avocational Interests: Reading (mostly fiction), jigsaw puzzles,
playing the juitar ('I'm terrible and so try to bore no one but myselr'), movies, bowling.
Mem bershlps: Authors Guild, Authors League of America, Screen Artists Guild, Screen
W riters of Am erica, W riters Guild. Addresses: Agent: Rand Holston, Creative Artists
Agency, 9830 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA, 90212) (Iiterary agent) Ralph Vicinanza,
Created By, 1041 North Formosa Ave., Formosa Bldg., Rm . 10, W est Hollywood, CA 90046.
AW ARDS
Carrie named to School Library lournal's Book List, 1975,. W orld Fantasy Award
nominatlons, 1976, for Sa/em 's Lot, 1979, for The Stand and Night Shift, 1980, for The
Dead Zone, 1981, for 'The Mist,' and 1983, for 'The Breathing Method : A W inter's Tale
,
' in
Different Seasons; Hugo Award nom ination, W orld Science Fiction Society, and Nebula
Award nomination, Science Fiction W riters of Am erica, both 1978, both for The Shining;
Balrog Awards, second place in best novel category, for The Stand, and second place in best
colection category for Niqht Shift, both 1979) nam ed to the American Library Association's
list of best books for young adults, 1979, for The Long Walk, and 198 1, for Firestarter;
W orld Fantasy Award, 1980, for contributions to the field, and 1982, for story 'Do the Dead
Sing?'; Career Alum ni Award, University of Maine at Orono, 1981) Nebula Award
nomination, Science Fiction W riters of Am erica, 1981, fOr story 'The Way Station'; special
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British Fantasy Award for outstanding contribution to the genre, British Fantasy Society;'
1982, for Cujo; Hugo Award, World Science Fiction Convention, 1982, for Stephen R'/r)g s
Danse Macabre; nam ed Best Fiction W riter of the Year, Us Magazine, 19829 Locus Award for
best collection, Locus Publications, 1986, for Stephen King's Skeleton Crew; Bram Stoker
Award for Best Novel, Horror W riters Association, 1988, for Misery; Bram Stoker Award for
Best Collection, 1991, for Four Past Midnight; World Fantasy award for short story, 1995,
for Fhe Man in the Black Suit; Bram Stoker Award for Best Novelette, Horror W riters
Association, 1996, for Lunch at the Gotham Cafe; 0. Henry Award, 1996, for 'The Man in
the Black Suit'; Bram Stoker Award for Best Novel, 1997, for The Green Mile, and 1999, for
Bag of Bones; Bram Stoker Award nomination (with Peter Straub), 2001, for Black House;
Medal for' Distinguished Contribution to American Letters, National Book Award, 2003; The
Stand was voted one of the nation's 100 best-loved novels by the British public as part of
the BBC'S The Big Read, 2003,' Bram Stoker Award nomination, 2004, for The Dark Tower
VII; Lifetime Achievement Award, World Fantasy Awards, 2004) Quill Book Award in the
sports category, for Faithful: Two Die-blard Boston Red Sox Fans Chronicle the Historic 2004
Season, 2005; named 'Grand Master' by the Mystery W riters of Am erica, 2006.
CAREER
Writer. Has worked as a janitor, a Iaborer in an industrial Iaundry, and in a knitting mil.
Hampden Academy (high school), Hampden, ME, English teacher, 1971-73; University of
Maine, Orono, writer-in- residence, 1978-79. Owner, Philtrum Press (publishing house), and
WZON-AM (rock 'n' roll radio station), Bangor, ME. Has made cameo appearances in films,
including Knightriders, 198 1, Creepshow, 1982, Maxim um Overdrive, 1986, Pet Sem atary,
1989, and The Stand, 1994) has also appeared in American Express credit card television
commercial . Served as judge for 1977 World Fantasy Awards in 1978. Participated in radio
honor panel with George A. Romero, Peter Straub, and Ira Levin, m oderated by Dick Cavett,
W NET, 1980,
W RITINGS:
NOVELS
Carrfe; A Novel of a Girl with a Friqhtening Power (also see below), Doubleday (New
York, NY), 1974, movie edition published as Carrie, New American Library/Times
MirrorlNew York, NY), 1975, published in a Iimited edition wlth introduction by
Tabitha King, Plume (New York, NY), 1991.
. Sa/em 's Lot (also see below), Doubleday (New York, NY), 1975, television edition,
New American Library (New York, NY), 1979, published in a Iimited edition with
introduction by Clive Barker, Plume (New York, NY), 1991, Pocket Books (New York,
NY), 1999, new edition, photographs by Jerry N. Uelsmann, Doubleday (New York,
NY), 2005.
. The Shininq (also see below), Doubleday (New York, NY), 1977, movie edition, New
American Library (New York, NY), 1980, published in a limited edition with
introduction by Ken Folett, Plume (New York, NY), 1991.
. The Stand (also see below), Doubleday (New York, NY), 1978, enlarged and
expanded edition published as The Stand: The Complete and Uncut Edition,
Doubleday (New York, NY), 1990, Gramercy Books (New York, NY), 2001.
. The Dead Zone (also see below), Viking (New York, NY), 1979, movie edition
published as The Dead Zone: Movie Tie-ln, New American Library (New York, NY),
1980,
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Firestarter (also see below), Viking (New York, NY), 1980, with afterword by King,
1981, published in a lim ited, alum inum -coated, asbestos-cloth edition, Phantasia
Press (Huntington Woods, MI), 1980.
Cujo (also see below), Viking (New York, NY), 1981, published in Iimited edition,
Mysterious Press (New York, NY), 1981.
Pet Sematary (also see below), Doubleday (New York, NY), 1983, reprinted, Pocket
Books (New York, NY), 2001.
Christine (also see below), Viking (New York, NY), 1983, published in a Iimited
edition, illustrated by Stephen Gervais, Donald M. Grant (Hampton Fals, NH), 1983.
(With Peter Straub) The Talisman, Viking Press/putnam (New York, NY), 1984,
published in a limited two-volume edition, Donald M. Grant (Hampton Falls, NH),
1984, Random House (New York, NY), 2001.
The Eyes of the Dragon (young adult), Iimited edition, illustrated by Kenneth R.
Unkhauser, Philtrum Press, 1984, new edition, illustrated by David Palladini, Viking
(New York, NY), 1987.
It (also see below), Iimited German edition published as Es, Heyne (Munich), 1986,
Viking (New York, NY), 1986.
Mlsery (also see below), Viking (New York, NY), 1987.
. The Tommyknockers (also see below), Putnam (New York, NY), 1987.
. The Dark Half (also see below), Viking (New York, NY), 1989.
. Needful Things (also see below), Viking (New York, NY), 1991.
. Gera/l's Game, Viking (New York, NY), 1992.
Dolores Claiborne (also see below), Viking (New York, NY), 1993.
Insomnia, Viking (New York, NY), 1994.
Rose Madder, Viking (New York, NY), 1995.
. The Green Mile (serialized novel), Signet (New York, NY), Chapter 1, 'The Two Dead
Girls' (also see below), Chapter 2, 'The Mouse on the Mile,' Chapter 3, 'Coffey's
Hands,' Chapter 4, 'The Bad Death of Eduard Delacroix,' Chapter 5, 'Night Journey,'
Chapter 6, 'Coffey on the Mile,' March-August, 1996, published as The Green Mile: A
Novel in Six Pazs, Plume (New York, NY), 1997, Scribner (New York, NY), 2000.
Desperation, Viking (New York, NY), 1996.
(And author of foreword) The Two Dead Girls, Signet (New York, NY), 1996.
. Bag of Bones, Viking (New York, NY), 1998.
. Hearts in Atlantis, G.K. Hal (Thorndike, ME), 1999.
. The G/r/ Who Loved Tom Gordon, Scribner (New York, NY), 1999.
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Dreamcatcher, Simon & Schuster (New York, NY), 2001.
. (With Peter Straub) s/ack House (sequel to The Talisman), Random House (New
York, NY), 2001.
. (Editor) Ridley Pearson, The Diary of Ellen Rimbauer. My Life as Rose Red, Hyperion
(New York, NY), 2001.
. From a Buick 8, Scribner (New York, NY), 2002.
. (Under name Eleanor Druse) The Journals of Eleanor Druse. My Investigation of the
Kinqdom Hospital Incident, Hyperion (New York, NY), 2004.
. Cell, Scribner (New York, NY), 2006.
. Lisey's Story, Scribner (New York, NY), 2006.
Duma King, Scribner (New York, NY), 2008.
Also author of early unpublished novels 'Sword in the Darkness' (also referred to as
'Babylon Here'), 'The Cannibals,' and 'BIaze,' a reworking of John Steinbeck's Of Mice and
Men.
'THE DARK TOW ER' SERIES
rhe Dark Tower: The Gunslinger (also see below), Amereon (New York, NY), 1976,
published as The Gunslinger, New American Library (New York, NY), 1988, published
in Iimited edition, illustrated by Michael W helan, Donald M. Grant (Hampton Falls,
NH), 1982, 2nd Iimited edition, 1984, revised and expanded edltion, Viking (New
York, NY), 2003.
. The Dark Tower 11: The Drawing of the Three (also see below), illustrated by Phil
Hale, New American Library (New York, NY), 1989, Plume Book (New York, NY),
2003, Viking (New York, NY), 2003.
. The Dark Tower III. The Yasle Lands (also see below), illustrated by Ned Dameron,
Donald M. Grant (Hampton Falls, NH), 1991.
@ Fhe Dark Tower Trilogy: The Gunslinger; The Drawinq of the Three; The Yaste Lands
(box set), New American Library (New York, NY), 1993, Penguin Group (New York,
NY), 2003.
. The Dark Tower IV: Wizard and Glass, Plume (New York, NY), 1997.
. The Dark Tower V: Yo/ves of the Calla, Plume (New York, NY), 2003, premium
edition, illustrated by Bernie Wrightson, Pocket Books (New York, NY), 2006.
. rhe Dark Tower VI. The Sonqs of Susannah, Donald M. Grant (Hampton Falls, NH),
2004.
. The Dark Tower VI1, Scribner (New York, NY), 2004.
The Dark Tower, Scribner (New York, NY), 2005.
NOVELR UNDER PSEUDONYM RICHARD BACHMAN
Raqe (also see below), New American Library/signet (New York, NY), 1977.
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The Long Walk (also see below), New American Library/signet (New York, NY), 1979.
Roadwork: A Novel of the First Enerqy Crisis (also see below) New American
Library/signet (New York, NY), 1981.
r/?e Running Man (also see below), New American Library/signet (New York, NY),
1982.
Thinner, New American Library (New York, NY), 1984.
. rhe Regulators, Dutton (New York, NY), 1996.
SHORT FICTION
(Under name Steve King) rhe Star Invaders (privately printed stories),
Triad/Gaslight Books (Durham, ME), 1964.
. Night Shift (story collection; also see below), introduction by John D. MacDonald,
Doubleday (New York, NY), 1978, published as Night Shift. Excursions into Horror,
New American Library/signet (New York, NY), 1979.
Different Seasons (novelas; contains Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank
Redemption: Hope Springs Eternal (also see belowq ; Apt Pupil. Summer of
Corruption; The Body. Fal from  Innocence; and The Breathing Method: A Winter's
Tale), Viking (New York, NY), 1982.
Cyc/e of the Werewolf (novella ; also see below), ilustrated by Berni Wrightson,
Iimited portfolio edition published with 'Berni W rightson : An Appreciation,' Land of
Enchantment (Westland, MI), 1983, enlarged edition including King's screenplay
adaptation published as Stephen King's Silver Bullet, New American Library/slgnet
(New York, NY), 1985.
Stephen King's Skeleton Crew (story collection), ilustrated by J.K. Potter, Viking
(New York, NY), 1985, Iimited edition, Scream Press, 1985.
My Pretty Pony, illustrated by Barbara Kruger, Knopf (New York, NY), 1989, Iimited
edition, Library Fellows of New York's W hitney Museum of American Art, 1989.
Four Past Midnight (contains 'The Langoliers,' 'Secret Window, Secret Garden,' 'The
Library Policeman,' and 'The Sun Dog'; also see below), Viking (New York, NY),
1990 .
Nightmares and Dreamscapes, Viking (New York, NY), 1993.
Lunch at the Gotham Cafe, published in Dark Love: Twenty-two AII Original Tales of
Lust and Obsession, edited by Nancy Collins, Edward E. Kram er, and Martin Harry
Greenberg, ROC (New York, NY), 1995.
Everything's Eventual: 14 Dark Tales, Scribner (New York, NY), 2002.
Also author of short stories 'Slade' (a western), 'The Man in the Black Suit,' 1996, and,
under pseudonym John Swithen, 'The Fifth Quarterx' Contributor of short story 'Squad D'
to Harlan Ellison's rhe Last Dangerous Visions; contributor of short story 'Autopsy Room
Four' to Robert Bloch's Psychos, edited by Robert Bloch. Also contributor to anthologies and
collections, including The Year's Finest Fantasy, edited by Terry Carr, Putnam (New York,
NY), 1978) Shadows, edited by Charles L. Grant, Doubleday (New York, NY), Volume 1,
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1978, Volume 4, 1981; New Terrors, edited by Ramsey Campbell, Pocket Books (New York,
NY), 1982) World Fantasy Convention 1983, edited by Robert Weinberg, Weird Tales, 1983;
The Writer's Handbook, edited by Sylvia K. Burack, Writer (Boston, MA), 19849 The Dark
Descent, edited by David G. Hartwell, Doherty Associates, 1987; Prim e Evil: New Stories by
the Masters of Modern Horror, by Douglas E. W inter, New American Library (New York, NY),
1988; and Dark Visions, Gollancz (London, England), 1989.
SCREENPLAYS
. Stephen King's Creep Show: A George A. Romero Film (based on King's stories
'Father's Day,' 'The Lonesome Death of Jordy Verrill' Epreviously published as
'Weeds'q 'The Crate,' and 'They're Creeping Up on You'; released by Warner Bros.
as Creepshow, 1982), ilustrated by Berni Wrightson and Michele Wrightson, New
American Library (New York, NY), 1982.
Cat's Eye (based on King's stories 'Quitters, Inc.,' 'The Ledge,' and 'The General'),
Metro Goldwyn-Mayer/united Artists, 1984.
Stephen King's Silver Bulet (based on and published with King's novella Cycle of the
Werewolf; released by Paramount Pictures/Dino de Laurentis's North Carolina Film
Corp., 1985), illustrated by Berni W rightson, New American Library/signet (New
York, NY), 1985.
(And director) Maximum Overdrive (based on King's stories 'The Manglerz' 'Trucks,'
and 'The Lawnmower Man' ; released by Dino de Laurentiis's North Carolina Film
Corp., 1986), New American Library (New York, NY), 1986.
Pet Sematary (based on King's novel of the same title), Laurel Production, 1989.
Stephen King's Sleepwalkers, CoI um bia, 1992 .
(Author of introduction) Frank Darabont, Fhe Shawshank Redemption. The Shooting
Script, Newmarket Press (New York, NY), 1996.
Storm of the Century (also see below), Pocket Books (New York, NY), 1999.
. (Author of introductions with William Goldman and Lawrence Kasdan) W illiam
Goldman and Lawrence Kasdan, Dreamcatcher: The Shooting Script, Newmarket
Press (NewYork, NY), 2003.
. Riding the Bulet, lnnovation Film Group, 2004.
. Secret Window, Colum bia, 2004.
TELEPLAYS
. Stephen King's Golden Years, CBS-TV, 1991.
. (And executive producer) Stephen Kinq's The Stand (based on King's novel The
Stand), ABC-TV, 1994.
. (With Chris Carter) 'Chingaz' The X-Files, Fox-TV, 1998.
Storm of the Century, ABC-TV, 1999.
Rose Red (also see below), ABC-TV, 2001.
Stephen Kinq's Kingdom Hospital, ABC-W , 2004.
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. Desperation, USA, c. 2004.
Also author of Battleground (based on short story of same title; optioned by Marlin Pol
Productions for NBC-TV), and 'Sorry, Right Number,' for television series ra/es from the
Dark Side, 1987.
OMNIBUS EDITIONS
Another Quarter Mile: Poetry, Dorrance (Philadelphia, PA), 1979.
Stephen King's Danse Macabre (nonfiction), Berkley Books (New York, NY), 1981.
Stephen King (contains The Shining, Salem 's Lot, Night Shift, a nd Carrie ), W.S .
Heinemann/octopus Books (London, England), 1981.
(And author of introduction) The Bachman Books: Four Early Novels (contains Rage,
The Long Walk, Roadwork, and The Runninq Mant, New American Library (New York,
NY), 1985.
The Plant (privately published episodes of a comic horror novel in progress), Philtrum
Press (Bangor, ME), Part 1, 1982, Part 2, 1983, Part 3, 1985.
Black Magic and Music: A Novelist's Perspective on Bangor (pamphlet), Bangor
Historical Society (Bangor, ME), 1983.
Dolan 's Cadillac, Lord John Press (Northridge, CA), 1989.
. Stephen King (contains Desperation and The Requlators) Signet (New York, NY),
1997.
. Stephen King's Latest (contains Dolores Claiborne, Insomnia and Rose Madder)
Signet (New York, NY), 1997,
OTHER
. Niqhtmares in the Sky: Gargoyles and Grotesques (nonfiction), photographs by F.
Stop FitzGerald, Viking (New York, NY), 1988.
. On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft, Scribner (New York, NY), 2000.
. (With Stewart O'Nan) Faithful: Two Die-blard Boston Red Sox Fans Chronicle the
Historic 2004 Season, Scribner (New York, NY), 2004.
. The Colorado Kid, Hard Case Crime (New York, NY), 2004.
Author of e-book The Plant, self-published first two chapters on his W eb site
(wwwxstephenkingxcom), August, 2000) also published a short story, 'Riding the Bullet,' as
an e-book, March, 2000. Author of weekly column 'King's Garbage Truck' f0r Maine
Cam pus, 1969-70, and of m onthly book review colum n for Adelina, 1980. Contributor of
short fiction and poetry to num erous m agazines, including Art, Castle Rock: The Stephen
King Newsletter, Cavalier, Comics Review, Cosmopolitan, F//ery Queen 's Mystery Magazine,
Fantasy and Science Fiction, Gallery, Great Stories from Twilight Zone Magazine, Heavy
Metal, Ladies' Hom e Journal, Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fictlon, Maine, Maine Review,
Marshroots, Marvel comics, F* th, Om ni, Onan, Playboy, Redbook, Reflections, Rolling
Stone, Science-Fiction Digest, Startling Mystery Stories, Terrors, Twilight Zone, Ubris,
Whisper, and Fankee. Contributor of book reviews to New York Times Book Review.
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Most of King's papers are housed in the special collection of the Folger Library at the
University of Maine at Orono.
MEDIA ADAPTATIONS
Many of King's novels have been adapted for the screen. Carr/e was produced as a m otion
picture in 1976 by Paul Monash for United Artists, screenplay by Lawrence D. Cohen,
directed by Brian De Palma, featuring Sissy Spacek and Piper Laurie, and was also produced
as a Broadway m usical in 1988 by Cohen and Michael Gore, developed in England by the
Royal Shakespeare Company, featuring Betty Buckley; Sa/em 's Lot was produced as a
television m iniseries in 1979 by W arner Brothers, teleplay by Paul Monash, featuring David
Soul and Jam es Mason, and was adapted for the cable channel TNT in 2004
, 
with a teleplay
by Peter Filardi and dlrection by Mikael Salom on; The Shining was film ed in 1980 by W arner
Brothers/Hawks Films, screenplay by director Stanley Kubrick and Diane Johnson, starring
Jack Nicholson and Shelley Duvall, and it was filmed for television in 1997 by W arner
Brothers, directed by Mick Garris, starring Rebecca De Mornay, Steven W eber, Courtland
Mead, and Melvin Van Peebles; Cujo was filmed in 1983 by Warner Communications/Taft
Entertainment, screenplay by Don Carlos Dunaway and Lauren Currier, featuring Dee
W alace and Danny Pintauro; The Dead Zone was filmed in 1983 by Paramount Pictures
,
screenplay by Jeffrey Boam , starring Christopher W alken; was adapted as a cable television
series starring Anthony Michael Hal by USA Network, beginning 2002; Christine was filmed
in 1983 by Colum bia Pictures, screenplay by BiI Philips; Firestarter was produced in 1984
by Frank Capra, Jr., for Universal Pictures in association with Dino de Laurentis, screenplay
by Stanley Mann, featuring David Keith and Drew Barrymore; Stand br Me (based on King's
novela The Body ) was filmed in 1986 by Columbia Pictures, screenplay by Raynold Gideon
and Bruce A. Evans, directed by Rob Reiner; rhe Runnlbg Man was filmed in 1987 by Taft
Entertainment/Barish Productions, screenplay by Steven E. de Souza, starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger; Misery was produced in 1990 by Columbia, directed by Reiner, screenplay
by W iliam Goldman, starring James Caan and Kathy Bates; Graveyard Shift was filmed in
1990 by Paramount, directed by Ralph S. Singleton, adapted by John Esposito; Stephen
King's It (based on King's novel ft) was filmed as a television miniseries by ABC-W  in 1990;
The Dark Half was film ed in 1993 by Orion, written and directed by George A. Rom ero,
featuring Timothy Hutton and Amy Madigan; Needful Things was film ed in 1993 by
Columbia/ Castle Rock, adapted by W .D. Richter and Lawrence Cohen, directed by Fraser C.
Heston, starring Max Von Sydow, Ed Harris, Bonnie Bedelia, and Amanda Plumm er; The
Tomm yknockers was filmed as a television miniseries by ABC-TV in 1993; The Shawshank
Redem ption, based on King's novella Rita Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption. Hope
Springs Eternal, was filmed in 1994 by Colum bia, written and directed by Frank Darabont,
featuring Tim Robbins and Morgan Freeman; Dolores Clalborne was film ed in 1995 by
Columbia; Thinner was film ed by Paramount in 1996, directed by Dom Holland, starring
Robert John Burke, Joe Mantegna, Luclnda Jenney, and Michael Constantine; Night Flier was
filmed by New Amsterdam Entertainment/stardust International/Medusa Film in 1997,
directed by Mark Pavia, starring Miguel Ferrer, Julie Entwisle, Dan Monahan, and Michael H
.
Moss; Apt Pupil was filmed in 1998 by Tristar Pictures, directed by Bryan Singer, starring
David Schwim mer, Ian McKelen, and Brad Renfro; The Green Mile was filmed in 1999 by
Castle Rock, directed by Frank Darabont, who also wrote the screenplay, starring Tom
Hanks; Hearts in Atlantis was filmed in 2001 by Castle Rock, directed by Scott Hicks,
screenplay written by W illiam Goldm an, starring Anthony Hopkins; Dream catcher was
released in 2003 by W arner Brothers and Castle Rock Entertainm ent and was directed by
Lawrence Kasdan, written by W illiam Goldman, starring Morgan Freem an. Several of King's
short stories have also been adapted for the screen, including The Boogeym an, filmed by
Tantalus in 1982 and 1984 in association with the New York University School of
Undergraduate Film , screenplay by producer-director Jeffrey C. Schiro; rhe Woman in the
Room, filmed in 1983 by Darkwoods, screenplay by director Frank Darabont, broadcast on
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public television in Los Angeles, 1985 (released with The Boogeyman on videocassette as
Two Mini-Features from Stephen King's Nightshift Collection by Gra nite Entertainment
Group, 1985); Children of the Corn, produced in 1984 by Donald P. Borchers and Terrence
Kirby for New World Pictures, screenplay by George Goldsmith; rhe Word Processor (based
on King's 'The Word Processor of the Gods''), produced by Romero and Richard Rubenstein
for Laurel Productions, 1984, teleplay by Michael Dowell, broadcast Novem ber 19, 1985
, 
on
Fa/es from the Darkside series and released on videocassette by Laurel Entertainm ent,
1985; Gramm a, filmed by CBS-TV in 1985, teleplay by Harlan Ellison, broadcast February
14, 1986, on The Twilight Zone series; Creepshow 2 (based on 'The Raft' and two
unpublished stories by King, 'Old Chief Wood'nhead' and 'The Hitchhiker'), was filmed in
1987 by New World Pictures, screenplay by Romero; Som etim es They Com e Back, filmed by
CBS-TV in 1987; 'The Cat from Hell' is included in a three-segment anthology film titled
ra/es from the Darkside--The Movie, produced by Laurel Productions, 1990,. The
Lawnmower Man, written by dîrector Brett Leonard and Gimel Everett for New Line Clnem a,
1992) Fhe Mangler, filmed by New Line Cinema, 1995; and The Langoliers, filmed as a
television mini-series by ABC-W  in 1995; the short fiction 'Secret W indow
, Secret Garden'
was adapted into the film Secret Window, distributed by Colum bia Pictures, written and
directed by David Koepp; 2004; the short story 'AII That You Love W il Be Carried Away'
from the colection Everything's Eventual has been adapted and made into a short film by
Jam es Renner; film rights to the short story '1408:' from the collection Everything's
Eventual has been optioned by Dimension Film s. From a Buick 8 has been optioned by
Chesapeake Films. Most of King's book's have also been adapted for audio
, 
încluding The
Dark Tower: The Gunslinger, New Am erican Library, 1988; The Dark Tower II: The Drawing
of the Three, New American Library, 1989) The Dark Tower III. The Yasle I
-anls,penguin-
HighBridge Audio, 1991; Needful Things, Penguin-l-lighBridge Audio, 1991; The Girl W ho
Loved Tom Gordon, Simon & Schuster Audio, 1999) Blood and Sm oke, Simon & Schuster
Audio, 2000; Dreamcatcher, Sim on & Schuster Audio, 2001; On Writing: A Mem oir of the
Craft, Recorded Books, 2001; rhe Talisman, Simon & Schuster Audio, 2001; From a Buick
8, Sim on & Schuster Audio, 2002; Riding the Bullet, Simon & Schuster Audio, 2002; s/ack
House, Books on Tape, 20039 Yo/v'es of the Cala, Sim on & Schuster Audio, 2003.
FURTHER READINGS ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
BOOKS
. Beahm , George W ., The Stephen Klng Story, revised and updated edition, Andrews &
McMeel (Kansas City, MO), 1992.
. Beahm , George W ., editor, The Stephen King Companion, Andrews & McMeel
(Kansas Clty, MO), 1989.
. Blue, Tyson, Observations from the Terminator. Thoughts on Stephen King and
Other Modern Masters of Horror Fiction, Borgo Press (San Bernardino, CA), 1995.
. Collings, Michael R., Stephen King As Richard Bachman, Starmont House (Mercer
lsland, WA), 1985.
. Collings, Michael R., The Works of Stephen King: An Annotated Bibliography and
Guide, edited by Boden Clarke, Borgo Press (San Bernardino, CA), 1993,
. Colings, Michael R., Scaring Us to Death: The Impact of Stephen King on Popular
Culture, 2nd edition, Borgo Press (San Bernardino, CA), 1995.
Contemporary Literary Criticism, Thomson Gale (Detroit, MI), Volume 12, 1980,
Volume 26, 1983, Volum e 37, 1985, Volum e 61, 1990.
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Contemporary Theatre, Film, and Television, Volume 63, Thomson Gale (Detroit, MI),
2005.
Davis, Jonathan P., Stephen King's Am erica, Bowling Green State University Popular
Press (Bowling Green, OH), 1994.
Dictionary of Literary Bioqraphy, Volume 143 : Am erican Novelists since World War
II, Third Series, Thomson Gale (Detroit, MI), 1994.
Dictionary of Literary Biography Yearbook. 1 980, Thomson Gale (Detroit, MI), 1981.
. Docherty, Brian, editor, Am erican Horror Fiction: From Brockden Brown to Stephen
' k NY) 1990.King, St. Martin s Press (New Yor , ,
. Hoppenstand, Gary, and Ray B. Browne, editors, rhe Gothic World of Stephen King:
Landscape of Nightmares, Bowling Green State University Popular Press (Bowling
Green, OH), 1987.
. Keyishian, Amy, and Marjorie Keyishian, Stephen King, Chelsea House (Philadelphia,
PA), 1995.
. King, Stephen, Stephen Ktbg's Danse Macabre (nonfiction), Everest House (New
York, NY), 1981.
. King, Stephen, The Bachman Books: Four Early Novels, New American Library (New
York, NY), 1985.
. Magistrale, Tony, editor, Landscape of Fear: Stephen King's Am erican Gothic,
Bowling Green State University Popular Press (Bowling Green, OH), 1988.
. Magistrale, Tony, editor, A Casebook on 'The Stand, ' Starmont House (Mercer
Island, WA), 1992.
. Magistrale, Tony, Stephen King: The Second Decade-- 'Danse Macabre' to 'The Dark
Ha/: ' Twayne (New York, NY), 1992.
. Platt, Charles, Dream Makers. The Uncom m on Men and Wom en Who Write Science
Fiction, Berkley (New York, NY), 1983.
. Saidman, Anne, Stephen King, Master of Horror, Lerner Publications (Minneapolis,
MN), 1992.
. Schweitzer, Darrell, editor, Discovering Stephen Kinq, Starmont House (Mercer
Island, WA), 1985.
Short Story Criticism, Volume 17, Thomson Gale (Detroit, MI), 1995.
Underwood, Tim, and Chuck Miller, editors, Fear Itself. The Horror Fiction of Stephen
King, Underwood-Miler, 1982.
Underwood, Tim, and Chuck Miller, editors, Kinqdom of Fear: The World of Stephen
King, Underwood-Miler, 1986.
Underwood, Tim, and Chuck Miller, editors, Bare Bones: Conversations on Terror
with Stephen King, McGraw-Hil I (New York, NY), 1988.
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Underwood, Tim , and Chuck Miller, editors, Feast of Fear: Conversations with
Stephen King, Carroll & Graf (New York, NY), 1992.
Underwood, Tim , and Chuck Miller, editors, Fear Itself: The Early Works of Stephen
King, foreword by King, introduction by Peter Straub, afterword by George A.
Rom ero, Underwood-Miller, 1993.
Winter, Douglas E., Stephen King: The Art of Darkness, New American Library (New
York, NY), 1984.
PERIODICALS
Atlantic Monthly, Septem ber 1986, review of It, p. 102; November 1, 2006, review
of Lisey's Story'z p. 125.
Book, November-Decem ber, Chris Barsanti, review of The Dark Tower V. Wolves of
the Calla, p. 75.
Booklist, Jan 1, 1976, review of Sa/em 's Lot, p. 613; Decem ber 1, 1978, review of
The Stand, p. 601) September 1, 1979, review of The Dead Zone, p. 24; July, 1999,
Ray Olson, review of Hearts in Atlantis, p. 1893; May 1, 2004, Ray Olson, review of
The Dark Tower V. Song of Susannah, p. 1483; September 1, 2004, Ray Olson,
review of The Dark Tower VII: The Dark Tower, p. 6; Septem ber 1, 2005, Keir Graff,
review of The Colorado Kid, p. 6) January 1, 2006, Ray Olson, review of Ce//, p. 24,.
June 1, 2006, Ray Olson, review of Lisey's Story, p. 6.
. Books, November 19, 2006, 'Stephen King Fuses Serious W riting and Horror: A
W idow's Tale of Loss, Mourning and Terrorz' p. 8.
. Chicago Tribune, August 26, 1990, review of Four past Midnight, p. 3; Novem ber 7,
1993, review of Nightm ares and Dreamscapes, p. 9.
. Christian Science Monitor, January 22, 1990, Thomas D'Evelyn, review of The Dark
Ha/6 p. 13.
. English Journal, January 1979, review of The Shining, p. 58; January 1983, review of
Cujo, p. 79; December 1983, review of Different Seasons,p. 69; December 1984,
review of Pet Sem atary, p. 66.
@ Entertainm ent Weekly, October 14, 1994, review of Insomnia, p. 52; June 16, 1995,
review of Rose Madder, p. 54; March 22, 1996, review of The Two Dead Girls, p. 63;
April 26, 1996, review of The Mouse on the Mile, p. 49; May 31, 1996, review of
Coffey's Hands, p. 53; June 28, 1996, review of The Bad Death of Eduard Delacroix,
p. 98; August 2, 1996, review of Night Journey, p. 53; Septem ber 6, 1996, review of
Coffey on the Mile, p. 67; October 4, 1996, Mark Harris, review of Desperation, p.
54; Decem ber 27, 1996, review of The Green Mile, p. 142) Septem ber 17, 1999,
Tom De Haven, 'King of Hearts: He May Be the Master of Horror, but Stephen King
Is Also Adept at Capturing Everyday America . In Hearts in Atlantis, His Take on the
60s, including the Effects of Vietnam , Is Scarily Accurate,' p.729 Septem ber 27,
2002, Chris Nashawaty, 'Stephen King Quits,' p. 20; June 25, 2004, Gregory
Kirschling, review of The Dark Tower V. Song of Susannah, p. 172) October 7, 2005,
Gilbert Cruz, 'The New King of Pulp,' p. 83.
. Esquire, > Novem ber 1984, review of The Talism an, p. 231.
. Fantasy Review, January, 1984, Michael A. Morrison, review of Pet Sem atary, p. 49
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Kirkus Reviews, J March 1, 1974, review of Carr/e, p. 257; Decem ber 1, 1977,
review of Night Shift, p. 1285) June 15, 2006, review of Lisey's Story, p. 594.
Library Journal, March 1, 2004, Kristen L. Smith, review of The Dark Tower V.
Y o/ves of the Cala, p. 126; May 15, 2004, Nancy McNicol, review of The Dark Tower
1/, Song of Susannah, p. 115) Septem ber 15, 2004, Nancy McNicol, review of The
Dark Tower VII. The Dark Tower, p.49) September 15, 2005, Nancy McNicol, review
of The Colorado Kid, p. 60; July 1, 2006, Nancy McNicol, review of L/sey's Story, p.
66.
. Locus, September 1992, review of Gerald's Gam e, p. 21,' Novem ber 1992, review of
Dolores Claiborne, p. 19; February 1994, review of Dolores Claiborne, p. 58; October
1994, review of Nightm ares and Dream scapes, p. 54.
. Los Angeles Tim es, May 8, 1983, review of Christine, p. 3) November 20, 1983,
review of Pet Sem atary, p. 17; November 18, 1984, review of The Talism an, p. 13;
August 25, 1985, review of Skeleton Crew, p. 4.
. Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, January 1, 2007, Charles De Lint, review of
L/sey's Story, p. 38.
. Miam i Herald, March 21, 2001, Rene Rodriguez, review of Dream catcher; March 27,
2002, Rene Rodriguez, review of Everything's Eventual.
. Midwest Quarterly, spring, 2004, Tom Hansen, 'Diabolical Dreaming in Stephen
Klng's 'The Man in the Black Suit,'' p. 290,
. New Republic, February 21, 1981, Michele Slung, review of Firestarter, p. 38.
New Statesm an, Septem ber 15, 1995, Kevin Harley, review of Rose Madder, p, 33.
Newsweek, August 31, 1981, Jean Strouse, review of Cujo, p. 64; May 2, 1983,
review of Christine, p. 76.
New Yorker, January 15, 1979, review of The Stand, p. 109; September 30, 1996,
review of Desperation, p. 78
New York Review of Books, > October 19, 1995, review of Dolores Claiborne, p. 54.
New York Tim es, March 1, 1977, review of The Shining, p. 35; Novem ber 28, 1977,
review of Night Shift, p. 46; March 26, 1978, review of The Stand, p. 13; August 17,
1979, Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, review of Fhe Dead Zone, p. C23) August 14,
1981, review of Cujo, p. 19; August 11, 1982, review of Different Seasons, p. 25;
April 12, 1983, review of Christine, p. 27; October 21, 1983, review of Pet Sem atary,
p. 21; Novem ber 8, 1984, review of The Talism an, p. 25; August 21, 1986,
Christopher Lehmann Haupt, review of It, p. 17; June 29, 1992, review of Gerald's
Gam e,p. B2; Novem ber 16, 1992, review of Dolores Claiborne,p. B1; June 26, 1995,
review of Rose Madder, p. B2; October 26, 1996, review of Coffey on the Mile, p. 16.
. New York Tim es Book Review, May 26, 1974, review of Carrie, p. 17; February 20,
1977, Jack Sullivan, review of The Shining, p. 8) Septem ber 11, 1977, review of
Carrie, p. 3; March 26, 1978, review of Niqht Shift, p. 13; February 4, 1979, review
of The Stand, p. 15; May 10, 1981, review of Danse Macabre, p. 15; August 29,
1982, review of Different Seasons, p. 10; April 3, 1983, review of Christine, p. 12;
Novem ber 6, 1983, review of Pet Sem atary, p. 15; November 4, 1984, review of The
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Talism an, p. 24; June 9, 1985, review of Skeleton Crew, p. 11; February 22, 1987,
review of The Eyes of the Dragon,; p. 12; May 13, 1990, review of The Stand. The
Com plete and Uncut Edition, p. 3; Septem ber 2, 1990, review of Four past Midnight,
p. 21; Septem ber 29, 1991, review of The Yaste Lands, p. 14; August 16, 1992,
review of Gera/d's Gam e, p. 39 Decem ber 27, 1992, review of Dolores Claiborne, p.
15; October 24, 1993, review of Nightm ares and Dreamscapes, p. 22; October 30,
1994, review of Insom nia, p. 24; July 2, 1995, review of Rose Madder p. 11; October
20, 1996, review of The Green Mile, p. 16; November 12, 2006, Jim W indolf, 'Scare
Tactician,' (review of Lisey's Story), p. 1.
Observer (Charlotte, NC), October 4, 2000, Jack Harville, review of On Writing: A
Memoir of the Craft; Salem Macknee, review of From a Buick 8.
. Penthouse, April, 1982, Bob Spitz, interview with author.
. Playboy, June 1983, Eric Norden review of Christine and interview with King, p. 38.
. Publishers Weekly, February 25, 1974, review of Carrie, p. 102; June 7, 1976,
review of Sa/em 's Lot, p. 73; Novem ber 14, 1977, review of The Shining, p. 64;
September 25, 1978, review of The Stand, p. 127) Novem ber 12, 1979, review of
The Stand, p. 56; April 1, 1996, review of Fhe Two Dead Girls, p. 38; June 24, 1996,
review of Desperation, p. 43; July 14, 1997, review of The Dark Tower IV. Wizard
and Glass, p. 65 April 19, 2004, review of rhe Dark Tower VI: Sonq of Susannah, p.
37; August 15, 2005, Orson Scott Card, review of The Colorado Kid, p. 40; January
2, 2006, review of Ce//, p. 37; August 28, 2006, review of Lisey's Story, p. 27.
Rapport, annual, 1992, review of The Yaste Lands, p. 21; annual, 1992, review of
Gerald's Gam e, p. 26.
Saturday Review, September 1981, Michele Green, review of Cujo, p. 59; November
1984, review of The Talism an p. 85.
Seatt/e Tim es, October 27, 2006, Mark Rahner, review of Lisey's Story.
Star (Kansas City, MO), October 4, 2000, John Mark Eberhart, review of On Writing.
. F/m ezAugust 30, 1982, Paul Gray, review of Different Seasons, p. 87; July 1, 1985,
review of Skeleton Crew, p. 59; October 6, 1986, review of It, ; p. 74,. Decem ber 7,
1992, review of Dolores Claiborne; p. 81; Septem ber 2, 1996, review of 'Fhe Green
Mile, p. 60 .
Vilage Voice, April 29, 1981, review of Stephen King's Danse Macabre, p. 45;
October 23, 1984, review of The Talism an, p. 53; March 3, 1987, review of It, p. 46.
Voice Literary Supplem ent, September 1982, review of Creepshow, p. 6; Novem ber
1985, review of Sa/em 's Lot, p. 27.
. Washington Post Book World, May 26, 1974, review of Carr/ez p. 17; April 12, 1981,
review of Stephen King's Dance Macabre, p. 4; August 22, 1982, review of Different
Seasons, p. 1; Novem ber 13, 1983, review of Pet Sem atary, p. 1; June 16, 1985,
review of Skeleton Crew, p. 1) August 26, 1990, review of Four Past Midnight, p. 9)
Septem ber 29, 1991, review of Needful Thlngs, p. 9) July 19, 1992, review of
Gera/l's Gam ez p. 7) December 13, 1992, Kit Reed, review of Dolores Claiborne, p.
5; October 10, 1993, review of Nikqhtmares and Dreamscapes, p. 49 October 9,
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1994, review of Insominia p. 4; October 29, 2006, 'Admit It: You've Been a Horrible$
,Snob about Stephen King, p. 1.
ONLINE
Stephen King Home Page, http:// www.stephenking.com (June 30, 2007).*
SOURCE CITATION
Contemporary Authors Online, Gale, 2008, Reproduced in Biography Resource Center.
Farmington Hills, Micha: Gale, 2008. http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/BioRc
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QUITCLAIM AGREEM ENT
This Quitclaim Agreement (the GtAgreement'') is made and entered into as of November 30, 20l 6
by and between PARK AVENUE ENTERTAINMENT LLC CGrantor'') and GRAPHIC NOVEL
ENTERPRISES tuGraphic''l with reference to the following:
W HEREAS, Grantor acquired certain rights in and to that certain motion picture presently
entitled CHILDREN OF THE CORN (the Kpropertyo), originally released in 1984 and based on a story
written by Stephen King; and
W HEREAS, Graphic desires to acquire Grantor's rights to the Property as set forth herein; and
W HEREAS, Grantor desires to grant to Graphic Grantor's rights to the Property as set forth
herein.
NOW THEREFORE, for the mutual premises and promises contained herein and for other good
and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties
hereto hereby agree as follows:
1 . QUITCLAIM GRANT OF RIGHTS. Subject to Graphic paying Grantor the Purchase Price as
defined in paragraph 2 hereinbelow and the other terms of this Agreement, Grantor hereby grants,
conveys, sets-over and usigns to Graphic, solely, exclusively and irrevocably, all of Grantor's right, title
and interest, whether or not now known, in and to (a) the Property; (b) aIl rights underlying the Property;
and (c) alI rights appurtenant to the Property, in alI cases throughout the universe in pemetuity (the
'çRights'l
2. PURCHASE PRICE. As full and complete consideration for Grantor entering into this
Agreement and granting to Graphic the rights set forth herein, Graphic shall pay, and Grantor shall
accept, the sum (the t:purchase Price') of TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($10,000.00). Graphic shall
not be required to pay anj additional sums to Grantor with respect to the Rights or Graphic's exploitation
thereof. The Purch%e Pnce to be paid by check via overnight delivery no later than three (3) business
days following Grantor's execution hereof.
3. GRANTOR'S RIGHTS TO THE PROPERTY. Notwithstanding anything herein to the
contrary, Grantor makes no representation or warranty that Grantor currently owns any right, title or
interest in or to the Property.
4. REPRESENTATIONS AND W ARM NTIES. Each party, on behalf of itselt hereby
represents and warrants to the other party that it has the right and power and is free to enter into this
Agreement. Grantor further represents and warrants that Grantor has not transferred any of the Rights to
any afGliated or related person or entity.
5. INDEMNITIES. Each party hereto (the tlndemnitor'') shall defend and indemnify the other
party (the 'çlndemnitee') from any and alI costs, expenses and liabilities of the Indemnitee arising as a
result of the breach by the Indemnitor of any of the Indemnitor's representations, warranties or
obligations set forth herein.
6. NO INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. In the event of a breach of this Agreement by Graphic, the
damage (if any) caused to Grantor thereby is not irreparable or otherwise sufficient to give rise to a right
to seek injunctive or other equitable relief; and Grantor's rights and remedies in the event of a breach of
this Agreement by Graphic shall be limited to the right, if any, to recover monetary damages in an action
of law.
Com.PaA.Ave.Quitc1aim.2016.l2.0l .docx 1
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7. NOTICES. AIl notices aad paynlcnts to be gi ven or made lperctlnder shal be given or luade at
thc respectivc addresses of tle pal-ties as set fortll below:
-1-0 GRA P1-11C -F() GRAN-I-OR
Graphic N'ovel Enterprises
c/o M cdia Advisory Services, Inc.
Attn: Brtlce E isen, E sq.
528 Palisadzs Dr., Suitc I 30
Pacisc Palisadcs, CA 9022
Te1 : 3 l 0-986-3396
E m a i 1 : Brth cgt-ii) E i
-
je. n E jq-c o 01
Park Avcnue Entertainment LLC
c/o Mcloni I-lribal Tratner Ll -P
2 1 600 Oxnard St /500
yvoodland Hils. CA 9 l 367
Attn: Gerry l lribal
W'itl a courtesy copy via email to:
E ric G ardncr
egardnerrzpanacca-ent.com
Notices may be sent by cenified or registered lnail. rcturn rcceipt requested. properly addressed
and posled. by personal delivery or by overnight courier such as IsedE- x or UPS.
Any notices sent by mail shall be deemed to have been given whcn the mailing party receives the
rettlrn rcceipt acknowlcdgmcnt. Aly notices sent by personal delivery slall be deemed to have been given
when received. Any notices sent by ovcrnight courier shall be deenled to hnve been given three (3)
business days aher deposiî with such courier colnpany. Corrcspondence in the ordinary course may be
done via email provided that the sender of- the tmail rcceives a writtcn response (which may includc a
non-automated email response) lo such emaîl.
8. M ISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. -I'he cnptions used in connection with tle sections.
paragraphs and subparagraphs ol' this Agrcelnent al'e used only tbr purposcs of reference and sl4a1$ not be
dcemed to govern, Iinlit. modify or in any manner effkct the scope. meaning or intent of the provisiols t)I-
this Agreement or any part lhereof. nor slhall such captions be givcn any legal effect. Tlis Agreelnent
cancels and supersedes alI prior agreements and anderstandings between the parties relating to the suhiect
matter hereof. and contains aIl of the terms. conditions and promises of the parties hereto ald no
modi lcalion of any provision hereof shall be valid or binding unless in writing. Nothing herein contained
shall be conslrued so as to reqtlire thc comlnission of any act contrary to law and wherever there is anj'
contlicl between any provision ot-this Agreement cnd any present or fblure Iaw, contrary to which the
parties have no legal righl to ctàntracl, the latter shall prevail, but in such cvcnt, the provisionts) o1- tlis
Agreement cffected shall bc ctlrtailed and limited only to the mininltlm extent necessary to bring il witlin
the requirements of such law. 'l'llis Agrcement may be executed in one or more counterpartsa each ol-
which whcl, takcl togethcr shal constitute one and thc same agrccmcnt, and each of which slal
constitute al1 original copy oftlis Agreenlcnt. I n addition, this Agreement may be excctlted via facsinhile
(including scans) and such làcsimile copy slall constitute an original copy of this Agreemenl. No thiltlre
by either party to insist upol the strict performance of any covenant. dtlty. agreement, or condition of tlis
Agreement or to exercise any right or remedy colsequcnt tlpon a breach thereof shall constitute waiver of
any such covcnant, duty, agreement. or condition, or any such breach. Submission of this Agrcclnent lbr
examination. negotiationv or signature does not coastitutc an offer, and this Agreemcnt shall no1 be
effectivc tlnti l it is duly cxccutcd and dclivered, i 1- at a1I, b), al1 parties llereto. E ach party acknowledges
that it or l)e has lad an opportunity to constllt with an independtnt attorney or other representative
regarding tlle terms and conditions ofthis Agreement and tllat the drafting and negoliation ofthis
Agreemeal las been fully participated in b)' al1 patties hereto and, lbr all purposes- tlis Agreement shall
be collcltlsi vely deenled to be jointly dralked by all parties hereto. q/ords importing thc singular shal l
include the plural and vicc versa, words ilnporting any gender slal include all othcr genders. words
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importing persons shall include bodies corporate, unincorporated %sociations and partnerships and vice
versa. References to the whole shall include the pal4 and vice versa. AII references to dollars herein shall
mean United States dolars. Except as sjecificaly set forth herein, nothing in this Agreement shall be
construed as creating a partnership orjolnt venture of any kind between the parties or as constituting
either party as the agent of the other party for any purpose whatsoever and neither party shall have the
authority or power to bind the other party or to contract in the name of or create a liability ajainst the
other party in any way or for any purpose- Each party undertakes with the other to do alI thlngs
reasonably within its power which are necessary or desirable to give eFect to the spirit and intent of this
Agreement.
9. GOVERNING LAW ; VENUE. This Agreement will be binding on the parties hereto, and their
resgective heirs, successors and assigns and shal be construed in accordance with the laws of the state of
Callfom ia applicable to agreements which are executed and fully performed within such state. Any and
aIl disputes arising directly or indirectly from or relating to this Agreement, including, without limitation,
the enforceability of the arbitration clause contained herein, shal be resolved by binding arbitration under
the Rules of Arbltration of the lndependent Film and Television Association ($tIFTA''I in effect as of the
date and time request for arbitration is filed (the GIFTA RuIes''). Such arbitration will be conducted in
Los Angeles. The parties hereto agree that they will abide by any decision rendered in such arbitration
and that any court having jurisdiction may enforce such a decision. The parties hereto submit to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the applicable foregoing courts as the appropriate p ce for compeling
arbitration, maintaining the status quo pending arbitration, or giving legal confirm ion of any arbitration
award issued. The parties hereto agree to accept service of process for all arbitral proceedings in
accordance with the IFTA Rules and to accept service of process for any judic' l or other proceedings by
certified mail, retum receipt requested or by FedEx or UPS delivery.
The parties hereby execute this Agreement as of the date written abo e.
GRAPHIC NOVEL PARK AV UE
ENTERPRISES ENTERT NM ENT LLC
..
>  2
Signature Sign re
Bruce Eisen/Authorized Sianatory lc Gardner/Authorrized Si nato
The person signing this Agreement represen nd warrants that he/she has the legal right and
authority to do so on behalf of the entity for which kshe is executing this Agreement.
C0m.%A.Ave.Quitclaim.20I6.I2.0l.dxx 3
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From : Bruce Eisen Bruce@ EisenEsq.com
Subject: FW: Children of the Corn
Date: December 15, 2016 at 3:07 PM
To: Donald Borchers swanguero@ mac.com
fyi
From: Eric Gardner Imailto:egardner@panacea-ent.com)
Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2016 3:06 PM
To: Bruce Eisen <Bruce@ EisenEsq.com>
Subject: Re: Children of the Corn
Received thx
Company Profile:
http://www.linkedin.col pub/eric-gardner/33/b33/b4a
Panacea Entertainment
13587 Andalusia Dr East
Santa Rosa Valley, CA 930 12
805-491-9400
805-491-0406 fax
From: 'Bruce Eisen' <Bruce@EisenEsq.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Dec 2016 15:02:43 -0800
To: <ghribal@mhtcpa.com>
Cc: 'eric gardner'<ggardnerlpanacea-ent.colr>,' The Law Offices of Bruce David
Eisen<Bruce@EisenEsq.com>
Subject: RE: Children of the Col'n
Gerry,
Hi .
Would you please confirm receipt of the $10,000?
I just want to make sure that my bank properly sent it to you (they claim that they have).
Thanks.
Best,
Bruce
Bruce David Eisen, Esq.
Media Advisorv Services. Inc.
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A Law Corporation
528 Palisades Dr.
Suite 13O
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
TeI: 310-986-3396
Fax: 310-356-4903
Bruce@ EisenEsq.com
From: eric gardner (mailtoregardner@ panacea-ent.com)
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2016 11 :21 AM
To: Bruce Eisen <Bruce@ EisenEsq.com>
Cc: Gerry Hribal <ghribal@ mhtcpa.coml
Subject: Children of the Corn
Hi -- l am pleased to atach the Quitclaim agreement signed by Park Avenue. I've cc'd M r.
Kuppin's business manager, who has requested that the $10,000 be wired as follows:
TO : california Bank & Trust
12300 w ilshire Blvd ,. ste 100
Los Angele ,s cA 90025
(310) 481-1000
121-002-042
Law rence Kuppin
ABA #:
FBO :
Account #: 3820000216
Thanks
Eric Gardner
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TERM INATION AGREEM ENT
This Termination Agreement (the ttAgreemenf') is made and entered into as of July 27,
2017 by and between MEDIAADVISORY SERVICES, INC. (Etservices'') and DONALD P.
BORCHERS (ttBorchers'') with reference to the following:
WHEREAS, the parties have created that certain joint venture entitled GRAPHIC
NOVEL ENTERPRISES (the itventure') pursuant to that certain Joint Venture Agreement (the
tûJV Agreement'') dated as of November 29, 2016 between the parties; and
W HEREAS, the parties desire to terminate the Venture as set forth herein.
NOW  THEREFORE, for the m utual prem ises and promises contained herein and for
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby
acknowledged, the parties hereby agree as follows:
DEFINITIONS. ln addition to the other terms detined elsewhere herein, the following
telrms shall have the following m eanings:
a. ''Lawsuit'' shall mean each and every lawsuit, arbitration, judicial proceeding or
setlement between any one or more of the Borchers Parties (as defined in paragraph 8.a
hereinbelow) and any and a1l third parties (including, without limitation, Miramax, A
Subsidiary of Film yard Holdings, The W alt Disney Com pany, Dim ension Film s and/or
The Weinstein Company) with respect to, or relating to, the Property.
b. ''Property'' shall mean that certain m otion picttlrc presently entitled CHILDREN
OF THE CORN and all rights underlying and appurtenant thereof and derivate w ol-ks
based thereon or any part or subset of the foregoing.
c. tiouitclaim Agreement'' shall mean that certain Quitclaim Agreement between
the Venttzre and Park Avenue Entertainm ent LLC dated as of November 30, 2016 with
respect to certain rights in and to the Property.
TERM INATION OF VENTURE. The Venture is hereby tenninated in its entirety. As
such, neither party has any right or obligation to the other with respect to the Venture, thc
Property, the Quitclaim Agreement and/or pursuant to the JV Agreement except as
specifically set forth herein.
PRIO R AG REEM ENT. Reference is hereby m ade to that certain Joint Venture
Agreement (the ('Prior Agreemenf') dated as of November 29, 2016 between Borchers
and Bruce Eisen (GçEisen') creating ajoint venture with the name itGraphic Novel
Enterprises.'' The parties acknowledge and agree that the Prior Agreement w as previously
terminated, ab initio, and is not, and never was, of any force or effect, that neither
Borchers nor Eisen has or had any rights or obligations under or pursuant to the Prior
Terluination.l/raphic.Novel.ooz.docx
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Agreement and that none of Borchers, Services or Eisen entered into any agreem ent with
any third party with respect thereto or in connection therewith.
RIGH TS TO VENTURE PROPERTY . Except as specifically set forth herein, al1 of the
Venture's property (including, without limitation, any and a11 rights under the Quitclaim
Agreement) and obligations are hereby assigned, transferred and set-over to Borchers and
Borchers hereby assum es and accepts such assignment.
V ENTURE OBLIGATIONS. Any and all past, eurrent or ftlttlre obligations of the
Venture whether now known or hereafter determined, including, without limitation, those
obligations relating to: (a) the City of Beverly Hills, (b) the county of Los Angeles, (c)
the Lawsuit, and/or (d) the Quitclaim Agreement (the ''Obligations'') are hereby assumed
by Borchers in their entirety. Services has no and shall have no liability or obligation in
connection with the Obligations.
CONSIDEM TION.
a. Am ount of Consideration
ln consideration of Services term inating the Venture and all of the Venture's assets being
assigned to Borchers, Borchers shall pay Services a sum (the itconsideration'') equal to the
greater of: (i) TWENTY-FIVE PERCF'NT (25%) of one hundred percent (1 00%) of the Net
Proceeds (as detined hereinbelowl; or (ii) five thousand dollars ($5,000.00). Borchers shall pay
Services the Consideration as set fol'th in paragraph 6.c hereinbelow.
b. Net Proceed Definition
As used herein, û'Net Proceeds'' shall mean one hundred percent (100%) of al1 awards,
settlem ents, paym ents, cash, m onies or sum s payable to or on behalf of any one or m ore of the
Borchers Parties with respect to the Lawsuit after first deducting, off the top
, 
one hundred
percent (100%) of Borchers' actual, out-of-pocket third-party costs actually paid in connection
with the Lawsuit.
c. Pavment of the Considev/tion
Borchers shall pay Services, in immediately available funds, one hundred percent (1000A)
of the Consideration (or that part of the Consideration) within three (3) business days following
the receipt by any one or more of the Borchers Parties of the Net Proceeds (or any part thereog
or the financing related to any production based on the Property
, 
as applicable, but in no event
later than the com mencem ent of principal photography of such production
. Other than as
expressly set forth herein, Borchers shall have no obligation to Services with respect to the
Property, be it m onetary or otherwise.
Termination.Graphic,Novel.ooz.docx
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LEGAL SERVICES. Reference is hereby m ade to that certain agreem ent dated as of
December 1, 2016 by and between Services and the Venture with respect to legal services
to be provided by Services to the Venture (the ttuegal Agreement'). The parties, each on
behalf of them selves and the Venture hereby acknowledge and agree that the Legal
Agreem ent is term inated and that neither the Venture nor Borchers nor Selwices has or
shall have any rights or obligations under or pursuant to the Legal Agreem ent.
8. RELEA SE OF CLAIM S
a. By Borchers
Borchers, on behalf of Borchers, Borchers' predecessors, successors, subsidiaries,
business entities (owned in whole or in part), parent companies, affiliates, divisions, related
entities, co-venmrers (other than Services), partnersn licensees, sublicensees and assigns, and a11
of their respective officers, directors, agents, em ployees, ex-employees, insurers, managers,
business m anagers, accountants, attorneys, consultants, representatives, shareholders and/or
members and any and all other persons, corporations or other entities acting under the
supervision, direction, control or on behalf of any of the foregoing (the C'Borchers Parties'')
does hereby release and forever discharge Services and its predecessors, successors, subsidiaries,
business entities (owned in whole or in part), parent companies, aftiliates, divisions, related
entities, co-venturers (other than Borchers), partuers, licensees, sublicensees and assigns, and a11
of their respective officers, directors, agents, employees, ex-employees, insurers, managers,
business managers, accountants, attom eys, consultants, representatives, shareholders and/or
m embers and any and all other persons, corporations or other entities acting under the
supervision, direction, control or on behalf of any of the foregoing (the ''Services Parties'') of
and from any and all claims that any of the Borchers Parties has or that m ight arise from or
related to the Venture, the .TV Agreement, the Prior Agreement, the Quitclaim Agreement, the
Lawsuit or the Property (collectively, the Released M atters''). Borchers covenants, on behalf of
itself and the Borchers Parties, not to make, assert or maintain against any of the Services Parties
any claim , dem and, action, cause of action, suit or proceeding arising out of or related to the
Released M atters other than as m ay be required to enforce this Agreem ent or any of Borchers'
rights herein.
b. Bv Services
Services, on behalf of the Services Parties does hereby release and forever discharge
Borchers and the Borchers Parties of and from any and all claim s that any of the Services Parties
has or that might arise from or related to the Released M atters. Services covenants, on behalf of
itself and the Services Parties, not to make, assert or m aintain against any of the Borchers Parties
any claim , dem and, action, cause of action, suit or proceeding arising out of or related to the
Released M atters other than as m ay be required to enforce this Agreem ent or any of Services'
rights herein.
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R EPRESENTATIONS AND W ARRANTIES. Each party hereto hereby represents and
warrants, each for itself, that:
a. lt has the power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to perform its
obligations hereunder; and
b. lt has not assigned, transferred, conveyed or hypothecated any rights hereunder to
any third-party.
INDEM NITIES. Borchers shall indem nity and defend any and all of the Services Parties
from and against any claim , cost, proceeding or expense arising out of or in relation to
any breach by any of the Borchers Parties of any representation, warranty or obligation
m ade herein. Services shall indemnity and defend any and all of the Borchers Parties
from and against any claim , cost, proceeding or expense arising out of or in relation to
any breach by any of the Services Parties of any representation, warranty or obligation
made herein.
CALIFORNIA CIVIL CODE SECTION 1542. The parties hereto acknowledge, each
for itself, that they are aware that they may hereafter discover facts different from or in
addition to what they now know or believe to be tl'ue with respect to the Released M atters
and agree that the release shall be and rem ain in effect in all respects. The parties
acknowledge, each for itself, that they are aware of Section l 542 of the Civil Code of
California and do hereby expressly waive and relinquish al1 rights and benefits which
such party may have under said Section which reads as follows:
A general release does not extend to claims which the creditor does not
know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at the tim e of executing the
release, which if known by him or her must have materially affected his or
her settlement with the debtor.
NOTICES. All notices and paym ents to be given or made hereunder shall be given or m ade at
the respective addresses of the parties as set forth below. Notices m ay be sent by certified or
registered m ail, return receipt requested, properly addressed and posted, by personal delivery or
by overnight or second day delivery via FedEx or UPS. Any notices sent by mail shall be deem ed
to have been given when the mailing party receives the ret'urfl receipt acknowledgm ent. Any
notices sent by personal delivery shall be deem ed to have been given when received. Any notices
sent by overnight courier shall be deemed to have been given three (3) business days after
deposit with such courier company. Correspondence in the ordinal'y course, may be done via
email provided that the sender of the email receives a written response (which may include a
non-automated email response) to such email.
TO SERVICES
M edia Advisory Services, lnc.
528 Palisades Dr., Suite l30
Termination.Graplic.Novel.ooz.docx
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Pacitic Palisades, CA 9022
Te1: 310-986-3396
Email: p-wcertïlEisenFzsq.com
1880 Cent'uly Park Eastn Suite 914
Los Angeles CA 90067
Email: swangol me.com
M ISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. Capitalized term s used herein and not otherwise
defined shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the JV Agreement
. The captions used
in connection with the sections, paragraphs and subparagraphs of this Agreem ent are used
only for purposes of reference and shall not be deemed to govern, limit, modify or in any
manner effect the scope, m eaning or intent of the provisions of this Agreem ent or any
part thereof, nor shall such captions be given any legal effect. This Agreem ent cancels
and supersedes al1 prior agreem ents and understandings between the parties relating to
the subject matler hereof, and contains all of the terms, conditions and promises of the
parties hereto and no m odification of any provision hereof shall be valid or binding
unless in writing. Nothing herein contained shall be construed so as to require the
com mission of any act contrary to law and wherever there is any conflict between any
provision of this Agreem ent and any present or futtlre law, contraly to which the parties
have no legal right to contract, the latter shall prevail, but in such event, the provisionts)
of this Agreem ent effected shall be curtailed and lim ited only to the m inimum extent
necessary to bring it within the requirem ents of such law. This Agreement may be
executed in one or m ore counterparts, each of which when taken together shall constitute
one and the sam e agreement, and each of which shall constitm e an original copy of this
Agreement. In addition, this Agreement may be executed via facsimile (including scans)
and such facsimile copy shall constitute an original copy of this Agreement. No failure by
either party to insist upon the strict performance of any covenant
, duty, agreem ent, or
condition of this Agreement or to exercise any right or rem edy consequent upon a breach
thereof shall constitute waiver of any such covenant, duty, agreem ent
, or condition, or
any such breach. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreem ent,
there are no third-party beneficiaries to this Agreem ent. Submission of this Agreement for
exam ination, negotiation, or signature does not constitute an offer, and this Agreement
shall not be effective until it is duly executed and delivered, if at all
, 
by a1l parties hereto.
Each party acu owledges that it or he has had an opporttm ity to consult with an
independent attorney or other representative regarding the term s and conditions of this
Agreem ent and that the drafting and negotiation of this Agreement has been fully
participated in by al1 parties hereto and, for all purposes, this Agreement shall be
conclusively deemed to be jointly drafted by all parties hereto. Words importing the
singular shall include the plural and vice versa, words importing any gender shall include
a1l other genders, words importing persons shall include bodies corporate, unincorporated
associations and partnerships and vice versa. References to the whole shall include the
part and vice versa. A1l references to dollars herein shall mean United States dollars.
Except as specitically set forth herein, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as
creating a partnership or joint venture of any kind between the parties or as constitming
either party as the agent of the other party for any purpose whatsoever and neither party
shall have the authority or power to bind the other party or to contract in the nam e of or
create a liability against the other party in any way or for any purpose. Each party
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undertakes with the other to do al1 things reasonably w ithin its power which are necessary
or desirable to give effect to the spirit and intent of this Agreem ent
l3. GOVERNING LAW ; VENUE. This Agreem ent w ill be binding on the parties hereto,
and their respective heirs, successors and assigns and shall be constnled in accordance
w ith the law s of the state of California applicable to agreem ents which are executed and
fully performed within such state. Any legal proceedings arising out of or relating to this
Agreement or its alleged breach shall be brought in the Federal District Court, for the
Central District of California, or, in the event that such cotu't lacks jurisdiction, in the
Superior Court of the State of Califonzia, for the County of Los Angeles, to the exclusion
of' any other fonlm, and the parties hereby submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
afbresaid courts. Any summons, order to show cause, writ, judgment, decree or other
process, issued by such coul't, m ay be selwed on either party at the address indicated in
the agreement and in the manner set forth for N otices herein or personally without the
state of Californian and when so served, such party shal be subject to the jurisdiction of
such court as though the sam e had been served within the state of California.
IN W ITNESS W HEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first
written above.
M EDIA ADVISORY SERVICES, INC.
...m #
Signature - Bruce Eisen, President
DO NALD O C
+
Signature
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- ' copyrighl.gov
#* # * ! .# .J@ * *-#. ê * 4*., # x j @e
please see the folowing for more information about Number
recordation: of Titlos
. compefldium of tl,s. copyrkght otficfa Practices
(clarlter parlo: faracorclatiorl) Electronic Yes No
Recordation of Traosfers aod other Documents V'tle tist*
Included*(Circïlar 1 2)
* Calculating Fef)s for Recordlng Dccuments and F
ees
Notlces t)f lbrrnitlation (Clrcular 1 2a)
*Note that electronic title Iists may not be. Docurnerlt Cover Sheet (Fc)rfT1 DCS)
submltted with notices of termlnation.
* Nolicit of rctrminatlf)n Covf?r Sboc!t fgorm 'I-CS)
. 1 7 I.J.S.C. jj 203, 204, 205, 304(c), 3O4(d) Ctlrrent PrfeK-M sing time: Generaly up to 9 months for
. transfers and other dœ uments and s monms 1or notices31C; F: IR 
. jq 20 1 4 , ;?() 1 1 t) . of termination
.
@ Declaratgons of Ownershlp in Musical b'korks
lntoi-rnation about subrnlrtjng othef types of documeots
to the Copyright Offlce.
Currently processlng: September 201 7 (lransfers and
other documents); December 2017 (notieaes of
termination)
RegaMless of the ptoceslng tlme for #our
ezwtqllonls), the effedlve date of rv fdate  Is the
date the Copyright œ ce feceives m urcomplqte
suA isslon in acceptaNe form.
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'
.4 copyright.gov
@ * #e v # .;@ * # *$ , 4 - *e:, # . < #-
Please see the folowing for frrre information about Number
recofdation: f vjt.so
. Compflfldium of U S. Copyligh! Offico Practices
(Chapter 230(): qecorùaliofl) Electronic yes so
. necordation of l-ransfers aod other faocuments T-tle LiSt
clrctylar ::?) lncluued*(
* Calcutating Fees for Recordlng Documents and Fees
Noticos ()l 'Ierninatior' (Clrcular 1 2a) '
oocurnent cover sheet tyorr, ocs -sote that elxtronic title Iists may not be*
' submlted with notiees of tefmlnation.
@ Nolice of 'îtlrminatlf)n Gtnvt')r Shoot (florm I'CS)
. 1 7 U.S.C lj 203, 204, 205, 304(c), 3O4(d) CtlRent poeeskng 'time: Generaly up to 9 months for
transfers arld otner dx uments and 5 months for notices
. 37 c F f:?. lj a(1 4, t?()1 1 (). of tecnination
.
@ Declafatlons of (lwfpership ln Musical Works
Irlfcrriation about submltting otiner types of documents
to t'le Conyright Ohlce.
Currentk processlng: Septembef 2017 (tfansfers and
other documents); December 201 7 (notices of
termination)
Re ardless of me processlx  tlme/or yotg
e lonls), the efectlve date of feordatbn Is tl:e
date the CopAght Of;ce recekes your complete
submisslon in acceptable form.
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Foym DCS (Docu' .nt Cover Sheet)
For RecoTdation of Documents undeT 17 U.S.C. 9205
u NITED STATES COPYRIGHT OFFICE
Electronic Title List Enclosec
Declaration of Owrership in a Musical Work (DOMW) V
(DOAW is checked an electronic title list nausà be enclosed
and ''blectronic Title (ist Enclosed'' rnust also be checked
.
Privacy AG Notice: Sedions 2o5 and 7os of title 17 of the United
Mates Code authorize the Copyright Oece to collect the personally
identifying information (PI) requested on tlis forrn. PI is any
personal infonnation tllat can be used to identify, contad, or tmce
an individual such as names, addresses, and telephone numbers. By#
providing t'his information, you are agreeinj to the routine use of it to
establish and maintain a public record, wllcll includes appearing in
the oece's aper and online public records and indexes, including t%eP
OYce's onllne catalog, and in search reports m epared for the public
.
If you d.o not provide tlle information requested
, recordation rnay
be refused og delayed, and you may not be entitled to cedain relief
,
remedies, and benelts under the copyrigllt law.
Send to: tibrary ofcongress, Copyright O
.gWe-DOC, lM 433, 1o1 Independence Avenue SE, Washington, DC 20559-6000
Lfsubmitting a DOMA senl to: Copyriqht O
.'ce-DOMA P0. Box p.5.:)z washington, DC 20024-1.5.37
To the Register of Copyyights: Please recorcl the accom panying documeni
.
IMPORTANT: Please read aIl instructionsfor completin.q thisform. fyou have enclosed an electronic title list or Tytlur document is a
Declaration ofownership in a Musical Aork (DOMW), check the appropriate boxtes) on the top ofthis page.
1 Title of first work providedin document Children of the Corn
2 Total nurnber o.ftitles
in docum emt
3 Page numberls) in document
where titles information
can be located
4 Amount of fee calculated
5 Fee enciosed
1
105.00$ (F
ees are to be calculated in accordance wfth 37 (l/E&'. I 201.3(c))
X Check Money Order
q)l Fee authorized to be charged to Copyright Omce deposit account
Deposit account number
6 Return receipt requestea X If checked, please enclose a second cornpleted copy of this form and a self-addressed
postage-paid envelope
(Z Check if document is redacted
U1 Check îf a written justihcation for redacted material not enumerated
in 37 C.F.R. j ao1.4(d)(4)(i) is enclosed
(1S Check if an English translation of non-English material is enclosed
7 Redacted document
8 English translation
F O R M D C S
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V Docurnent type
(cbeck tbe one fhaà best describes
tbe document)
X Assignment U.l Exclusive License Z Non-uxclusive License
Z Change of Address U1 Mortgage or Security Agxeernent
Z Amdavit/Declaration/certiNcation U)j Court Order U1 Will
(il Change of Narne (e.J., vi merger agreement, arnendrnent to articles of incorporation)
Also attached is an Opinion Letter from Leopold Petrich & Smith71 other
10 oocurnent's oate of Execution
11 party Information
(Provide tbe narnt?s ofall parties to
tbe document and tbe nature of
their respective relationsbips to tbe
document, includin
.
q whicb party
f/any is the current copyright
owner ofthe worl's to whicb the
document perfaîns. /$ mailing
address rlust also be provided !1'
subm itting a DOM i/ and may be
voluntarilp proviâedfor al otber
documents. y-mclre space is needed,
attacb an additional sheet)
Park Avenue Entedainment LLC
Nam e
Seler
Relationship
c
zt Meloni Hribal Tratner LLC; 21600 Oxnard St. 50O
Number/street Apt/suite
Woodland Hils CA 91367
City State Zip
List continued orl an attached additiona) sheet
12 Remitter Inforrnation
and certiscations
(You, tbe individual actualk
subm ittin
.
q thisform and the
atacbed docum ent to the
Copyright Oyce, provideyour
contact in
-jbrrnsàbon and make the
required remitter certfcations by
sign fnJ your narne. The O#ce may
use this information to contact
you about the submission and wil
send the certjpcate ofrecordation
ts the p'rovided address jthe
Jocumenf is successfulk recorded.)
l certA under penalty o/perjury un/er the laws ofthe United States ofAmerica that l have been
given appropriafe authority to submit tbis cover sheet, accompanying docum ent, and any other
enclosed materials to the U.S. E-ogyrfg/lt Olcefor recordation, and ap information l have submitted is
true, accurate, and complete to the best ofmy knowledge.
l understand tbat anyfals@cation or misrepresentation may subject Frle to dvil or criminal liability.
B# signing ?'n# name h w a Iedge that l have read and apree to these condftfons.
-. June 26, 2018Signature ' Date
Donald P. Borchers
Narne
Owner/ Graphic Novel Enterprises
Title/organization
528 Palisades Dr. 13O
Number/street Apt/suite
Pacific Palisades CA 90272
City State Zip
(310) 490-1056 N/APh
one number Fax nurnber
DpBorchers@gmail.com
Ernail
Ifyou are not a party to the docurnent, describe your relationship to the document oy
the original parties to the document (e.g., duly authorized agent of a party successonin-
interest to a paxty, duly authorized agent o1a successonin-interest to a party).
F O R M D C S
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1: Docurnent certifications
(These certqpcations can be mtzc!e
eitber b
.y tbe remitter identned
on tbe previous page or another
individual.)
V Original docurnent enclosed S Omcial certi , . -ation enclosed
I certA  under penalty ofper.jury under the laws ofthe United States ofAmerica that thefolowin.q
is frtle and correct: (Check tbe box next to each certfcation beinq made. Theprst is always required.
The second is required f/'tzn original document or oscial certfcation is not enclosed. fj'tz dterent
individual is rnakfn
.g each one, complete and attach an additional copy ofthis page.)
SX The accompanying document befng submitted to the U.S. fbpyrfght Olcefor recordation satisjes,
to the best ofmy knowledge, the signature, completeness, legfbpft.pi and, (redacted, redaction
requirementsfor recordation as s'pecTeti in .97 C.ER. j 2oJ.g.
X Tbe accompanying document befng submitted to the U.S. Copyright Omcefor recordation is,
to the best ofmy knowledge, a true and correct copy of the orfgfnuô sinned document.
l understand that anyfals@cation o misrepresentation may subject rne to civil or criminal liability.
By signing my name b Jedge that l bave read and alree to these conditions.
. June 26, 2c18Signature Date
Certiser Inforrnation
(Tbis information is onk required
fan individual o/'her than
the remitter identfed on the
previous page is nlakin
.
q tbe
above certncations.)
lf the certiser is not a party to the docum ent, describe the certiser's relationship to the
document o'r the original parties to the document (e.g., duly authorized agent of a party,
successonin-interest to a party, duly authorized agent of a successonin-interest to a party).
R EVI EW E D :1 2/2 O17 Prjnted On recyded paper PA G E 3 o F 3
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From : Trackingupdates@fedex.com
Subject: FedEx Shipment 781600252296 Delivered
Date: June 28, 2018 at 10:10 AM
To: swanguero@mac.com
This tracking update has been requested by:
Name:
E-mail:
Our records indicate that the folowing shipment has been delivered:
Ship date: Jun 26, 2018
Signed for by: L.BUSH
Delivery Iocation: W ashington, DC
Delivered to: Shipping/Receiving
Delivery date: Thu, 6/28/2018 9:54 am
Sewice type: FedEx Express Saver
Packaging type: FedEx Envelope
Number of pieces: 1
Weight: 0.50 Ib.
Special handling/services Deliver W eekday
Standard transit: 6/29/2018 by 4:30 pm
Tracking number: 781600252296
Shipper lnformation Recipient Information
PLANTATION W ashington
FL DC
US US
Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unatended mailbox
. This repol't was generated at approximately
9:10 AM CDT on 06/28/2018.
AIl weights are estimated.
The shipment is scheduled for delivery on or before the scheduled delivery displayed above
. FedEx does not determine money-back
guarantee or delay claim requests based on the scheduled delivery. Please see the FedEx Service Guide for terms and
conditions of service including the FedEx Money-Back Guarantee, or contact your FedEx customer support representative.
To track the status of this shipment online, please use the folowing: V ps:/www.fedex.com/apps/fedextrack/?
action=track&tracknumbers=78l6oozszzg6&langc genen&opco=Fx&clientype=ivother
Standard transit is the date and time the package is scheduled to be delivered by
, based on the selected service, destination and ship
date. Limitations and exceptions may apply
. Please see the FedEx Service Guide for terms and conditions of
service, including the FedEx Mcney-Back Guarantee
, or contact your FedEx Customer Support representative.
@ 2018 Federal Express Corporation. The content of this message is protected by copyright and trademark Iaws under U
.S. and
international Iaw. You can access our privacy policy by searching the term on fedex
.com. Al rights reserved.
Thank you for your business.
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252296 V
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Thursday 6/28/2018 at 9:54
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Signed for by: L.BUSH
GET STATUS UPDATES
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W ASHINGTON, DC US
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FoTm DCS (Docu) . .nt Cover Sheet)
For Recordation of Documents undeT 17 U.S.C. 9205
u NITED GTATES COPYRIGHT OFFICE
Electronic Title List Encloseu
Declaration of Owrership in a Musical Work (DOMW) U1
(TDOM t?!/ is checked, an electronic title list rnus't be enclosed
and ''Electronic Title List Enclosed'' rnust also be checked
.
Privaty Ad Notice: sedions 2os and 7o5 of title 17 of the United
States Code aut%orize the Copyright Omce to collect the personally
identifying information (PI) requested on this form. PI is any
personal information tllat can be used to identify, contad, or trace
an individual such as names, addresses, and telephone numbeTs. By#
providing tllis infonnation you aye agreeinj to the routine use of it tol
establisll and maintain a public record, whlch includes appearing in
t%e Oece's paper and online public records and indexes, induding tlle
Oece's online catalog, and in search reports prepared for t%e public
.
If you do not provide the information requested recordation may#
be ref-used or delayed, and you may not be entitled to certain relief
,
remedies. and 'benests under the copyright law.
Y
Send to: Library ofcbngress, Copyright O.@ce-DOC, l&1 #J.:?, 1o1 Independence Avenue SE, Washington, DC 20559-6000
fsubmfffng a DOMA senl to: Copyright O
.JVe-DOMA P0. Box 77.5Jg Washinqton, Dt:'20024-7.5J7
To the Register of Copyrights: Please record the accompanying document
.
IMPORTANT: Please read all instructionsfor completing thisform. fyou have enclosed an electronic title Iist or (/kour document is a
Declaration ofownership in a Musical York (DOMW), check tbe appropriate boxles) on the top ofthis page.
1 Title of fiyst work provided
ïn document
2 Total nurnber o.f titles
în docum ent
3 Page numberls) in document
where titles information
can be located
4 Arnount of fee calculated
5 Fee enclosed
105.00$ (Fees are to be calculated in accordance witb 
.?z GEP. f 2o1.3(c))
X check Z Money Order
(V Fee authorized to be charged to Copyright Omce deposit account
6 Return receipt requested X If checked, please enclose a second completed copy of this forrn and a self-addressed
postage-paid envelope
g)èl Check if document is redacted
Z Check if a wrîtterl justiNcation for redacted rnaterial not enumerated
in 37 C.F.R. j 2o1.4(d)(4)(i) is enclosed
L)) check if a'n English t'ranslation of non-Englîsh material js enclosed
7 Redacted document
8 Englïsh translation
F O 9 M D C S
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9 Docurnent type
(cbeck tbe one fhat best describes
the document)
(S Assignment (1Z Exclusive Hcense Z Non-t-kclusive License
Change of Address l)1 Mortgage or Security Agreerne'nt
Z Amdavit/Declaration/certiscation U(1 Court Order q))l Will
1Z Change of Narne (e.g., via merger agreernent, arnendment to artîcles of incorporation)
Also atached is an Opinion Leter from Leopold Petrich & SmithLq other
November 30, 201610 oocuoent's oate of Execuuon
11 party lnformation
(Provide tbe narit?s ofall parties to
tbe document and tbe nature of
their respective relationships ào the
document, including which party
tfany is f he current copyriqht
owner ofthe works ào which tbe
document pertains. /k rnailinq
address must also be provided !1'
submittin
.
q a DOMY and m ay be
voluntarik providedfor al otber
documents. frntlre space is needed,
attach an additional sheet.)
V List continued on an attached additional sheet
12 Remitter Infornaation
and certïncations
(You, the individual actually
submitting tbisform and the
attacbed document to the
Copyriqht O#cc, provideyour
contact injbrmation and make the
required remitter cerll/catjons by
sinningyour narrle. Fhe Omce rrla-p
use this information to contact
you about the subm ission and wil
send the certncate ofrecordation
ftl the provjded aàdress jfthe
document fs successfuly recorded.)
l rertf.y under penalty o/gerjur.p un#er the laws of the United States ofAmerica that I have been
given appropriate authority to submit tbis cover sheet, accompanying document, and any othev
enclosed materials to the U.S. Copyrinht D'ceJ'or recordation, and al information l have submitted is
true, accurate, and complete to tbe best ofmy knowledge.
l understand that anyfals@cation or misrepresentation may subject me to dvil or criminal liability.
By Jignfn
,g my name I wledge that I have read and agree to these conditions.
Signature Date
Title/organization
9663 Santa Monica Blvd. 123
Number/street Apt/suite
Beverly Hils CA 90210
City State Zip
(310) 490-1056 N/APh
one number Fax 'num be'r
If you are not a party to the docum ent, describe your relationship to the docurnent or
the original parties to the document (e.g., duly authorized agent of a party, succesqonin-
interest to a party, duly authorized agent of a successonin-interest to a payty).
F O R M D C S
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13 Docurnent certifications
(Tbese certncations can be made
eitber b
.p tbe remiter identned
on tbe previous ptnrye or anotber
individual.)
Z Original docurnent enclosed Z Omcial cert, . zwation enclosed
I certA under penalty o-fperjury under the laws ofthe United States ofAmerica that thefollowing
is t'rtle and correct: (Check tbe box next to each certfcation bein
.q made. Tbefrst is always required.
Tbe second is required f/'tzn original document or olcial certfcation is not enclosed. (/'J dterent
individual is rnakfn
.g eacb one, cowplete and attach an additional copy ofthis page)
X The accompanyin
.q document befng submitted to the U.5'. copyrigbt O'ceybr recordation satispes,
to the best ofmy knowledge, the signature, completeness, legibility and, Tredacteti, redaction
requirementsfor recordation tz: spec@ed in Jz C.ER. j 2oJ.4.
U1 The accompanying Jocurnent being submitted to tbe U.s. copyrfghf Olcefor recordation f:,
to the best ofmy knowledge, a tme and correct cogy ofthe origfnal, signed document.
l understand that anyfals@cation or misrepresentation may subject me to civil or criminal liability.
By s'flnfng n1# name b œ I a k wledge that I have read and agree to these conditions.
-. June :6
, :c18Signature ' Date
Donald P. BorchersN
am e
selfTitle/organization
If the certifier is not a party to the document, describe the certiser's relationship to the
document oz the original parties to the document (e.g., duly authorized agent of a party,
successonin-interest to a party, duly authorized agent of a successor-in-interest to a party).
Certiser lnforrnation
(Tbis information is on% required
fj'an individual other tban
tbe remitter identned on tbe
previous page is makin
.
q the
above certl/ctztignsl
R EVl EWE D: 1 2/2017 PThnied On TetLyûled pape'r PA G E 3 () F B
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From : Trackingupdates@fedex.com
Subject: FedEx Shipment 781600264197 Delivered
Date: June 28, 2018 at 10:10 AM
To: swanguerc@macqcom
This tracking update lnas been requested by:
Name:
E-mail:
Our records indicate that the folowing shipment has been delivered:
Ship date: Jun 26, 2018
Signed for by: L.BUSH
Delivery Iocation: Washington, DC
Delivered to: Shipping/Receiving
Dolivery date: Thu, 6/28/2018 9:54 am
Service type: FedEx Express Saver
Packaging type: FedEx Envelope
Number of pieces: 1
W eight: 0.50 Ib.
Special handling/services Deliver W eekday
Standard transit: 6/29/2018 by 4:30 pm
Tracking number: 781600264197
Shipper Information Recipient Information
PLANTATION W ashington
FL DC
US US
Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unatended mailbox
. This report was generated at approximately
9:09 AM CDT on 06/28/2018.
AI weights are estimated.
The shiprnent is scheduled for delivery on or before the scheduled delivery displayed above
. FedEx does not determine money-back
guarantee or delay claim requests based on the scheduled delivefy. Please see the FedEx Service Guide for terms and
conditions of service, including the FedEx Money-Back Guarantee or contact your FedEx customer support representative
.1
To track the status of this shipment online, please use the folowing: V ps:/www.fedex.com/apps/fedextrack/?
actionntrack&tracknumbers=78l6ooz64lg7&langc geren&opco=Fx&clientype=ivother
Standard transit is the date and time the package is scheduled to be delivered by, based on the selected service
, destination and ship
date. Limitations and exceptions may apply. Please see the FedEx Sewice Guide for terms and conditions of
service, including the FedEx Money-Back Guarantee or contact your FedEx Customer Suppol't representative
.
@ 2018 Federal Express Corporation. The content of this message is protected by copyright and trademark laws under U
.S. and
international Iaw. You can access our privacy policy by searching the term on fedex.com. AI rights reserved.
Thank you for your business.
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.
.: .#:$
,' 
xj264197 u
Delivered
Thursday 6/28/2018 at 9:54
DELIVERED
Signed for by: L.BUSH
GET STATUS UPDATES
OBTAIN PROOF OF DELIVERY
FROM
PLANTATION, FL US
TO
W ASHINGTON, DC US
8 - Thursday
on, DC
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
l declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
T?)c 7J k'-'S 'S1o72
. . e m' 
-
Q J . S jk 4 . . . : . wla%,' e ' .
Plantatlon, FL 33 322
J-uuxl ( , Jp l & (date)On 
,
l served the attached COMPG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fuly
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority M ail, ' Neceipt No.:
qbh 1/ 31 &Q O :7Y2 31/59 CVOV CfL/
addressed as follows:
BEST BUY CO ., INC.
ahn: Legal Dept.
7601 Penn Ave. S.
Richfield, M N 55423
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
'l-kl-x/ -(' , J()'y (date) at C?-'R N't A '-f/ bkv, FL (city)was executed on 
, .
o 
. g y y, ,m .uNa 0'
. 
W  ' V O
. Ly / g . . .
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
T/'k(Tt I.iILS' S 'kCJ7'2
'
,. f-). . :-- ;yk (2)'.c, 1$. t'.4 - 1r./h$. t:lh' 1!). 1*t1 l @ l 1F:1 t:fl .
Plnntatlon, FL 33322
Vqu-/ 5, îo lg 
, (date)On
I served the attached COMPLAINT FOR GOPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COMPLAINT FOR GOPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fuly
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail, Receipt No.:
tj l O % $ 0 2 0* S S QI' 01S Z 99
addressed as follows:
BARNES & NOBLE
ahn: Legal Dept.
122 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10011
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
-
Aql.-/ f J&$8 (date) at CL-ANî J5l c'V , fl (city)was executed on t , .
N me: q K? ton't'tpx' Crzof 'r-k
.l-.u-t.z-ta :
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that l am over the age of eighteen years and not a pady to this action.
My address is:
The UPS Store
18.66. N. Nnt: yp?!! nd
.Plantatlon
, FL 3 3a22
<*  <r
on 3jk ''z olf 
, (date)
I served the attached GOMPG INT FOR GOPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fuly
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail, Receipt No.:
ù t9 3 1t-Jz O&B8 i T'KX Qlèè 86q lt
addressed as follows:
APPLE, INC.
aûn: Legal Dept.
One Apple Park W ay
Cupertino, CA 95014
l declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
Buuy % J/lé date) at 02-** :7 ltf, f L ity)was executed on , ( . (c
. 
. 
.N . 
x
. hu k.q o G  f mxNa e
.
. 
, v. t.z-L
.4'
.<.
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
he :Ps st0.
1856 N. Nob
antatlon, FL 3rJ. .22
.>re' 
y j' jo )y
..
k.xt4 /
, (date)On
I served the attached GOM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fuly
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail, ' l Receipt No.: 9
Jtpsg J J 32 5S6) /2.6lht/ St&o
addressed as folows:
AM OEBA M USIC, INC.
ahn: Legal Dept.
2455 Telegraph Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94704
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
-
qLy V 2o1 ,: (date) at ?t Z'hAZ'CO TSL*, F& (city)was executed on 3 
, .
'tM  .-J Q oioi /.4 g =' dme :
t-j-t-i.t-t-cst.
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that l am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is: g 8'.9'6 N , No5 khl'a QJ .
@L&s'i/-h73çN, f'1 3T.:71
yzt-, , 2otg (date)On 
,
I served the attached COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail, n --* -'--' - - -' e'- eipt No.:
9 qof ûjoz tJC?e'I 2to(302addressed as folows:
AMAZON.COM , INC.
ahn: Legal Dept.
410 Terry Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98109-5210
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
3-- uv ( 2 o (: (date) at ?LAS.'ï /7 Iv$) f 1, (city)was executed on t! , , .
z s. y ., 4Na e: OAAJ QA'X Of &
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
hc k t' 0r1
1850. N. Nsb H1!1 Rd.
an a on, .K' pz, :
Jqw #, 2oIn 
, (date)On
I served the attached COM PLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully
repaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail - ''-' ' - --  Receipt No.:p ,
# o2 tp5 C?q D. zi :7 l 'W / 5162d!q t/ S
addressed as folows:
YouTube, GOOGLE, LLC
a/n: Legal Dept.
901 Cherry Ave.
San Bruno, CA 94066
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
'SLIL? .ç' ? 2./ l 3 (date) at Ct.b*1-P5'lt%, f 1. . (city)was executed on ,
tzA/ Q - - & C'-> z ='xN me:
Lim ../
- . c .
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
The UPS Slore
@ , '.': 
v . .
Plantatlon, FL 33:$22
>  <
ouu-/ 5 , 2 o! : (date)On 
,
I served the attached COMPG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail, Receipt No.:
9Ll ( O St&J &œ B 27 *2 à?Q#/;
addressed as follows:
w ALMAR ,T INc.
un: Legal Dept.a
702 SW  8th Street
Bentonville, AR 72716
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
Suw S-? 2o3 : (date) at f b.9Nt-.'ïlopt fu . (city)was executed on ,
. u/av G v.Qx: Jo ecouNa e
. 
-
Lt-o-ist
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
K D
1856, N- 7.1t783 Hl1l Rd.
â *0 t Je' t . k < - l , .z 'u,'?= L
ltaux Joly (date)On 
,
I served the attached COMPLAINT FOR GOPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority M ail, Receipt No.: .
qtltq g(oQ t)06A qD 7. 1708 StO
addressed as follows:
EBAY INC.
aûn: Legal Dept.
2025 Hamilton Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
s'qg Vz J pIF (date) at I%AIV>T /è4', 8/.-. (city)was executed on 
, .
Na e: ' d 4 K) fb .< C= o + <r2 z
.
L.uûL=z.c
(signaturé)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
Tho tlps Sîoro
185 e. N. Nob Hil Mfl
.
Plantallon, FL 33322
yqw ç.(, zsly 
, (date)On
l served the attached COMPLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fuly
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority M ail, -oeceipt No.:
q tfl/ g/&2. 47Z'9.2 S'1 .97 19* 8 i V
addressed as folows:
DEEPDISCOUNXCOM
attn: Legal Dept.
740 Hilltop Drive
Itasca, IL 60143
l declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
r olA rzl
-mmvel/pp rsskt.'/ -$ J date) at .
. (city)was executed on / , (
Name: tz o (- ./xn: G o<=''
uutr oao
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
The tlps sloro
%e 4 'b .
Plantatlon, FL 3,7:t2:?
-  
. -(' 20(%3qu) , 
, (date)on
I served the attached COMPLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fuly
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority M ail, Receipt No.: '
qqtp 8 lt)Q O&g'I fmq/ Vit?g (15
addressed as follows:
THE TARGET GROUR INC.
aûn: Legal Dept.
1945 W . Mountain St.
Glendale, CA 91201-1258
l declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
'Vtau./ V, 20 t g (date) at f t.:Vf''Vl :à/ FL (city)was executed on 
, . .
. PA< f-zwt-oz c. p r aaN me
.
uu c.4.:1. : t
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
Th* UPS - 101'9
1B5E' N. Nf)b 1-11!! Rd.
Plantatlon ..l,:.k1',r-'
.
)qw <z2ol: (date)On 
,
I served the attached COM PLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully
prepaid in the U.S., vlh Priority Mail, ' Receipt No.:
qh to % tzu 0t7:9 3-1:'7 oqs'g &b
addressed as folows:
REDBOX AUTOMATED RETAIL, LLC
aun: Legal Dept
1 Tower Lane, Suite 900
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
'
N t! vy -f, lob g (date) at qvàhv-FTloilq F& . (city)was executed on ,
, a 
' 
e.
N me: (JA/ Q  s C-'NTJZCXL
I
. uut-t-uz-tu.
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that l am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
The UPS Store
., o' z.u 
. r!.! o b l11 1 1- n d .
P l :h n 12 a $
.. : t' ) r y, F L .A ,.4, x-p 2 
.
r> .
>
on 3ka 6 ,J,t: , (date)
l served the attached COMPM INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail, l Receipt No.:
qtjftp g 1D2 otlMg t'187 23% .97
addressed as folows:
NETFLIX, INC.
ahn: Legal Dept
100 W inchester Circle
Los Gatos, CA 95032
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
Tuu-/ f; ( 7o1 $' (date) at 02-/*5 87 foN, f& (city)was executed on 
, .
. 
'vhc G yfoa a o r '--IN me
.
t .4 é-/ z .ux z
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
T h Q U P S S l o ( 'a
. . . . s ,7 ' .4 .p
' 
r! .r4
Pla ntatlon, FL 332-2 2
on AL'<? / , (date)
I served the attached COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fuly
repaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail - --'-' ' - - ' R i t No :P , OCOP .
%q(& fl&2 17:733 cmlG 99q8 :79
addressed as folows:
LIONS GATE FILMS INC.
attn: Legal Dept.
2700 Colorado Ave., Suite 200
santa Monica, CA 90404
l declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
T4b.? .< i 7/îs (date) at f umhz'ir /3-f//* , é-2-. . (city)was executed on ,
x
J:MJ AX v d2x4<z-LN me:
Lt-d-t-/-cv
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is:
The UPS Slore
105C, N. Nob H)I! Rd.
antaltnn, - - 3. 3322
rW
3uu-/ J, lo t s (date)On 
,
I served the attached COMPLAINT FOR GOPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail, ' ' eceipt No.: /21: W9qt@ gtdz z$638 latfs
addressed as folows:
LIONS GATE ENTERTAINM ENT INC.
attn: Legal Dept.
2700 Colorado Ave., Suite 200
Santa Monica, CA 90404
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
-fqt,./ (j'; 7p/& (date) at ?L A *7PT/'M F& (city)was executed on 
, .
A ,.K a Cr'* r Z uN me: ù/ &/ -
l / -f.v z - .;
. .
(signature)
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Proof of Se- ice by M ail
I declare that l am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to this action.
My address is'.
e 4 u 4
1856 N- Nob Hil! Rd.
an ' . l , kuw '
'
7uu-.I .5 ,2 a! 8 (date)On ,
l served the atached COMPG INT FOR GOPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT and REQUEST FOR
JURY TRIAL by placing the COM PG INT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEM ENT and
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, a true copy, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fuly
prepaid in the U.S., via Priority Mail, Receipt No.: 
-
Aqlo si&2&&J-'5oCY< LI-KM Z'
addressed as folows:
EY.E., Trans W orld Entertainment
aûn: Legal Dept.
38 Corporate Circle
Albany, NY 12203
l declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration
-
Jkux/ f Jzp l F date) at CL m *% 47/:4tJ, &- (city)was executed on l 
, ( .
' *  Q  G o' C'79 CZ 1N e: 
- -
& &/ 2 1 u v z
(signature)
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